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Quarterly Issues and Programs Report 
October – December 2011 

 

Through formal and informal ascertainment of the general public, community leaders, public 

officials - inclusive of different ethnic organizations and service organizations, the following list 

emerged as issues needing media attention and support. 

 

The programs produced to meet the needs of the public included locally produced shows and 

newscasts as well as national programs, public service announcement campaigns, and sales 

marketing campaigns. 

 

 Community Issues 
 

Accidents and Disasters 

Business & Industry 

Children & Youth  

Consumer 

Crime and Law Enforcement 

Cultural 

Deaths 

Diversity 

Education 

Elderly-Seniors-Retirement 

Employment/Labor 

Entertainment 

Environment 

Foreign News 

Funerals and Memorials 

Government and Politics 

Health and Medical 

Immigration 

Lifestyle 

Poverty 

Religion 

Safety 

Severe weather 

Technology 

Transportation 
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REGULARLY SCHEDULED PROGRAMS 

 

 

Our locally produced, regularly scheduled programs are aired specifically to address community 

issues, concerns and needs. The programs are as follows: 

 

 NBC 4 News Conference  

The Channel 4 News Conference is a weekly program airing on most Sundays 

from 9am-9:30am featuring topical, informative interviews with public figures, 

community leaders, and government officials.  The Channel 4 News Conference 

also airs on Sundays at 11:35pm. 

 

NBC 4 News – Daily Local News Programs 

KNBC's daily newscasts devote considerable time to local issues and community 

problems.  Regularly scheduled newscasts include: 
 

Program Time Days Channel 

Today in LA 4:30am – 5:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 5:00am – 6:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 6:00am – 7:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC 4 News at 5 5:00pm – 6:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC 4 News at 6 6:00pm – 6:30pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NonStop News: LA 7:00pm – 8:00pm Monday-Friday 4.2 

NBC 4 News at 11 11:00pm – 11:35pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Saturday 4.1 

NBC 4 News Weekend 6:00pm – 7:00pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC 4 News at 11 11:00pm – 11:30pm Saturday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Sunday 4.1 

Channel 4 News Conference 9:00am – 9:30am Sunday 4.1 

NBC 4 News Weekend 6:00pm – 7:00pm Sunday 4.1 

Channel 4 News at 11 11:00pm – 11:35pm Sunday 4.1 

NBC 4 News Conference 11:35pm – 12:05am Sunday 4.1 

 

The complete program schedule for KNBC’s main 4.1 channel for the quarter is attached. 
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KNBC 0:30 10/3/11 11:23p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

texans will tell you everything there is big - and the truth with this 
commercial fire at the "magna-blend" chemical plant... about 30-
miles south of dallas. it nearly contained after fire fighters said it 
was best to just let it burn itself out. one-thousand people in the 
area were evacuated. they have since been allowed to return to 
their homes. investigators say the fire may have been sparked 
by a chemicals reacting and interacting. 

KNBC 2:54 10/6/11 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight... a heart-breaking scene just outside compton. where a 
home caught fire... with a child... trapped inside.  it's 11 o'clock! 
i'm chuck henry. and i'm colleen williams.  tonight... no one 
knows exactly what started that fire... but what we do know.... is 
that both homicde detectives and arson investigators are on the 
case...trying to figure out what exactly caused the tragedy.... that 
took a young child's life!  live at 11! nbc4's robert kovacik with 
the latest on the investigation. robert! 

KNBC 0:41 10/21/11 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a state consumer agency wants southern california edison and 
four cell phone companies to pay hefty fines for a 2007 wildfire 
that destroyed 14 homes in malibu.  the consumer protection 
and safety division says edison... next-g ... sprint... a-t-and-t... 
and verizon... overloaded above-ground utility poles. as a result, 
the poles were toppled by high winds and that sparked the fire. 
the consumer agency wants the companies to pay more than 99 
**million** dollars in fines. edison is disputing the finding -- and 
the others may, as well. this is not the first time above ground 
poles have been blamed for wildfires. underground lines, 
however, are far more expensive. 

KNBC 4:21 10/27/11 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

newschopper 4 is live over the scene in carson. the flames are 
out... but the investigation and the firecrews remain. nbc's 
beverly white has been there since early this evening.... beverly!  
it wasn't just the apartment complex....firefighters had even more 
of a fight on their hands...when embers... spread quickly to 
several mobile homes right next door!  kim baldonado is live with 
more details on that part of the story. kim?  going back now live 
to newschopper 4. we will have crews on scene overnight.. and 
our live coverage continues in the morning, on today in la- at 
4:30am. 

KNBC 0:31 10/31/11 11:23p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

at the famous magic castle in hollywood... halloween parties 
were canceled tonight... because of a fire this morning that 
started in the attic... and caused thousands of dollars in damage 
to the hundred year-old landmark. the fire was put out in about 
an hour. nobody was hurt. the castle will be closed for at least a 
couple days. 

KNBC 0:21 11/2/11 11:23p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

its a fire that appeares to be coming out of the sidewalk - and it 
is. in compton crews were doing some routine repairs on gas 
line... when it ruptured... it set off this fire that continues to burn 
for hours. a gas company employe had second degree burns.. 
eventually the line was capped off. 

KNBC 0:18 11/3/11 11:12p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a six-inch water pipe ruptured in van nuys tonight... flooding the 
front yards of several homes. this happened around seven 
o'clock... in the 16-thousand block of haynes street. d-w-p 
workers turned off the water... and are now working to fix the 
line. 
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KNBC 0:29 11/7/11 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a section of ventura boulevard in sherman oaks... closed tonight 
because of a water main break. right now, d-w-p is working to 
patch it up. but commuters can expect lane closures on ventura, 
between whitsett and coldwater canyon avenues, during the 
morning commute. d-w-p says the problem should be fixed by 
tomorrow afternoon. no evacuations... and no property damage 
reported. it happened in the same area where a huge main 
broke in 2009. 

KNBC 0:39 11/10/11 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a tragic story out of hawaii tonight... a chopper taking tourists 
around the islands... crashed...killing all five people on board.  
the chopper had taken off from kuhului... on maui....on a 
sightseeing tour... it slammed into a mountain... on the east end 
of molokai .  emergency crews used a nearby elementary school 
as a staging area. blue hawaiin operates more than 160-
thousand tours a year... and this time the pilot and four 
passengers were on 45 minute trip.... the passengers included a 
newlywed couple from pennsylvania... and two canadians from 
ontario. witnesses say it was raining pretty hard.... at the time of 
the crash... but the cause is still under investigation. 

KNBC 2:31 11/14/11 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now a developing story! for months... the neighbors watched the 
main road crumble... a bit at a time...now... it's an emergency!  a 
coastal highway in san pedro is cracking and the nearby cliff is 
sliding towards the ocean... it's gotten so bad... officials are now 
warning drivers and pedestrians to stay away.  nbc4's angie 
crouch is live in that neighborhood in san peedro... angie...that is 
a main thorough fare... 

KNBC 0:44 11/15/11 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we've been telling you about the road that's about to fall into the 
ocean off san pedro... tonight the situation is getting worse!  the 
slow-moving landslide has got to the point that crews have been 
out putting up a fence around the area...to keep on-lookers from 
getting too close to the 100 foot bluff.... which continues to slide 
toward the sea. the l-a-p-d is also increasing patrols to monitor 
the closed-off area just in case...  crews out htere are also 
relocating sewer pipes and water lines under the sinking road... 
a geological study will be done to determine the extent of the 
bluff failure.... and test the stability of surrounding land. 

KNBC 0:37 11/16/11 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and... we've been following that landslide along the coast in san 
pee-dro... for the past several days... tonight we're learning that 
the slide is starting to pick up speed.  in the past two weeks the 
ground along the oceanfront road has shifted downward by more 
than two-and-a-half feet ... and the slide of dirt and debris has 
accelerated from half an inch to four inches a day. as of now, no 
homes are at risk... but this road is a main thoroughfare. crews 
have put up a fence to keep people away from that area... 

KNBC 1:33 11/28/11 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have breaking news tonight from the vincent thomas bridge 
in san pedro... a terrible crash... several people have been badly 
injured... and there are reports someone may have been street 
racing.  it's 11 o'clock... i'm colleen williams. and... i'm lucy 
noland... in for chuck henry. "nbc 4's" angie crouch is live in "san 
pedro"... with the latest. angie... what happened? 

KNBC 0:23 12/2/11 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news tonight! a large fire burning across from the 
collesium in exposition park. a furniture store caught fire.. just 
about 30 minutes ago. a large contigent of los angeles city 
firefighters are on the scene. it appears they will have this one 
under control soon. no injuries... we don't know yet what started 
it. we'll have more on this story.. tomorrow morning on "today in 
la weekend." 
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KNBC 1:25 12/5/11 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news... a woman fell off the queen mary in long beach 
tonight. i'm chuck henry. and i'm colleen williams.  witnesses say 
the woman fell off a walkway on the ship.. just before 9pm. that 
fall.. was from 75 feet above the water. a good samaritan dove 
15 feet into the water to try and save her. our angie crouch just 
arrived on scene... angie, what's the latest. 

KNBC 1:37 12/7/11 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we begin with breaking news.. from las vegas!  a sightseeing 
helicopter crashed tonight-- killing all five people on board. i'm 
colleen williams. and i'm chuck henry.  the pilot was taking a 
group of tourists on a 30 minute twilight tour of the vegas strip 
and hoover dam. the helicopter crashed in the lake mead 
recreation area... about 30-miles from las vegas.  no word on 
what may have caused tonight's crash. the victims' names have 
not been released. 

KNBC 0:46 12/7/11 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a cal sate university long beach employee who was killed today 
tryin g as she was trying to escape from a stuck elevator.  48-
year-old annette lujan of huntington beach. a mother of two -
and- was in a campus elevator when it broke down between 
floors. fire fighters say she was trying to climb out of the elevator 
when it suddenly started moving again ... and she was crushed 
to death.. the accident has left the campus stunned.  the elevator 
passed it's annual safety inspection in april. if you are ever 
caught in a stalled elevator - fire fighters say just stay there - 
don't try to get out on your own. 

KNBC 1:30 12/7/11 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight we know the name of the woman who fell 75-feet to her 
death off the queen mary. we're also learning more about what 
happened... in those final moments before the accident.  nbc4's 
kim baldonado is live in long beach with the latest. 

KNBC 2:09 12/8/11 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this fire ripped through a historic church in santa ana early this 
morning... destroying the 90-year-old structure... tonight 
parishioners are still trying to come to grips with the fact that 
their beloved church is gone...  nbc4's beverly white is in santa 
ana with the latest... beverly... 
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KNBC 0:53 12/12/11 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the rain may be behind... this 'developing' story... tonight. ...a 
'massive' big rig pile-up. it started... in a tunnel... on "i-five"... in 
the "newhall pass." traffic... is 'still' backed up... for miles.  14 
rigs... including a 'fuel' tanker... are involved in this 'traffic 
nightmare'... right now... along with three other vehicles. it 
happened at about 8:30... in the 'truck lane tunnel'... of the 
"southbound 5"... at the "eastbound 14" freeway... in the 
"newhall pass." the "c-h-p" says... the truck lanes will stay shut... 
until at least... two a-m. the car lanes 'remain' open. "hazmat" 
says... the fuel tanker does 'not' appear to have a leak. two 
people went to the hospital... with only 'minor' injuries. 
reportedly... some fuel did spill... but... apparently... it's from one 
of the 'other' trucks. but... 'this'... is the 'same' tunnel... where 
'wet' roads... led to a 'dozen' big rigs... colliding in a 'fiery' and 
'deadly' crash... in 2007.  looking live at the scene... 14 rigs... 
including a 'fuel' tanker... are involved in this 'traffic nightmare'... 
right now... along with three other vehicles. it happened at about 
8:30... in the 'truck lane tunnel'... of the "southbound 5"... at the 
"eastbound 14" freeway... in the "newhall pass." the "c-h-p" 
says... the truck lanes will stay shut... until at least... two a-m. the 
car lanes 'remain' open. "hazmat" says... the fuel tanker does 
'not' appear to have a leak. two people went to the hospital... 
with only 'minor' injuries. reportedly... some fuel did spill... but... 
apparently... it's from one of the 'other' trucks. but... 'this'... is the 
'same' tunnel... where 'wet' roads... led to a 'dozen' big rigs... 
colliding in a 'fiery' and 'deadly' crash... in 2007. 

KNBC 0:22 12/13/11 11:22p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

here's what it looked like in fillmore tonight... where an s-u-v 
crashed into a starbucks. it happened shortly after seven 
o'clock... at the store at 650 west ventura street. the sheriff's 
department told us... three people were hurt -- one was taken to 
the hospital with "moderate" injuries. investigators are still 
looking into what may have caused the crash.  the fda says 
those ads promoting the lapband are misleading and they want a 
marketing company... and eight surgery centers in southern 
california... to change those ads. 

KNBC 2:52 12/14/11 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an inferno on the 60 freeway! tonight, the flames are out... but 
the cleanup is far from over... and that could have a major 
impact on how long it's going to take you to get to work 
tomorrow! and maybe for days to come!  it's 11 o'clock! i'm 
chuck henry. and... i'm lucy noland... in for colleen williams.  the 
tanker truck exploded... on "the 60 freeway"... in montebello. it 
happened just past noon... right 'under' the "paramount 
boulevard bridge"... choking the area with a thick cloud of 
smoke... you could see... from miles away.  here's a live look... 
from "newschopper four." as you can see... the freeway... is 'still' 
shut down. and... word is... that's the way it could stay... 
indefinitely!nbc 4's beverly white joins us live from the scene... 
bev... how's that clean up going? 

KNBC 2:02 12/14/11 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

there were thousands of witnesses to the tanker fire... and many 
of them recorded what they saw on their cell phones!! and some 
got pretty close to those flames!!  nbc four's jesse gary in 
montebello to show us what they saw! jesse! 
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KNBC 0:43 12/20/11 11:12p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a seven year old boy who was critically injured over the weekend 
when he fell off a ski lift has died from his head injuries.  it 
happened at the sugar bowl ski area.. which is northwest of lake 
tahoe... near interstate 80... in california. the victim was a young 
member of the sugar bowl ski team.  authorities say the boy was 
riding the mount lincoln express chairlift... which rises to one of 
the highest parts of the ski area. witnesses said there were two 
other children.. but no adults on the lift. the victim was wearing a 
helmet.. but he fell 60 feet... and never recovered despite 
undergoing surgery at a hospital in reno. he was pronounced 
dead earlier today... and his name has not been disclosed. 

KNBC 2:24 12/26/11 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the highway patrol is telling us what they know ... about a tragic 
christmas night freeway accident that killed a 12-year-old girl...  
the girl ran onto the westbound 60 freeway in mira loma.. 
apparently trying to grab clothes from suitcases that had fallen 
off a car. n-b-c-4's antonio castelan is live in mira loma tonight.... 
antonio! 

KNBC 0:16 12/27/11 11:11p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

arson investigaters are trying to figure out... what caused a 
house fire... in "sherman oaks"... tonight. it broke out at about 
9:30... on "greenleaf street"... near the "sherman oaks galleria." 
it took firefighters... about a half an hour... to knock it down. a lot 
of damage... but no injuries. 

KNBC 0:24 12/29/11 11:22p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

there was a dramatic rescue today in the lakeview terrace area 
of the northern san fernando valley. a hiker said he tried to help 
his dog off a cliff... and then... they both got stuck!! l-a firefighters 
got the dog out of danger... and then helped the hiker to safety. 
we caught up with both of them this afternoon... and they're 
doing fine. rescue crews say... this shows.. you should know the 
terrain where you hike!! 

KNBC 2:46 10/3/11 11:15p 
Business & 

Industry 

in a few short hours... apple fans should be getting the details on 
the latest i-phone! the i -"five" as it may be called!  apple is going 
to make an announcement tomorrow... and this is going to be 
the first product roll-out by apple's new c-e-o... nbc4's kim 
baldonado is live at an apple store in pasadena. kim...  roll to 
pkg: until tomorrow morning. 

KNBC 0:35 10/3/11 11:24p 
Business & 

Industry 

bank of america says tonight... it's website has been fixed... after 
problems that started friday and lasted through much of today...  
since friday many customers trying to access the site... got a 
message saying the home page was temporarily unavailable. 
the timing attracted attention... because the problems started 
one day after the bank announced it would begin charging a five 
dollar monthly fee to debit card customers. but the bank says 
there is no connection between the announcement... and the 
website problems. 

KNBC 0:34 10/4/11 11:23p 
Business & 

Industry 

big news in the restaurant world tonight... the owner of three 
popular mexican restaurant chains... has filed for bankruptcy 
protection!  real mex -- the owner of el torito, chevy's, and 
acapulco -- says their company has experienced declining sales 
since 2008. they say fewer people are dining... plus costs and 
debts are rising. the company says many of the restaurants are 
in states hit hardest by the economy... like california. there's no 
word yet on if the company plans to close any restaurants... or 
lay off any of it's 11-thousand employees. 
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KNBC 0:36 10/5/11 11:23p 
Business & 

Industry 

now, today we learned that new fees are also coming to citibank 
customers-- **$15.00 a month** for checking accounts with a 
balance below six-thousand dollars.  and shopping giant costco 
is inching up its fees. a basic-annual membership to costco will 
cost $55-dollars starting next year **an increase of $5.00** and 
executive memberships go up $10.00 a year. 

KNBC 0:33 10/24/11 11:17p 
Business & 

Industry 

and... one retail mega-giant walmart is turning up the heat on its 
competitors... it has announced a new price-match guarantee for 
the holidays.  the new promotion will run from november 1st 
through christmas. walmart says... if you buy something from 
them during that period... and then see it cheaper somewhere 
else... you can bring the competitor's printed ad to walmart... and 
you'll get a gift card for the difference! walmart say it hopes this 
will encourage people to shop early... since they won't have to 
worry about prices dropping after they buy something. 

KNBC 1:26 11/1/11 11:14p 
Business & 

Industry 

in what most agree is a win for consumers... bank of america 
has abandon plans to charge a monthly five dollar fee for debit 
cards....  and thats why experts say you have to check your 
monthly statement closely. 

KNBC 0:35 11/3/11 11:12p 
Business & 

Industry 

you've always heard that the day after thanksgiving... so called 
"black friday"... kicks off the holiday shopping season... but now 
walmart is hoping to move that up by three weeks... with a sale it 
calls... super saturday!!  walmart is luring shoppers out starting 
this saturday with the promise of deals that are comparable with 
"black friday" sales. there will also be a special toyland for kids.. 
featuring food, activities and give-aways. walmart is not alone. 
many retailers are trying to re-shape the holiday shopping 
season this year... to boost sales in these tough times! 

KNBC 3:49 11/10/11 11:14p 
Business & 

Industry 

it's used by celebrities, professional athletes and even first lady 
michelle obama... it's p-90-x, the exercise program you do at 
home. millions of dvd's have been sold... and today a iphone 
app was launched by its parent company, beachbody, which is 
based right here in southern california.  nbc4's kim baldonado 
went behind the scenes at beachbody and she was surprised by 
what she found. here's kim with deatils! kim!  we wanted to find 
out what makes this company so successful. there are no 
shortage of exercise videos promising to work wonders, and 
many of them are collecting dust on shelves... but santa monica 
based beachbody has managed to transform the home fitness 
industry, and in the process, it has transformed lives.  the folks 
at beachbody are constantly looking for new ways to grow their 
business, so they're currently working on exercise videos geared 
toward kids to address the growing childhood obesity problem... 
and a tai chi workout for the aging baby boomers who can no 
longer do the hard core cardio. thanks kim... 

KNBC 0:50 11/15/11 11:14p 
Business & 

Industry 

the holiday shopping season is here!!... and stores are geared 
up and ready to battle for your money! a hot item this year will 
probably be... those flat screen tv's...  after a couple of years of 
lackluster sales... retailers are hoping advances in t-v 
technology... and some cheaper prices will lure shoppers back 
into their stores. but they're not waiting for the day after 
thanksgiving... stores are slashing prices and starting sales 
now...  taylor says that some forty inch sets at best buy are two-
hundred dollars cheaper than last year... and many smaller sets 
could go for as low as two-hundred dollars! 
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KNBC 0:25 11/16/11 11:23p 
Business & 

Industry 

you'll have to dig a little deeper into your pocket... for your next 
cup of coffee at starbucks. starbusks announced prices 
increases in several major cities... including l-a. the price for a 
small latte... for example... went up ten-cents.  a company 
spokesman says the price increase is needed to make up for the 
higher cost of coffee beans. 

KNBC 0:32 11/21/11 11:10p 
Business & 

Industry 

world markets had a rought time today... after the congressional 
super-committee officially gave up on finding 1.2 trillion dollars in 
budget cuts...  there were doubts from the start that the bi-
partisan committee of 6 republoicands and 6 democrats could 
overcome political differences on what to cut.. or if taxes should 
be raised.. when word got out, the dow jones sank more than 
200 points... now... billions in automatic cuts are supposed to 
kick in... but not til after the presidential election next year! 

KNBC 0:13 11/30/11 11:13p 
Business & 

Industry 

if you have stocks... a 401k... i-r-a... happy days... the bulls were 
running on the street today... "wall street" surged. the dow... up... 
almost '500' points. and the "nasdaq"... and "s and p" following 
suit. 

KNBC 2:02 12/13/11 11:13p 
Business & 

Industry 

these are tough economic times... for just about everyone... 
but... 'small' business owners... may have it tougher... than most. 
... so tough... in fact... that a new study says... they're putting 
their 'work'... ahead of their 'health.'  nbc four's angie crouch 
joins us live from "studio city"... angie... so it's not just 'economic' 
health... we're talking about.  rc: sacrificing your health 

KNBC 0:54 12/20/11 11:06p 
Business & 

Industry 

you can't escape seeing the billboards... or hearing the ad's that 
promise... you can lose weight with a lap band... but the 
executives of one-800-get thin... are now under fire...  the c-e-o 
and lead attorney for one-800-get thin.... appeared before the l-a 
county board of supervisors today... the board wanted to 
address its concerns about those lap band billboards that appear 
all over l-a... the f-d-a says those ads don't do enough to 
disclose the hazards and risks of the procedure.  five patients in 
southern california have died since 2009... after having the 
procedure in clinics associated with 1-800-get thin. but the 
executives say other hospitals that do the same surgery have a 
higher death rate. 

KNBC 0:24 12/22/11 11:22p 
Business & 

Industry 

consumer electronics giant "best buy" had some un-welcome 
news for online shoppers today... telling them their orders might 
not make it under the tree for christmas.  and these were not just 
recent orders. some items ordered as far back as november 
might not make it before the 25th. best buy would not say 
exactly how many customers are affected... or what items it ran 
out of. 

KNBC 2:56 12/29/11 11:13p 
Business & 

Industry 

when it comes to gambling... money talks... but... talking in 
english... 'at' the casinos... can be difficult for a growing 
population... enter... "primm.. nevada"... where casinos are 
reaching out... to those who speak spanish.  nbc 4's john cadiz 
klemack... has this exclusive report. 

KNBC 0:20 11/1/11 11:23p Children & Youth  

there was a big crowd tonight at agoura high school... people 
came together to pay tribute to three young people... who all 
died in the past week. two of the deaths were apparent 
suicides... involving one current student and one former student. 
a third death... involving another former student... was blamed 
on alcohol poisoning. 

KNBC #VALUE! 11/10/11 
11:06 22 

p 
Children & Youth  

tonight... a teenage shooting victim... took to the football field at 
a local high school! it was a moment doctors thought he would 
never see! it was a story that started... back in january...  nbc 4's 
beverly white was at the game... she's live in rialto. beverly. 
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KNBC 2:19 11/24/11 11:13p Children & Youth  

a remarkable, uplighting story this thanksgiving night! it's about a 
four year old girl from the philippines... and the local surgeon 
who's about to make a huge difference in her life! nbc4's kim 
baldonado spent the day with the little girl and her family.  doctor 
reinisch is donating his services... and doing the surgery for free. 
the surgery is scheduled for monday. 

KNBC 2:24 10/4/11 11:14p consumer 

new developments tonight in the story joel grover broke about 
city fire trucks used in two porn movies! now we've learned the 
firefighters on duty who may have let it happen.. will not be 
disciplined.  two weeks ago... even the mayor said anyone 
involved should be disciplined. tonight, the l-a city fire chief 
called joel to say he wanted to talk on-camera about the matter... 
but just before the interview... the chief changed his mind. joel 
has the latest developments. 

KNBC 2:41 10/7/11 11:00p consumer 

the l-a city fire chief makes a startling admission... it's his 
reaction to our exclusive joel grover investigation... in which we 
showed an l.a. fire department truck... being used in a porn 
movie!  it's 11 o'clock! i'm robert kovacik. and i'm stephanie 
elam.  la city fire chief brian cummings told us today that many 
years ago he, too, was in what he called... "inappropriate 
photos". photos that also included a partially clad woman -- and 
a fire engine!  n-b-c four's angie crouch... live in downtown la. 
angie! 

KNBC 0:34 10/14/11 11:23p consumer 
if you're one of millions of californians with some unpaid traffic 
tickets, you'll soon be able to clear your record --- at a big 
discount! 

KNBC 0:28 10/17/11 11:23p consumer 

cell phone shock!! is what happens when your bill is a lot higher 
than you expected!  in recent surveys by consumer reports... 
20% said they had a bill much higher than they expected... today 
the phone companies announced they will begin issuing 
warnings customers when they get close to using-up their 
minutes... before they go over! it's a move that consumer 
advocates are applauding. 

KNBC 0:17 10/18/11 11:23p consumer 

and grab an extra penny. you'll need it to buy stamps next year. 
the price of a stamp is going up to 45-cents starting january 
22nd. you'll also see an increase for postcards and international 
mail. the postal service says it needs to raise prices to put a dent 
in it's eight-billion dollar deficit. 

KNBC 0:32 10/19/11 11:23p consumer 

it looks like holiday shoppers plan to spend a little less this year.  
the "national retail federation" surveyed more than 85-hundred 
people nationwide. and determined they plan to spend an 
average of $704-dollars on holiday gifts, decorations and other 
seasonal items. that's $15-dollars less than last year.  when it 
comes to gifts... the average person will spend around $400-
dollars on family members... roughly $63-dollars on friends... 
and about $21-dollars on co-workers. 

KNBC 2:04 10/21/11 11:13p consumer 

we have an update tonight to an exclusive investigation! ana 
garcia's exclusive report on liquor licenses. as a result of ana's 
hidden camera investigation, state authorities have suspended 
the license of a nightclub belonging to powerful club owner... 
sam nazarian.  in fact, nazarian has been called "the west 
coast's most powerful nightclub operator".. but today he was not 
happy to see the suspension posted on his property.. and frankly 
he wasn't too happy to see ana. here's ana's report! 
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KNBC 2:28 10/27/11 11:05p consumer 

new at 11... the video that's created a controversy over so-called 
"boot camps" for kids!  video's obtained by the pasadena star 
news show activities that some experts say.. go beyond 
discipline... and look a lot like.. child abuse.  nbc four's robert 
kovacik... is live in pasadena... where these possible abuses 
were brought to light.. 

KNBC 3:47 10/27/11 11:14p consumer 

there is a whole world out that we didn't even know existed... in 
fact... most people don't. kids getting high... or claim to be 
getting high off sound. but what does cocaine sound like? does 
marijuana have a frequency? and if so... how dangerous can it 
be to a young developing brain???  in tonight's special report we 
take a look into this world of downloadable drugs.  .... here's the 
deal...i-dosing might not have the obvious signs of other drug 
use does - but it can be dangerous  what do you look for as a 
parent... if your child spends a lot of time in a dark room...with no 
sound... except for head phones... or ear buds...you might want 
to check "what" they are listening to. 

KNBC 0:53 10/31/11 11:23p consumer 

maybe you've done this or know someone who has.... you eat 
something while you're grocery shopping ... then pay for it when 
you get to the checkout. but a couple from hawaii says a mixup 
over five-dollar sandwiches... got them thrown in jail and their 
child taken away!  the wife, who's eight months pregnant, began 
to feel lightheaded. they grabbed a couple sandwiches, ate them 
and threw the wrappers in the cart. they forgot to pay for the 
sandwiches at the checkout! store workers refused their offer of 
cash. they were arrested... and their daughter put in child 
protective custody.  the couple's daughter was returned to them 
the next day. safeway says it will not comment on a case still 
under investigation. 

KNBC 3:54 11/7/11 11:14p consumer 

it's a burger institution! but unlike many fast food giants... it's 
kind of secretive! people love the food...it even has it's own 
lingo... like the double double... protein style... but how much do 
you really know about this family-run... very successful 
business??  nbc4's vikki vargas is here with the story behind this 
very private but very lucrative business! vikki...  for more than six 
decades, the snyder family has been in control---of the burgers, 
the business and their public message. in fact, one in n out 
executive told me they have no intention of ever changing...any 
of those things.  there are some who believe five guys may cut 
into in n out's sales--with similar burgers and a similar menu. it 
too is privately held with 27 stores in california and 200 more on 
the horizon.  thanks vikki. 

KNBC 2:34 11/10/11 11:11p consumer 

new at 11... smart meters are coming... and some people are 
scared!  simply put...a smart meter records the amount of 
electricity you use... and communicates that to your power 
company. they say the new high tech meters... are safe and 
efficient! but some worried customers think... smart meters... 
might be... a health hazard!  nbc four's robert kovacik is live in 
glendale... robert! 
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KNBC 3:52 11/11/11 11:06p consumer 

the anschutz entertainment group... known as aeg... has just 
won city approval to build a downtown football stadium next to its 
own staples center... but the death of a child at staples a year 
ago has triggered a lawsuit...and questions from the victim's 
family... about aeg's handling of safety issues in its public 
arenas. colleen williams has new details in this exclusive report.  
city officials declined to be interviewed for this story because of 
the lawsuit and offered a written statement instead. the trial is 
set for next summer. 

KNBC 3:29 11/14/11 11:14p consumer 

thanks to the website "yelp"... customers are talking back to 
businesses! and businesses... are listening!!  so, how much... 
"does yelp help"? when it gives consumers a voice?? nbc4's 
stephanie elam is here.... stephanie… thanks stephanie elam! 

KNBC 2:12 11/16/11 11:03p consumer 

we've learned the city's fire chief has begun performing 
community service... to restore confidence in his department. 
confidence that was shattered when an nbc4 investigation 
revealed that firefighters allowed city engines to be used in porn 
movies.  nbc4 investigative reporter joel grover broke that story... 
and is here with the latest. joel...  l-a fire chief brian cummings 
has chosen the same homeless shelter, where actress lindsay 
lohan served a brief stint. he spoke to me exclusively, about this 
"humbling experience."  so who's making sure, the chief will 
complete his 120 hours of promised community service? the 
chief says he's keeping a personal log, and he says the 
nonprofits he'll work with, will also keep track of his hours. 
thanks joel... 

KNBC 3:51 11/16/11 11:11p consumer 

some people say it doesn't exist... couples don't want to talk 
about it. but it's taking a toll on more and more relationships....  
tonight... nbc4's robert kovacik... takes you exclusively... to a 
place where they treat "sex addiction"... robert...  new life 
ministries out of orange county allowed us access into what's 
called "a no shame" zone"... that's where men...some as young 
as 18... were free to talk about what is controlling them and ... 
and how it's destroying them.  when they leave the men that 
were once strangers exchange phone numbers and email 
addresses...promising to be there for one another as they return 
home to seek invididual therapy and come clean with their 
wives. i'm robert kovacik thanks robert... 

KNBC 1:58 11/16/11 11:15p consumer 

the l-a auto show opens to the public friday... but we got a sneak 
peek today... and we found not just new cars... but features that 
help you drive a social media world!  nbc four's kim baldonado 
takes us for a spin through this year's show!! 

KNBC 2:27 11/22/11 11:05p consumer 

and now... to the big holiday shopping weekend! it's only 
tuesday... and people are already camping out for black friday! 
but do you really have to go through all that.... in order to get a 
great deal?  nbc4's kim baldonado is live in los feliz.... kim... 

KNBC 0:28 11/23/11 11:04p consumer 

a beautiful night.. for many people who found themselves out 
and about... buying last minute items for their thanksgiving meal!  
in old town pasadena tonight... many people were out pre-black 
friday shopping, while workers inside many shops were getting 
ready for the friday crowds. the question so many are asking... 
what can we expect weatherwise this holiday weekend, rain or 
shine? fritz... what happened to that rain you were tracking?. 
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KNBC 2:26 11/24/11 11:04p consumer 

ok... a lot of people have been camping out.. at stores across the 
area. here's a look at the line to get into the target in eagle rock. 
that line wraps around the building... as people anticipate the 
stroke of midnight!  it's 11 o'clock on this thanksgiving night! i'm 
stephanie elam. i'm robert kovacik. bev white.. and jesse gary 
are out with all those shoppers! let's start with jesse live in 
atwater village. jesse!  [[ atwater village/tonight (nats of 
shoppers) like a line of racers, bargain hunters hit the hard floor 
inside toys r us stores at 9 o'clock. --sot-- 19:04:04 (:03) francis 
rivas/glendale resident " relieved i'm inside. i'm one of the first 50 
people. the first 50 people so i'm glad." --track-- their rapid dash 
and grab down the isles signaled the end of the beginning to 
black friday. the current phase: scoop up deals before the next 
shopper can.. --sot-- 19:07:16 "you don't get this types of deals 
any other time but now." [so it's fun to stand in line?] "it's not fun 
to stand in line, but you doing it for the kids it's worth it." --track-- 
(nats of screaming girls) the sidewalks outside best buy in 
burbank resembled a movie premier. shoppers literally camped 
out for a chance at 200 dollar flat screens and ipads on the 
cheap.. --sot-- 18:55:28 casey thong/burbank resident "we have 
food we friends. what more could you want?" [a place to stay, 
like a house?] "that's tomorrow when we get the tv." --track-- the 
set up for tomorrow was an early taste today. while most 
retailers were closed, some opened for business. --sot-- 
00:36:04 (:10) robin primavera/old navy store manager "it really 
helps give our customers the opportunity to come out and take 
advantage of some great black friday deals a day early. and it 
kind of avoids some of the crowds that we'll have tomorrow." --
track-- lines snaked around stores, and there will likely be a 
repeat performance friday, a day when retailers try to get back in 
the black. for customers, the day after thanksgiving has become 
the night before xmas, as the mad dash to complete each list 
kicks into high gear. --sot-- 19:03:44 (:07) francis rivas/glendale 
resident "i'm relieved cause then i don't have to do my xmas 
shopping in december. ]]  looking again... at the target in eagle 
rock. right now... hundreds of shoppers are lined-up, waiting for 
the store to open in just under and hour. and as they wait... 
retailers are trying to think of any way possible... to compete for 
your dollars... 

KNBC 2:32 11/24/11 11:06p consumer 

beverly white is live at the citadel outlets... in commerce.. 
beverly.  black friday shoppers are also getting an early start at 
the "camarillo premium outlets." dozens of stores opened their 
doors at nine o'clock tonight. many are staying open all night... 
and all day tomorrow as well.  we'll have reporters out in the 
madness overnight. and our live coverage of the "black friday 
shopping crush" kicks into high gear, tomorrow at 4:30 a-m, on 
"today in la."so.. what about that black friday shopping weather? 
fritz coleman is here with the answer! fritz 

KNBC 2:08 11/24/11 11:15p consumer 

there's no fight like the one in the aisles on black friday. if you're 
looking for a quick way around the crowds, we'll there's an app 
for that. here's n-b-c 4's mekahlo medina.  mekahlo has posted a 
lot of information about these new shopping apps. on our 
website: nbc l-a com. just search "black friday apps".  while lots 
of people are celebrating the weekend with black friday 
shopping...others are getting out on the slopes and having fun 
the recent rain dumped some fresh powder at snow summit this 
week...making it great for skiers who trekked to the mountain 
today. 
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KNBC 3:35 11/28/11 11:13p consumer 

ever since the stores opened on thanksgiving day... shoppers 
have been turning out in force! today was what we call "cyber 
monday"... and early estimates say today was the busiest on-
line shopping day ... ever!! last year, cyber monday sales topped 
one billion dollars! and it looks like this year will beat that! we'll 
have a better idea tomorrow.  it's that time of year! you have gifts 
to buy and boy... could you ever use a little extra money! always 
true... and some stores right here in town... want to give you that 
extra cash... in a way you might not know about.  ana garcia is 
here right now to show us how it works! ana!  who doesn't have 
an old cellphone in their drawer, or a camera you don't use 
anymore? you probably have at least 100 dollars' worth of stuff 
right now that you can trade-in for gift cards…and avoid the 
hassle of trying to sell it on ebay or craig's list. it's as easy as a 
trip to best buy or mailing it to amazon. here's what i got for 
selling my stuff.best buy, wal-mart and amazon have easy to use 
on-line trade-in centers that calculate the value of your item. 
there are thousands of items and model numbers listed. the 
shipping is free, they provide the label... but you have to pack 
it,,, and... make sure you include accessories. the 12 dollars for 
my casio camera would have dropped to zero-if i didn't have the 
charger.  best buy, wal-mart and amazon have easy to use on-
line trade-in centers that calculate the value of your item. there 
are thousands of items and model numbers listed. the shipping 
is free, they provide the label …but you have to pack it, or pay 
someone to pack it. the estimate of your trade-in is not finalized 
until they receive and review your items. so the value might 
change. and to get the most for you trade-in make sure you 
include accessories. the 12 dollars for my casio camera would 
have dropped to zero-if i didn't have the charger. and finally for 
most of your items…you can't trade-in on line-you have to mail it 
in!!!  thanks ana 

KNBC 0:30 11/30/11 11:23p consumer 

the agency says... 'six- point-'seven million' dollars worth of 
'undelivered' tax refund checks... are just 'waiting'... to be 
claimed. this usually happens... when people forget... to change 
their addresses... when they move. the "i-r-s" says... the average 
amount of each check... is around '16- hundred' dollars.  to find 
out... if the "i-r-s" owes you money... just go to "n-b-c l-a dot- 
com"... and search "i-r-s." 

KNBC 2:29 12/23/11 11:00p consumer 

moving into the holiday weekend! shoppers jamming the stores 
tonight... as the last minute frenzy intensifies! most of them 
respecting their fellow shoppers but... not all! in some places 
they duked it out! for things like.. shoes!  it's 11 o'clock. i'm 
robert kovacik. and i'm stephanie elam.  just one more shopping 
day to go. and if you've still got presents to buy, be prepared for 
some craziness tomorrow. the stores are expected to be 
jammed once again.  live at eleven tonight... n-b-c-4's annette 
arreola is at a toys 'r' us store in burbank. annette! 
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KNBC 2:48 12/26/11 11:13p consumer 

live tonight at eleven! the shoppers are at it again!  mega 
monday is about to become "fantastic tuesday" at stores and 
malls. this is the week when shoppers rush to take advantage of 
after christmas sales. a nd those who wern't buying something - 
were returning girts or redeeming gift cards. 10 per cent of all 
holiday sales will happen this week.!  nbc4's kim baldonado is 
live tonight in glendale! kim!!  downtown glendale was a popular 
place tonight as shoppers took advantage of post christmas 
sales at both americana on brand and the glendale galleria 
across the street. (minoo moghimi/shopper) ("prices are good 
this year, a lot of good sales") (irina lurye/shopper) ("i heard the 
sales are going to be great") irina lurye found a deal at 
brookstone for a relative, after she exchanged shoes given to 
her. ("who got you the wrong size? my boyfriend. you'd think 
after 5 years, he'd know") some retailers slashed prices beyond 
the pre-christmas sales, hoping to boost their bottom line before 
the year's end. (vera gibbons/retail analyst) ("and they're 
continuing right onto the new year. the name of the game is 
promotions, deals, discounts") those deals and discounts seem 
to be working. ("the parking lot is full and the mall closes at 10, 
you'd think with 2 hours left everyone would go home, but no") 
several people we talked to were already using the gift cards 
they received this weekend, or at least trying to") (vanda 
stowers/shopper) ("i got gift certificates so i'm in the mall 
shopping, right now i haven't saw anything i like so i might come 
back a little later") if you're not a fan of the store your gift card 
came from, you can always sell it online for a slight fee, but at 
least you'd have the cash to spend at a store you actually like. 
it's estimated the average household has $300 worth of unused 
gift cards, but 5 year old mason got the lego gift card he was 
hoping for and had no trouble deciding how to spend it. 
("ninjago, master of spinzu") 

KNBC 2:56 12/28/11 11:12p consumer 

new tonight... this exclusive story... a woman says a lawsuit's 
settlement... has added 'insult' to heartbreaking 'injury.'  four 
years ago... tens of thousands of pets... here in the "u-s"... died 
from tainted food. a class action lawsuit was filed... and now 
there's a settlement. but... when it's your beloved pet who's 
died... how much money should you get?. tonight... "nbc 4's" ana 
garcia has the story of local woman...who says... the settlement 
is 'anything' but settling.  and... when everyone else has been 
paid... ana says... 'animal welfare' groups... will get 
'whatever's'... left over. 

KNBC 0:43 10/3/11 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the c-h-p has identified a "person of interest" in this morning's 
freeway shooting spree in san diego county.  there were four 
separate shootings : three on the 805... and another on the five 
freeway. and they all happened within 20-minutes of each other.  
investigators are looking for this man... 24-year-old enrique 
ayon. they say he may have been involved in the shooting... or 
he may know who was.  his car is described as a white chevy 
malibu. the car was carrying at least two men... and had been 
involved in a hit-and-run shortly before the shooting spree 
began. one of the drivers who was shot at was a 26 year old hit 
in the leg. the bullet wound was not life-threatening. no one else 
was hurt. 
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KNBC 0:20 10/4/11 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11! a store owner shoots and kills a suspect who tried to 
rob his store!  police say a middle aged man walked into a 
barber shop in san bernardino this morning with a large knife... 
and demanded money from the owner. they say the owner... 
pulled out a gun and shot the man once in the chest. the man 
died at the hospital. san bernardino police say homicide 
detectives are investigating... 

KNBC 1:54 10/4/11 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

freedom tonight for a man who spent *17-years* in prison... for a 
murder that was prominently featured in a book about two l-a 
police detectives! a judge overturned the conviction after 
concluding the prosecution's key witness lied! nbc4's stephanie 
stanton... on the case... the man.. and the story! 

KNBC 0:27 10/6/11 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

federal attorneys will hold a news conference in sacramento 
tomorrow... to outline their crackdown on marijuana clinics!  the 
u.s. attorneys have sent letters notifiying 16 marijuana clinics 
that they are violating federal drug laws. the letters tell them to 
shut down within 45 days... or face criminal prosecution and 
seizure of property. medical marijuana is legal in california... but 
the feds say their laws over-ride the state laws. 

KNBC 0:29 10/6/11 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there's tension tonight between police... and parents of a baby 
who has been missing for three days in kansas city, missouri.  
detectives had been searching the woods near the family home 
for ten month old lisa irwin. . but tonight... police called off the 
search and said the parents had stopped cooperating. the 
parents say... that's not so. they called police tuesday to report 
their daughter missing... they said someone may have broken 
into their home on monday... and took lisa out of her crib.. 

KNBC 2:29 10/7/11 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a developing story now... an inmate dies at l-a's twin towers jail!  
here's a look at the jail tonight... in downtown la.. the inmate had 
been punched in the head two days earlier by a sheriff's deputy. 
but... it's not clear yet if that incident played a role in his death...  
n-b-c-4's beverly white is live in downtown l-a! beverly! 

KNBC 2:49 10/11/11 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

6 months ago... he was barely alive...but tonight...bryan stow.... 
is resting at a rehab center... because his condition has 
improved so much....the giants fan who was beaten at dodger 
stadium... on opening day... was released from the hospital 
today... !  nbc4's robert kovacik is in the newsroom... with more 
on his amazing progress! robert...  the initial prognosis for bryan 
stow was that he would never come out of that coma... but he is 
awake,talking and ready for the next step. his doctor cautions no 
one knows how far he will go in his recovery... but credits stow's 
stregnth and his family's support. brian is also apparently 
bolstered by the warm wishes of thousands. amazed, he told his 
friend danny simon...because they dont even know me.  fdoctors 
say stow has started to "mobilize"...meaning he's getting up but 
can't walk yet. stow's family said today, they feel immense relief. 
by the way, danny simon says brian asked and he told him, the 
san francisco giants season is over. but the recovery of brian 
stow is not slowing down and there are thousands of those he 
doensn't know cheering him on. i'm robert kovacik. 
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KNBC 0:39 10/11/11 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

c-h-p investigators want to know if the latest freeway shooting in 
the inland empire... is related to several others in the same area.  
this map shows the freeways... where the shootings have taken 
place. at least eight unsolved shootings... on the 10, 15, 60, 91 
and 210... all in the past month.  the latest shooting happened 
last night on the 210 freeway in redlands... near san bernardino 
avenue. the driver of this white truck pulled over to change a tire. 
police say another driver stopped... opened fire... then drove 
away. the victim underwent surgery today... and is in stable 
condition. 

KNBC 2:18 10/11/11 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... a grandmother is behind bars... accused of driving 
drunk... with her grand-kids in the car... and one of them was 
injured.!  it's new at eleven and nbc4's beverly white is live in 
lancaster! beverly!  it's new at eleven and nbc4's beverly white is 
live in lancaster! beverly! 

KNBC 3:24 10/12/11 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a major crime scene in seal beach tonight the sight of the worst 
mass murder in orange county history. eight killed- all shot to 
death inside this hair salon- their bodies just now being 
removed. new tonight- cell phone video of police taking down the 
suspect-- a lone gunman- who we are learning much more about 
tonight.  it's 11 o'clock! i'm chuck henry. and i'm colleen williams. 
and tonight... the normally quiet city of seal beach... is stunned!  
police say the suspect... who neighbors identify as scott dekraai 
acted alone. nbc4 has also learned that he was apparently... 
targeting his ex-wife who worked at the salon... and with whom 
he had a contentious relationship.. over custody of their child.  
we have a team of reporters in orange county gathering new 
information on this developing story. wse're going to start with 
vikki vargas, at the heart of the investigation. vikki! 

KNBC 2:41 10/12/11 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nbc4's craig fiegener is live in seal beach with that part of our 
coverage... craig...what do we know about the condition of the 
survivor? 

KNBC 2:28 10/12/11 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now the latest on what we've learned about the suspect, 
apparently a lone gunman from nearby huntington beach... 
beverly white, has been gathering information that may indicate 
a possible motive.....  nbc four's beverly white is live at the 
suspect's house in huntington beach... beverly? 

KNBC 0:09 10/12/11 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

our coverage continues through the night on our web site 
nbcla.com and tomorrow morning on "today in la" starting at 4:30 
am. 
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KNBC 0:50 10/13/11 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it was a sea of sadness and memories! a huge vigil outside the 
salan where eight people were killed... we're there live...  and the 
investigation! what led to that horrible tragedy? tonight... new 
information about the suspect! next!  in orange county tonight... 
an out-pouring of support- at the very place where so many 
people lost their lives. thousands of people gathered at salon 
meritage- for a candle light vigil, a memorial, to honor the eight 
people killed in the seal beach massacre.  and tonight- for the 
first time- the pictures of those who died. they include michelle 
fournier- the suspected shooters ex wife. the salon owner, randy 
fannin. plus, laura webb and christy wilson friends and co-
workers at the salon. also killed, victoria b00-zo... another co-
worker... and michelle fast... the soccer mom who was getting 
her hair done... apparently, in the wrong place at the wrong 
time... was david caouette (coh - ette), who was shot in the 
parking lot outside the salon. and finally, lucia kondas- it's still 
unclear why she was in the salon... at the moment the shooting 
began.also tonight, we are learning a lot more about the 
accused shooter, 41 year old scott (deh-cry) dekraai. police say 
he was in full body armor... with multiple weapons- when he 
entered the salon yesterday, apparently in a rage over a custody 
battle with his ex wife.  we've dedicated a lot of resources to this 
story again tonight....our beverly white and robert kovacik are 
live in seal beach. we begin with robert. and robert, in a small 
town like seal beach almost everyone knows somebody touched 
by the tragedy 

KNBC 0:15 10/13/11 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

several witnesses ... who knew the suspect in this case... scott 
dekraai ... say he had a bitter relationship with his ex-wife....and 
a great deal of the strife... revolved around custody of their 
young son. and we're also learning... there may have been 
mental health issue... as well. 

KNBC 2:21 10/13/11 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nbc four's beverly white is live at the jail in santa ana... where 
decry is being held tonight... bev! 

KNBC 0:08 10/13/11 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

stay with nbc4-- and nbcla dot com for complete coverage of this 
still developing story. 

KNBC 3:06 10/14/11 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight: the makeshift memorial continues to grow at the scene 
of that seal beach salon massacre... the victims were 
remembered again tonight... at an emotional prayer service...  
the the suspect in the massacre... was in court today... facing 
*eight* counts of murder... and the death penalty.  it's 11 o'clock! 
i'm stephanie elam. and i'm robert kovacik.  two minutes of 
terror! an unimaginable act of violence! that's how people are 
describing what went on at the salon meritage. the suspect in 
wednesday's shooting rampage made his first court appearance 
today... his arraignment put off until next month.tonight, we're 
getting our first look at a smiling scott dekraai in his police mug 
shot... taken shortly after he was arrested. we have team 
coverage tonight of the latest developments in the case.  n-b-c-
4's angie crouch is live in seal beach.. at the site of the 
massacre... but we start with beverly white at the orange county 
jail in santa ana... where dekraai is being held. beverly! 

KNBC 1:35 10/14/11 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a newly released 911 call is providing some chilling insight into 
the seal beach massacre... just minutes after gunfire began at 
salon meritage on wednesday.  seven victims seen at the time. 
but we now know that number went up to eight killed -- one 
critically injured. 
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KNBC 2:42 10/14/11 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and there was another gathering tonight... where people came to 
share their grief... and try to begin the healing process... this one 
was at a church in seal beach...  nbc four's angie crouch was at 
that memorial... and now she's live at the salon in seal beach... 
angie.  a lot of people are wondernig what they can do to help 
the families of the eight people who died in the seal beach 
shooting.  donations are being accepted tomorrow at the vons-
pavillion super market at 11-01 pacific coast highway, in seal 
beach. the money will go to help the families of the seal beach 
massacre. 

KNBC 0:11 10/14/11 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

stay with nbc4 news and nbcla dot com for complete coverage of 
the seal beach murders-- including the criminal investigation and 
the community in recovery. 

KNBC 1:05 10/14/11 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11... we've learned that three off-duty deputies were 
detained early this morning at a park... and two of them now face 
criminal charges!!  tonight... the l-a county sheriffs department 
says all three of those deputies... all women... have been 
relieved of duty... and two of them are now in jail!  it all went 
down at three a-m at la mirada regional park.. when other 
deputies responded to reports of gunfire.... deputy judith 
gonzalez was charged with assault with a deadly weapon.. and 
deputy adrienne myers was charged with battery.. it's not clear 
why the three deputies were in the park... or what they were 
doing...  when asked for more details... the department said it's 
still under investigation... by several different agencies. 

KNBC 2:46 10/17/11 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... more flowers... more cards... more heartache... as the 
memorial grows for the victims of the seal beach massacre. all 
this while.. the lone surviving victim of the attack is back home 
tonight!  it's 11 o'clock! i'm colleen williams. and i'm chuck henry.  
police are not releasing any details on the shooting.. instead we 
have the 911 calls.. calls that give us just a glimpse of what 
those terrified victims must have been going through... tonight... 
one of the eight victims is being remembered for his life... and 
one of his passions.  nbc4's toni guinyard... live in seal beach. 
toni? 

KNBC 0:11 10/17/11 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

you can find more of the 9-1-1 calls ... on our website... n-b-c l-a 
dot-com... even when we are not on the air we continue to 
update developing stories day and night. 

KNBC 2:40 10/17/11 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at eleven! the son of a former los angeles fire chief... busted 
for allegedly bribing a tsa agent!  tonight.. both the son... and the 
tsa agent... are facing serious federal charges. millage peaks the 
fourth...is the son of former los angeles city fire chief... millage 
peaks... and the person who allegedly came up with the scheme.  
kim baldonado is live at l-a-x with the latest. kim. 

KNBC #VALUE! 10/18/11 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the chp responded to a call... what appeared to be a car 
accident... on the eastbound-91 in corona just before 8:00 
tonight...  but when officers arrived on scene... they say the 
suspect started shooting at them... and so they... fired back! the 
c-h-p says this all happened just east of main street in corona. 
both sides of the freeway were shut down for hours... the 
westbound lanes.... are now re-opened! but we're told... there is 
still a huge backup!  when paramedics arrived at the scene... 
aerials shots showed firefighters and police officers trying to 
revive the suspect. it is unknown right now when the eastbound 
lanes will be open...  nbc4's robert kovacik is trying to make his 
way through the traffic... he's on the 91 ... in corona more info . 
robert?? 
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KNBC #VALUE! 10/18/11 
11:03:096 

p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 25-year old man is in custody tonight... accused of sexually 
assaulting a child in a bathroom at a local mall!  nbc4's kim 
baldonado is in santa clarita where she talked with the victim's 
father. kim? 

KNBC 0:34 10/18/11 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11!! a strange story out of san diego... but this has a local 
connection!  tonight... two people are charged with kidnapping 
and murder... and the body of a missing man from 
montclair...has been found... just off interstate 8... in san diego.  
the names of the victim and suspects have yet to be released. all 
we know about the victim is that he was reported missing from 
the upland area last week. the upland police department is now 
working with san diego p-d on the case. investigators say they 
plan to tell us more... in the morning. 

KNBC 4:38 10/19/11 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they're symbols of l-a... towering, magestic palm trees! lining our 
roads... mysteriously disappearing! and tonight... our exclusive 
investigtion reveals... somebody's stealing these enormous 
trees! and it could be an inside job!  it's 11 o'clock! i'm colleen 
williams. and i'm chuck henry.  new at 11! an nbc4 exclusive ... 
that has prompted a state investigation.  at first it might seem 
difficult to believe..! how could someone actually steal a large 
palm tree along a freeway... without anyone noticing... and once 
you have it..what do you do with it?? and if you sold it..to whom?  
joel grover has uncovered the answers to all those questions! 
he's here in our studio right now with his exclusive investigation! 
joel!!the trees being stolen belong to you, the taxpayers, 
because they grow on state land, managed by the state agency 
"caltrans." and those trees are worth a lot of money. but get this-
-our investigation found at least one state official could be 
involved in these thefts. and we're told the matter, is now in the 
hands of the l.a. county d.a.  a caltrans official says... there have 
been palm trees illegally removed from numerous areas, but 
couldn't give us an exact count. we're told the c.h.p. just finished 
investigating the thefts we uncovered, and has turned the matter 
over to the d.a.'s office, for possible prosecution. we'll let you 
know what happens.  thanks joel 

KNBC 2:16 10/19/11 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 15-year-old boy... who vanished from bob hope airport earlier 
today... has been found, safe.... but earlier tonight... we showed 
you how his disappearance set off a huge search...that went on 
for more than 7 and a half hours.  nbc4's angie crouch is live in 
burbank... to show us how they found him and where! angie... 

KNBC 2:37 10/20/11 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

from norwalk... to long beach... and compton... detectives in 
three cities working a double murder case tonight! the victims... 
a man and woman! and **we've learned** one suspect... is the 
woman's teenage daughter!  it's 11 o'clock! and i'm chuck henry. 
and i'm colleen williams.  a shocking theory in this murder case 
tonight...still a mystery.. but... there is growing evidence that the 
victims in this case were a husband and wife.. and one of the 
suspected killers is the woman's 15 year old daughter.  nbc 
four's robert kovacik is live in compton... where there was a 
prayer vigil tonight... robert! 

KNBC 2:20 10/20/11 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's a classic... prized 1949 ford shoebox... stolen months ago!! 
tonight, thanks to some good old fashion detective work... the 
owner, himself... may have found the thieves...  nbc4's kim 
baldonado is live in woodland hills. kim, what happened? 
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KNBC 2:26 10/21/11 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a break in the case! a suspect arrested in the long-unsolved 
murder of a local teenage girl!  and developments in our 
exclusive hidden camera report! new trouble for one of the most 
powerful night club owners in l-a! next!  a break in the case! it 
took 15 months but tonight investigators say they've finally made 
an arrest for the murder of teenager norma lopez...  it's 11 
o'clock! i'm stephanie elam. and i'm robert kovacik.  investigators 
say they think... they have their man... the suspect is a former 
moreno valley resident... with a history of alleged domestic 
violence... who used to live right next to the school where norma 
was last seen alive.nbc four's antonio castelan is live in moreno 
valley with the latest... antonio 

KNBC 0:26 10/21/11 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

to a developing story now... a fatal stabbing near norwalk high 
school...  sheriff's detectives are still on the scene tonight... they 
say a group of students from norwalk high got into an argument 
after school. it quickly escalated into a fight that involved knives. 
two 16-year-old boys were stabbed... one later died... no word 
yet on the condition of the other boy. we've learned that one 
person is in custody tonight and is now being questioned. 

KNBC 2:13 10/24/11 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, emergency responders in seal beach gave their 
accounts of the shooting rampage at salon meritage.... while the 
suspect had another day in court...  tonight! live at eleven.... 
angie crouch at seal beach city hall! angie! 
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KNBC 3:20 10/25/11 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

***sot*** ***sot*** ***sot*** breaking news in oakland. major 
street clashes! police have repeatedly used tear gas..and fired 
bean bags at hundreds of occupy oakland protesters.  this is 
what it looks like in downtown oakland right now...a live picture... 
all night long-- the clashes have played out- as police try to 
move out the occupy wall street- protesters from the streets of 
oakland.  good evening everyone... i'm colleen williams. i'm 
chuck henry. nbc4's robert kovacik is live in the newroom with 
more.  these are violent clashes that have gone on all night long. 
another round of tear gas fired minutes ago at 1030.  **nats** 
**nats** **nats** despite the video that has come into our 
newsroom, oakland police held a media briefing tonight to claim 
no one was injured except 2 police officers. but this video from 
the ground and pictures we've seen show that people were 
injured. protestors tell us some had been taken by ambulances 
to emergency rooms. this started at five oclock this morning as 
police tried to clear out the park that had been occupied by at 
one point a thousand people...making it one of the largest 
occupy encampments in the country. the city of oakland said it 
was for health and safety concerns. the park was cleared of 
about 170 who were there overnight, people were moved, some 
85 were arrested. and then this afternoon, occupy oakland 
began to converge again.**nats** **nats** **nats** oakland 
police say they responded with tear gas and four rounds of bean 
bag fire because police claim they were being pelted with rocks, 
bottles and even kitchen pans. and now a couple hundred 
continue to gather tonight.  now, if you are wondering if there 
has been reaction from other occupy camps across the 
country...  this is a look just a short time ago at the group outside 
of city hall in downtown los angeles. very quiet, very peaceful. 
and no reported problems or incidents.  taking one more live 
look at the standoff at 14th and broadway if u r familiar with 
oakland... dozens of officers in riot gear and the crowd they are 
hoping to disperse. we will be following this story throughout the 
night and we will have the latest on today in la.  but again, in 
oakland this continues to be a very intense situation. four rounds 
of tear gas fired in the last 3 hours. i'm robert kovacik. that's the 
latest information we have right now. 

KNBC 0:30 10/25/11 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and police clashed with "occupy atlanta" protesters tonight. 
officers ordered them to leave this park... but many refused. 
dozens of officers... some on horseback... moved-in and started 
making arrests. then they set-up barricades... to keep everyone 
out of the park. we'll continue to cover these "occupy" clashes, 
including the one here... coveragfe on nbc4 and at nbcla.com. 

KNBC 0:25 10/25/11 11:23p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

Breaking News:Occupy Oakland 

KNBC 0:46 10/27/11 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

sixteen people are in custody tonight in a major madicare fraud 
case involving pharmacy's in san marino and glendale. it's called 
"perscription harvesting".. where pharmacies wre-bill the 
government over and over again for expensive drug.  the 
"huntington pharmacy" in san marino is one of pharmacies 
raided today. according to investigators... a doctor from a clinic 
in glendale wrote prescriptions for expensive anti-psychotic 
drugs to defraud medicare and medi-cal. then... the suspects... 
would allegedly fill those prescriptions at *their* pharmacies, like 
the hunington pharmacy, using stolen medicare cards. if 
convicted the suspects could get 30-years in prison. 
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KNBC 0:34 10/27/11 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is a live picture of oakland! as you can see.... it's a quiet 
night in the downtown area...a real contrast to the past couple of 
nights... there were no clashes tonight between police and 
"occupy wall street" protesters.  those protesters did... hold a 
vigil tonight for scott olsen. the 24-year old iraq veteran suffered 
a fractured skull tuesday night when he was hit with an object 
during clashes between police and demonstators. olsen has 
since been upgraded from critical to fair condition. 

KNBC 2:10 10/28/11 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the other big story tonight- l-a's "grim sleeper" suspect has been 
linked to *more* killings... the number of murders blamed on 
lonnie franklin junior may now be as high as 16!!  it's 11 o'clock! 
i'm stephanie elam and i'm robert kovacik  the grim sleeper 
suspect- lonnie franklin jr. has been locked up now for over a 
year. he's charged with 10 murders- all women from south l-a. 
but tonight, detectives say he's responsible for even more.  n-b-
c-4's jesse gary is live tonight in downtown l-a.. at men's central 
jail... jesse! 

KNBC 0:52 10/28/11 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the attorney for beating victim bryan stow's family is blasting the 
dodgers tonight as well as owner frank mccourt.  stow, of 
course, is the giants' fan who was attacked in a dodger stadium 
parking lot! this week, an attorney for the dodgers suggested 
that stow may be found partially to blame for the beating that left 
him with critical brain injuries. the stow family lawyer says the 
team and mccourt are trying to blame an innocent guy to cover-
up for a lack of adequate security at the stadium.  the stow 
family is suing the dodgers and mccourt... saying they failed to 
take adequate steps to prevent the beating. 

KNBC 2:04 10/31/11 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to a developing story tonight... a deadly halloween shooting 
in santa clarita!  that's where two people were shot.. near a strip 
mall. police say one of the victims was a good samaritan who 
simply stepped in to try to stop a fight.  tonight... we're told... four 
suspects are in custody... beverly white is live in santa clarita 
tonight with the latest on the investigation. 

KNBC 0:57 10/31/11 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 20 year-old man has been arrestewd in mexico city... charged 
with murdering a flight attendant from west covina.  mexican 
police paraded the suspect before reporters today... they say he 
and the victim -- 27-year-old nick aaronson -- met in a bar. 
security video, police say, showed the two men entering a 
nearby hotel.. where aaronson was staying during a layover 
stop. aaronson was later found beaten and strangled to death in 
his room.  mexican police paraded the suspect before reporters 
today... they say he and the victim -- 27-year-old nick aaronson -
- met in a bar. security video, police say, showed the two men 
entering a nearby hotel.. where aaronson was staying during a 
layover stop. aaronson was later found beaten and strangled to 
death in his room.aaronson worked for u-s airways and was 
based in phoenix 

KNBC 2:37 11/1/11 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and tonight... no one could imagine this happening... a 74 year 
old man... shopping at a walmart in lakewood!... was beaten to 
death with a baseball bat... inside the store... with a bat ... taken 
right off the shelves... in the sporting goods section.  robert 
kovacik is in lakewood following this developing story! robert? 
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KNBC 2:19 11/1/11 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

huntington beach police say they heard a shot... and opened 
fire. 2 officers shot and killed two people today... after pulling 
over their car... just outside the city limits... in westminster.  the 
huntington beach officers apparently followed the car to the 
corner of hammon place and westminster boulevard. nbc four's 
beverly white is live near the scene... which is still a very active 
crime scene... bev.. 

KNBC 0:57 11/1/11 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11! the man suspected of hacking some very famous 
celebrity women... held a news conference tonight... with his 
lawyer.  the suspect and his attorney ... spoke to the 
media...tonight... just hours after pleading "not guilty" in court.  
christopher chaney -- on the right -- is from jacksonville, florida... 
but the case is taking place in los angeles. chaney is accused of 
hacking into the e-mail accounts of dozens of hollywood 
celebrities... including scarlett johansson and mila kunis. the f-b-i 
says... in the case of johansson... nude pictures were posted 
online.  chaney pleaded "not guilty" today to the charges. the 
trial is set to begin december 27th. 

KNBC 0:36 11/1/11 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

many call it "the bangkok" of the west. young girls and boys 
faced into prostiution in tijuana.  we recently sent an undercover 
crew across the border... to expose the world of meixcan sex 
trafficking. we also met a local girl from riverside who says she's 
so caught up in this world.. she can't escape. and.. we've 
learned that this illegal trade is thriving because of ties to 
southern california.  our special report "tijuana sex trafficking" 
tomorrow night at 11! 

KNBC 1:29 11/2/11 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's 11 o'clock and we begin with breaking news in orange 
county!  newchopper 4 live over santa ana- where there is a 
bizzare situation unfolding. a driver was shot- and then crashed 
his vehicle into another car carrying a family.  i'm chuck henry. 
and i'm colleen williams. let's go live to nbc4's jesse gary who 
has just arrived in santa ana.  ***sot** ***sot** 

KNBC 1:42 11/2/11 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and... we've learned a lot more tonight... about the man charged 
with murdering eight people at a seal beach salon last month. 
newly released court documents... reveal why he killed the 
people did.. jesse gary was working on this story before he 
moved over to the crash santa ana - here his report on that 
chilling account. 

KNBC 2:26 11/2/11 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11.. the l-a-p-d's top brass went to south l-a tonight... with 
photos of 48 women.. they're still trying to identify possible 
victims of the grim sleeper serial killer... who just got linked to six 
more cases!  nbc four's beverly white is live in south l-a! beverly! 

KNBC 3:29 11/2/11 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... we're going to take you across the border... and show 
you a side of tijuana that is shocking. it's the city's flourishing 
prostitution industry... and many of the workers are just children.  
nbc four's antonio castelan went to tijuana... and he's here to 
show us what he found out.. antonio!  human rights activists say 
sex trafficking in tijuana... is fueled in great part... by customers 
from southern california. and some of the prostitutes are from 
here, too. we found a 16 year old riverside girl... who was forced 
into the sex trade.  mexico is getting stricter with it's child sex 
laws. those convicted of taking part in the prostitution of a child 
could spend 22 years in jail.  but colleen, chuck... since that law 
has gone into effect not a single arrest has been made. 
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KNBC 1:49 11/3/11 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 breaking news: a huge fight... and near riot after a high school 
homecoming football game between rival schools!  a large police 
response in the crenshaw district- after a big fight, involving 
dozens of students from crenshaw high school and long time 
rival dorsey high. this is all happening outside crenshaw high 
school... where tonight was the homecoming game.i'm chuck 
henry. i'm colleen williams. let's go straight to beverly white.. live 
tonight with this breaking story! bev! 

KNBC 2:00 11/3/11 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... a mother... her two small children... and her niece... are 
recovering after being hit by a car in santa ana.  nbc 4's robert 
kovacik... live at u-c irvine medical center... robert! 

KNBC 0:37 11/3/11 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight we have an update on an undercover report last night... 
involving child prostitution in ti-juana.  we told you about a 16-
year-old teenager from riverside... working in the red light 
district. she claims she ended up there... after getting involved 
with the wrong people. along with a lot of viewers... we were 
concerned about what was going to happened to her after she 
appeared in that report. we wanted to let you know... the baja 
human rights group is aware of her... but so far she's refused to 
contact the local authorities. 

KNBC 2:42 11/4/11 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11... a monrovia boy gets away from a kidnapper!  the 
little boy was playing in his yard when he was grabbed -- but he 
escaped and he is safe tonight.  this all went down tonight in the 
un-incorporated part of monrovia... now police are looking for the 
kidnapper! nbc4's jesse gary is live in monrovia! jesse?  -- 

KNBC 0:30 11/7/11 11:23p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... police say... a boy who reported a kidnapping attempt... 
made it all up!  deputies had arrested a 32-year-old man... based 
on a description provided by a young boy. the boy's father said 
the man grabbed his son from the backyard of their monrovia 
home and ran down the block with him. the boy told officials he 
escaped by biting the suspect. but tonight... deputies say the boy 
made up the story... and the suspect has been released. 

KNBC 0:56 11/9/11 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

***sot*** ***sot*** tonight... thousands of angry students march 
through the campus of penn state.... after the school's board of 
trustees *fired* head football coach joe paterno.... even though 
he said he would retire at the end of the season.  it's 11 o'clock! 
i'm colleen williams. and i'm chuck henry.  after the 
announcement what had been a peaceful student gathering - 
turned ugly. as supporters of coach peterno and police in riot 
gear clash in the streets.  ***sot*** ***sot*** ***sot*** at one 
point... as you can see here in this video... students flipped over 
a news van. it was a more peaceful scene near the football 
stadium... where some students paid tribute to the coach. 
paterno spoke briefly to his supports outside his home tonight 
and we'll hear from him in just a few moments.  first... how did 
this all play out tonight... here's fred roggin. 

KNBC 1:58 11/9/11 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

mired in scandal he had hoped to go out on his own terms.. he 
thought 61 years of loyal service would have earned him that, 
but the crime of molestation is beyond comprehension and not 
speaking up after learning about is beyond belief.. that being the 
case, penn state fired football coach joe paterno tonight effective 
immediately..  the schools president graham spainer was also 
forced to resign.. in 46 years as head coach paterno won 409, 
lost 136 and tied 3 times.. in his tenure joe paterno called a lot of 
plays yet for not calling the police, his career is over.. defensive 
coordinator tom bradley will now take over on an interim basis..  
thanks, fred. 
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KNBC 1:34 11/9/11 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tragedy in santa ana... a two year old toddler was killed tonight... 
police say... the killer was a hit and run driver..  nbc4's beverly 
white is live in santa ana with the latest... beverly... 

KNBC 0:23 11/9/11 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news in pacoima. police are looking for a man with a 
gun... who was spotted walking near the whitman airport about 
an hour ago. part of san fernando road is closed right now, as 
the lapd searches the area. we're told officers patrolling the 
perimeter actually spotted the man, but then lost sight of him. no 
one has been hurt. and the airport remains open. 

KNBC 4:18 11/9/11 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight we have an nbc4 undercover exclusive! imagine if the 
housewife next door was secretly a big-time drug trafficker... 
going to p-t-a meetings at night... delievering kilos of cocaine by 
day!... investigative reporter joel grover is here... with her 
amazing story! joel!  the undercover video you're about to see, 
takes us deep inside the dangerous world of drug trafficking. 
even more surprising, the woman at the center of it all, appears 
to be a typical mom from orange county. we want to warn you 
some of this video, is violent.  marie jones gave the cops enough 
evidence, to convict seven major drug dealers, from orange 
county and new orlinz, and send them all to prison. finally, you 
might wonder why jones is telling her story now? just this year, 
she escaped another brush with death, barely surviving a 
surgical infection. she decided it was time to reveal her dark 
secret to her friends and neighbors and the public.  thanks joel! 

KNBC 0:52 11/10/11 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now the latest in the penn state sex abuse scandal! tonight... 
there are reports joe paterno has asked a criminal defense 
attorney... to represent him...  as you know... the university's 
board of trustees fired the legendary football coach yesterday. 
saying he should have done more... when he learned about 
allegations involving former defensive coordinator jerry 
sandusky. today, pennsylvania governor tom corbett said he 
supports the board's decision...  the assistant coach... mike 
mcqueary... who told paterno about an alleged incident involving 
sandusky in 2002... is still on staff. but the university announced 
tonight... he has received multiple threats... and will not take part 
in this weekend's game with nebraska. 

KNBC 2:22 11/10/11 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... police in san antonio, texas are looking into whether a 
crime was committed... when penn state played in the alamo 
bowl in 1999. a grand jury report says jerry sandusky took one of 
his alleged victims to the game... and threatened to send the boy 
home... when he resisted his advances. and that's just one of 
the accusations... in the indictment against sandusky... a long list 
of sexual abuse and misssed opportunities to stop him...  so far, 
sandusky faces 40 counts related to the alleged abuse. he is 
free on one-hundred thousand dollars unsecured bail. and he 
has been ordered to stay away from children. next court 
appearance scheduled for december 7th. 

KNBC #VALUE! 11/10/11 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an anonymous letter has the orange county sheriff's department 
looking into an alleged helicopter joyride.  the letter accuses a 
supervisor of taking a woman for a joyride in an agency 
helicopter last month. it cost about a thousand dollars an hour to 
operate the chopper. the sheriff's department says the woman is 
an employee of the department... but it's unclear what the 
relationship is between the two people involved.  the sheriff's 
department says it will take appropriate action if wrongdoing is 
found.. but so far.. the supervisor has not been placed on leave. 
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KNBC 1:43 11/11/11 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11... thieves have stolen three tiny yorkshire terrier 
puppies and an older dog from a home in buena park!  the 
dognappers also ransacked the home... but the the worst of it for 
the victim... was the loss of her precious dogs! nbc4's angie 
crouch has the story! 

KNBC 0:58 11/11/11 11:23p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a youtube video showing phony police officers... playing a cruel 
practical joke on a driver.... could get some real police 
employees in west covina into some very hot water  the spoof 
was made by a venice-based production company... and posted 
on youtube and a comedy website.. the two minute video shows 
five gun-wielding officers playing a joke on a guy in a car... and 
then driving off firing guns into the air. the west covina p.d. says 
no real officers were involved in the video... but other employees 
of the department may have been... and the department *really* 
wants to know who provided the police cars and equipment to 
the production company.  the department says it might sue the 
production company...zoochosis-dot-com. 

KNBC 2:01 11/14/11 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

former pen state assistant coach jerry sandusky told bob costas 
tonight he has done some things he shouldn't have... but he 
says... he is innocent of child sexual abuse charges.  sandusky 
has been charged with 40 counts of child sexual abuse - over a 
period of 15 years and remains free on 100-thousand dollars 
unsecured bail. 

KNBC 1:49 11/14/11 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is one of those stories that brings out the worst and the best 
in people.... we told you earlier tonight about a family that just 
moved here to southern california... only to have the u-haul 
containing all of their belongings stolen. the community has 
stepped up...and the ellen show got wind of the situation... and 
you know what happens... when that happens. beverly white has 
the story.  and you can see the family's appearance on the ellen 
show tomorrow at 4 p-m, right here on nbc-4. 

KNBC 2:09 11/15/11 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's 11 o'clock! i'm colleen williams. and i'm chuck henry. and 
tonight... there are several big developments in the penn state 
case! penn state says it *will* play in a bowl game this year even 
possibly... the rose bowl! but... have they become the team that 
nobody wants in their bowl game??  nbc4's conan nolan has that 
part of our coverage... coming up!  but first... the assistant coach 
who told a grand jury he witnessed the rape of a young boy 
breaks his silence... . and attorneys say former penn state 
defensive coach jerry sandusky, may have said too much to 
nbc's bob costas last night!  jerry sandusky has been charged 
with 40-criminal counts of sexual abuse of minors. he's free on 
100-thousand dollars unsecured bond. 

KNBC 2:29 11/15/11 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

penn state's interim football coach said today that the team will 
play in a bowl game .. if it is invited.. and there's still a chance 
that bowl game could be right here in southern california!! but 
does the school this year... come with too much baggage???  
conan nolan is live in pasadena with that part of the story..  we 
want to know what you think of the penn state sex scandal. 
should the team play in a bowl? or should they bow out. go to 
our facebook page.. nbcla and let us know. 
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KNBC 0:36 11/15/11 11:23p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an honest car thief? sounds a little strange... but wait until you 
hear this story! a northern california woman recently had her car 
stolen outside her apartment. then... .she realized that she left 
her cell phone in the car... so... she used her sister's phone... to 
text *her phone.... asking if the thief could please return the 
stolen car. it appears the thief has a conscience. he called the 
victim and told her that she could the find the car parked outside 
a k-f-c in santa clara. 

KNBC 0:56 11/16/11 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there are several new developments ...in the penn state 
scandal... tonight...statements by the assistant coach... mike 
mcqueary... are being called into question!  mcqueary told 
friends he went to police in 2002 when he says... he saw jerry 
sandusky molesting a boy in the shower at penn state . but now, 
the two police departments with jurisdiction say they have no 
record of any contact with mcqueary. and: an attorney for one of 
sandusky's alleged victims says... after seeing the bob costas-
sandusky interview... his client is eager to testify.  also today... 
the "fresh air" childrens charity in new york said that years ago... 
at least five of its kids stayed in sandusky's home. that's under 
investigation... and the judge who released him on bail...she was 
replaced today because the head of sandusky's charity... made 
contributions to her campaign. 

KNBC 0:43 11/16/11 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in pennsylvania today arrested a homeless man from 
idaho... accused in a white house drive-by shooting!  
investigators say the suspect has an arrest record in three 
states... and may have mental problems. the shots, last friday, 
came from a moving car... about half a mile away.... but it wasn't 
until yesterday... secret service discovered at least two bullets 
actually hit the white house. no one was hurt... and the president 
wasn't at home when it happened.  president obama is actually 
in australia where he told parliament today... the u-s will play a 
bigger role in the region. that includes sending up to 25-hundred 
marines to northern australia. the u-s wants to increase its 
military presence there... to balance china's growing influence! 

KNBC 1:32 11/17/11 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now.. t0 breaking news in sherman oaks... where a bus was 
evacuated tonight... after someone spotted a suspicious 
package!!  this is near the busy intersection of ventura and 
sepulveda boulevards... and traffic was brought to a stop ... just 
south of the sherman oaks galleria.  [ [take boxes]] nbc four's 
beverly white is live at the scene! beverly! 

KNBC 1:04 11/18/11 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the death of a thousand oaks high school quarterback -- from an 
apparent heroin overdose -- has four teenagers facing charges 
tonight!  the l-a county sheriff's department released the mug 
shots of two of the teenagers tonight. david nernberg and corey 
baumann are both charged with involuntary manslaughter. the 
other two suspects are juveniles.  their friend... football star 
griffen kramer... lost consciousness after a night of partying in 
agoura hills last month. investigators say that instead of getting 
help, nernberg drove around with kramer in his car, calling 
friends, trying to figure out what to do. they say nernberg 
eventually drove home with kramer in his car. by the next 
morning, kramer was dead.  even though investigators suspect it 
was a heroin overdose, the toxicology report is still weeks away. 
griffin kramer was the son of former nfl quarterback erik kramer. 
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KNBC 2:23 11/18/11 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11... a terrifying hit and run... with a very dramatic 
outcome!  it happened in pomona... an unlicensed driver left the 
scene of an accident at garey and phillips... dragging a little girl 
under her car.. but eyewitnesses took action!  nbc four's beverly 
white is live in pomona! beverly! 

KNBC 0:40 11/21/11 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news! a smash and grab robbery tonight at a big local 
mall! right in the middle of holiday shopping!  and... when a lot of 
people saw this... they're were outraged.... college students... 
pepper sprayed...tonight... how local students are showing their 
support. it's a developing story... next!  we begin with breaking 
news! a late night smash and grab robbery at a macys store in 
baldwin hills.  this happened at the macys at the crenshaw 
plaza.. the robbery went down just before the store closed at 
nine pm.. after a busy day of holiday shopping! police tell nbc4 
came into the store, armed with baseball bats... and then 
smashed a jewelry case. police have arrested one person. and 
are looking for the other three. and while this was going on a 
woman in the store had a heart attack. we do not know her 
condition. we'll have more on this story, tomorrow morning at 
4:30am on today in la. 

KNBC 2:02 11/21/11 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now the latest fallout from that u-c davis pepper spray incident 
that was caught on tape!! college students... sitting locked ... arm 
in arm... deliberately sprayed ... over and over again. tonight... 
people gathered at u-c-l-a in solidarity with those students who 
were targeted.  nbc four's kim baldonado is live in westwood! 
kim! 

KNBC 0:24 11/21/11 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

but first... a flash mob robbery! a swarm of teens... who gathered 
to commit a crime! and it's caught on tape.. next.  you're looking 
at surveillance video of a "flash mob robbery" at a seven-eleven 
in maryland. about 50 people walked into the store saturday 
night... swarming around in all directions... they took what they 
wanted... then left. most of the shoplifters appear to be teens or 
young adults. investigators are studying the tape... trying to 
identify all the suspects. 

KNBC 2:48 11/22/11 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... nbc4 confirms... the natalie wood investigation... is 
progressing! all this... while her former husband... one of the last 
people to see her alive... robert wagner, plays a murder suspect 
on tonight's episode of "n-c-i-s."  it's 11 o'clock! i'm chuck henry. 
and i'm colleen williams.  tonight... the l-a county sheriff's 
department is working all leads... one of those leads... a woman 
who was on a nearby yacht... off catalina... that night .... in 
1981...when natalie wood drowned....  nbc4's robert kovacik is 
following this developing story for us. robert... is this a new 
witness???the lifeguard who found natalie wood's body is 
convinced she could have been saved if only help would have 
been summoned sooner. he doesnt understand why to this day 
authorities never H6231interviewed him about what he saw and 
what he heard. but we know detectives are doing their leg-work 
as robert wagner returns to the spotlight.  but as this accidental 
death investigation continues can it ever result in criminal 
prosecution? under california law, the statue of limitations for 
involuntary or voluntary manslaughter is three years. charges--
against anyone--would have had to been filed 27 years ago. i'm 
robert kovacik 
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KNBC 0:46 11/22/11 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police tonight have released surveillance video that shows a 
deadly shooting outside a bar in redlands. we want to warn you 
the video is graphic.. but it's also grainy and difficult to make out.  
it begins with a group of men being kicked out of the bar after a 
fight inside... hard to see... until you zoom in and see that... one 
man suddenly punches another... that leads to a wild scene 
where a gunman retaliates by opening fire. he then backs away 
while still pointing the gun. this all happened early saturday 
morning outside charlie jewell's, a bar and restaurant on east 
state street. one man was killed, two others wounded. police 
hope the release of this video will produce some leads that will 
help them find that gunman. 

KNBC 0:59 11/23/11 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11! search and rescue teams have found the body of a 
child... one of six people on a twin-engine private plane that 
crashed into a mountain in arizona.  it's called "superstition 
mountain"... east of phoenix... in the apache junction area. the 
plane went down around 6:30 tonight.  security video from a 
home six miles from the crash captured an explosion off in the 
distance. on the plane were three children, a pilot, mechanic and 
another adult. the rugged terrain is making the search for 
survivors and bodies difficult.  the sheriff believes the plane had 
just re-fueled and apparently picked up the children for 
thanksgiving. the twin-engine rockwell ac-69, was probably 
going 200 mph when it hit the mountain. 

KNBC 3:26 11/24/11 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news...  a fight breaks out inside a walmart... initial 
reports of black friday shoppers pepper spraying other shoppers. 
tensions runing high... and the doors aren't even open yet. we 
are live.  and will the weather be suitable for shopping this 
holiday weekend? fritz coleman has your black friday forecast... 
next!  breaking news.... in porter ranch. a fight has broke out 
between shoppers at a walmart there. shopper carmen johnson 
joins us live on the phone.. carmen you tell us you were one of 
the shoppers who were injured there tonight. what happened?it's 
not even midnight... but already the black friday shopping crush 
is well underway! tonight... dozens of stores opened early... and 
now they are packed with shoppers 

KNBC 0:45 11/24/11 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there's more trouble for former penn state assistant coach jerry 
sandusky. he's now accused of sexually abusing two more 
boys...both currently under 18...and one of those boys is a 
relative! sandusky's daughter-in-law has filed a complaint that he 
abused one of his grandchildren. 

KNBC 1:02 11/24/11 11:23p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

back to the breaking news.... in porter ranch. a fight at a 
walmart.. where a female shopper allegedly pepper sprayed 
other shoppers... trying to buy an xbox. kevin takumi is live in 
newschopper 4 with the very latest. 

KNBC 2:14 11/28/11 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

self-defense. is it possible the shopper who pepper-sprayed 
fellow customers at a wal-mart on black friday... could defend 
herself... by maintaining... she felt threatened... and it was just 
self defense???  live at eleven... what happens next in this 
case?? kim baldonado is live in northridge.... kim! 

KNBC 0:15 11/28/11 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now... in "ventura county"... investigators are searching for 
suspects... in a fatal stabbing. it happened this afternoon... in an 
alley... behind a "kinko's"... in "camarillo." the victim was a man... 
in his 20's. witnesses say... they saw several people running... 
from where the man died. 
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KNBC 0:34 11/29/11 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

through the "san gabriel valley" tonight... a high speed pursuit... 
that headed into "east l-a." deputies say... they tried to pull over 
this 'black pick-up'... because it was reported... "stolen." this... is 
how the pursuit ended:  the driver did just that... crashed. but as 
you can see here... he jumped out of the pick-up... then took off 
on foot. and... he was so far ahead of the pursuing officers... at 
this point... he was able to get away. at last report... he's still on 
the run. 

KNBC 0:25 12/5/11 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

homicide investigators spent the evening in laguna niguel... 
where a man's body was found this afternoon inside a pickup 
truck. deputies raced to the scene after a resident noticed that 
the door of the truck was open.. and there was someone inside 
who appeared to be dead. the cause of death has not been 
determined. deputies have detained someone who they are 
calling... a person of interest. 

KNBC 1:07 12/5/11 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

take a look at this surveillance video... a suspected arsonist 
lighting a long beach marijuana dispensary on fire... and the 
flames... well they spread to him, too!  investigators are working 
"non-stop" to track down that arsonist... and possibly others.. 
who have deliberately set ...nearly two dozen fires since may.  
long beach firefighters hope this surveillance video will help 
them find out who is starting these suspicious fires... they've 
been set at all hours of the day... and the motive could be 
anything from revenge to just plain vandalism. so far... two 
businesses have been targeted... including this marijuana 
dispensary... along with cars, alleys and trash cans. 

KNBC 2:31 12/7/11 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at eleven... a home invasion-robbery in orange county.  this 
shows you...no one is off limits when it comes to hard core 
criminals.... right now... the sheriff's department is looking for two 
men who tied up a 90-year old woman... and held her at 
gunpoint.beverly white is in rossmoor with the latest. beverly 

KNBC 0:22 12/7/11 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

former penn state assistant coach jerry sandusky has been 
arrested again.  sandusky was handcuffed and led away from 
his pennsylvania home this morning... after two more alleged 
victims came forward and said the former coach sexually abused 
them. sandusky already faces 40-counts of child sex abuse 
involving eight boys over a 15-year span. he has denied those 
charges. 

KNBC 2:29 12/8/11 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight in thousand oaks: burglary... grand theft -- the list goes 
on and on! those are just some of the charges... in a crime spree 
across the city!  it's 11 o'clock! i'm chuck henry. and i'm colleen 
williams.  here is the stunning thing about this crime spree...the 
ventura county sheriff's department says the criminals...are 
teenagers... seven have been arrested... and deputies are 
looking for one more!  nbc4's jesse gary is live in the newbury 
park area of thousand oaks tonight! jesse! 

KNBC 0:26 12/8/11 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the l-a county district attorney's office has decided not to charge 
a woman accused of pepper-spraying black friday shoppers at a 
local walmart.  instead they've turned over the case against 32-
year-old elizabeth macias to city prosecutors for possible 
misdemeanor charges. she turned herself in to police after the 
incident at the porter ranch store on thanksgiving. at least 20 
people, including children, were injured in the attack. 
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KNBC 2:38 12/8/11 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight we're learning more about a 90-year-old woman... who 
may eventually get the last laugh on 2 thugs... they stormed her 
house...tied her up and and robbed her... but...because she was 
thinking... one of those suspects is now behind bars...  nbc4's 
kim baldonado is here with details on her amazing story... kim...  
she credits her degree in mathematics from ucla...and her love 
of crime dramas, for giving her the presence of mind to gather 
and remember details for detectives.  police arrested a 23 year 
old parolee this morning, but they're still looking for a second 
suspect. reporting from the newsroom, kim baldonado, nbc4 
news. 

KNBC 0:35 12/8/11 11:22p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

still a lot of questions tonight...about the deadly shooting on the 
campus of virginia tech. police say a man shot and killed a 
school police officer during a traffic stop... and then... the 
gunman apparently took his own life. the officer was identified as 
39 year old derek crouse.. an army veteran... and father of five. 
who was the gunman... and did he target the officer and why. we 
don't have answers yet. for a time today... the campus was 
locked down... in an terrible reminder of the virginia tech 
massacre..4 years ago... in which 33 people were killed. 

KNBC 2:44 12/9/11 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... half-a-day later... police are still sorting out a terrifying 
incident near hollywood and vine.. a man starts shooting at 
random... critically wounding one man... before police shoot him 
to death.  it's 11 o'clock! i'm stephanie elam. and i'm colleen 
williams.  tonight... the one victim who was shot by the 
gunman...hospitalized. and investigators are trying to figure out 
why. why would a man step out into the middle of a hollywood 
intersection... pull a gun...and begin to open fire on drivers... 
simply going about their business.  this all happened in the 
middle of the morning near one of hollywood's busiest 
intersections... sunset and vine.. as drivers and pedestrians 
watched... stunned... in shock...we have live reports on the 
investigation... and on the victim... first up... beverly white.. live in 
hollywood 

KNBC 1:34 12/9/11 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man who was wounded in today's shooting is being treated 
at cedars-sinai medical center.  nbc4's jesse gary is live at the 
hospital... with reaction from his friends. jesse.  roll cue "repair 
his jaw"  [[as recently as a few hours ago, friends and neighbors 
were coming by his hollywood hills home that he shares with his 
girlfriend. they wanted to get first-hand confirmation, and console 
one another. this after hearing the 40-year-old was shot in the 
face earlier today in hollywood. the attack was random, and has 
left those closest to john atterberry shaken.. --sot-- 11:07:26 
(:08) tyava winborne/victim's friend "he's a great guy. he's a 
great guy." [how do you know him?] "he was in my wedding. him 
and my husband are close friends." 11:07:58 (:03) "i was 
supposed to see him next friday cause we're having a christmas 
party at his house." ]] 

KNBC 0:26 12/9/11 11:22p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and... a convicted child molester who spent the past few years 
casting some of hollywood's biggest movies was arrested 
today.... police arrested 35-year-old james james murphy for not 
filing a name change and change of address...both felonies. 
murphy was working under an alias...and worked on movies 
such as j.j abrams' "super eight". murphy was convicted in 1996 
for kidnapping and molesting an eight year old in washington 
state. 
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KNBC 0:28 12/9/11 11:22p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

over the next few days, san bernardino county is releasing 150 
inmates early -- because of overcrowding.  some inland empire 
residents are expressing concern over the plan...  it's part of a 
controversial program -- shifting state prisoners to county jails. 
since the local jails are now too crowded, some inmates are 
getting out early. but sheriff's officials say the inmates being 
released early are non-violent ... non-sexual offenders. and 
they'll be monitored once they're out on the streets. 

KNBC 0:26 12/12/11 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11... a local church targeted by vandals! and possibly... 
by arsonists!  was it a hate crime? authorities say racist graffiti 
was found at the scene.  the fire broke out today at valley central 
presbyterian church in north hills. fire investigators say 
combustible material was found in a toaster, in the church's 
kitchen. racist graffiti was also found nearby. the church has a 
korean congregation. arson officials and police are investigating. 

KNBC 1:56 12/12/11 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 40 yerar old music executive who was shot by a gunman in 
hollywooo last friday... has died...  beverly white is live in 
hollywood! beverly! 

KNBC 0:26 12/12/11 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11! a new city plan to fight crime at hansen dam park in 
sylmar... is in the works!  the 400-thousand dollar project will 
include new lights, security cameras and a gate to help people 
feel safer. the area has seen an increase of rapes and mugging , 
including a rape of one young woman six months ago. the plan 
shouold be finished by the end of 20-12. 

KNBC 0:52 12/12/11 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two "garden grove" roommates now face charges of 'forging'... a 
'stolen' check... then cashing it... for more than a 'quarter million 
dollars.' what did they spend it on? prosecutors say... an 
'extravagant trip'... among other things.  they say '34 year' "alexa 
polar" stole the check... from the "o-c" law firm... where she 
worked as a paralegal... then... '33 year' old "robin pabello"... a 
school teacher... forged it... and cashed it... for '285- thousand' 
dollars.  here's what prosecutors say they spent the money on... 
a 'private' flight... to "new york city"... 'five' rooms at the "times 
square marriott"... where they hosted a big party... a spending 
spree... at "tiffany" and "montblanc"... and... back in southern 
california... a 'deposit'... on a multi-million dollar home in 
"murietta."  the roommates face charges of "forgery"... 
"embezzlement"... and "grand theft." if convicted... they each 
face 'six years' in prison. 

KNBC 0:34 12/13/11 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... investigators have released a sketch... of a man 
wanted for "robbery"... and "murder... in a horrible home 
invasion "  los angeles county sheriff detectives believe... this... 
is the man... who ambushed a family... as they returned home 
from church... in the "arcadia" area... last night. the man forced 
them inside their house... demanded money. and... 
eventhough... they complied... he shot and killed the father... as 
his wife and three young children... heard it all... from a nearby 
room. if you have 'any' information... please call the sheriff 
department's "homicide bureau." 

KNBC 0:31 12/14/11 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

today a judge ordered a former l-a school police officer to spend 
two years in jail... for faking his own shooting.  jeff stenroos, 
claimed someone shot him and his bulletproof vest saved his 
life. the shooting happened near el camino real high school in 
woodland hills... a year ago january. it turned out... the officer 
shot himself.. his hoax set off a 10-hour search for a gunman... 
as thousands of students were on lock-down in their classrooms. 
the judge said the officer made up the story so he could be 
treated like a hero... and to collect insurance benefits. 
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KNBC 2:05 12/15/11 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an "nbc news" exclusive... now...  tonight... we're hearing "bryan 
stow"... 'speaking' on camera... for the 'first' time... since a 
severe beating... at "dodger stadium"... earlier this year.  nbc 4's 
beverly white... is outside "dodger stadium"... near the parking 
lot... where "stow" was beaten. bev... it has been a long... tough 
road to recovery for the "stows."  tonight... we're hearing "bryan 
stow"... 'speaking' on camera... for the 'first' time... since a 
severe beating... at "dodger stadium"... earlier this year.  nbc 4's 
beverly white... is outside "dodger stadium"... near the parking 
lot... where "stow" was beaten. bev... it has been a long... tough 
road to recovery for the "stows."  you can watch the full "bryan 
stow" story... 'talking on t-v' for the first time since the beating... 
this monday night... on "rock center with brian williams." it's on at 
10 p-m... on "nbc 4"... right before our news. 

KNBC 3:44 12/15/11 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to an nbc4 investigation...  there's a major house cleaning 
underway, at the los angeles bureau of parking enforcement. 
and it's because of joel grover's stories last spring, exposing how 
officers were involved in a porn video. that's the agency... whose 
'traffic cops' write us...'130- million' dollars... worth of parking 
tickets... a year.  joel, is back with us tonight with the latest on 
the shake-up! joel...  there has been a big crackdown on bad 
behavior among traffic cops.... behavior that for years was 
tolerated. officers are being fired. top managers are being 
pushed out, while officials try to restore the reputation of the city 
agency, that people love to hate.  a new chief of parking 
enforcement will be announced sometime next month, and i'm 
told it will be someone from outside the department. commander 
williams will then return to his regular post with the lapd. 

KNBC 2:58 12/16/11 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's going to be a 'long night'... for the 'investigators'... who have 
to figure out... what exactly happened... in "irwindale"... and why. 
tonight... we've learned... the gunman worked for "southern 
california edision."  here's what we've learned... since six o'clock. 
the three people who are dead... were all men. that number 
includes the gunman... himself... whose name has not been 
released. we've also learned... from police... he used a 'semi-
automatic' handgun.  this story is developing... by the minute... 
and... we're on it tonight...  nbc four's beverly white is live in 
irwindale... bev... those investigators... have quite a task on their 
hands.  nbc 4 news is your station... for the latest... on the 
'deadly' workplace shooting. we're working to bring you 'new' 
information... throughout the weekend... right here... and on "nbc 
l-a dot com." 

KNBC 0:24 12/16/11 11:22p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new developments in the penn state child sex abuse scandal. a 
judge ruled today that prosecutors have enough evidence to 
send their case against two university officials to trial.  tim curley 
and gary schultz are charged with lying to a grand jury. they're 
also charged with failing to report allegations that former 
assistant football coach jerry sandusky sodomized a boy in a 
locker room shower. 
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KNBC 0:41 12/19/11 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with breaking news from silver lake... where police 
wrestled a young child away from an alleged kidnapper just a 
short time ago. this was near fountain and vermont... where a 
brief pursuit that began in atwater village came to an end. the 
suspect was holding that child... apparently like a shield!! police 
moved in and wrestled the child away from the suspect. the child 
is being treated.. but appeared to be o-k. no word yet what 
relationship there was between the two people... right now.... it's 
all under investigation. 

KNBC 1:12 12/19/11 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

... and we continue to follow that workplace shooting at so cal 
edison...last friday. today...9-1-1 tapes were released giving us 
an idea of what it was like.... when the gunman... walked in and 
opened fire....killing 2 co-workers and wounding 2 more.  the 
tape reveals a chaotic scene at the edison office... and at the 9-
1-1 communication center. the edison office was still closed 
today... as the company and the sheriff's department tried to 
understand the gunman's motive:  the gunman has been 
identified as 48 year old andre turner of norco. deputies say 
turner... who appeared to be targeting supervisors... recently had 
a bad performance review.. but his exact relationship with the 
victims remains under investigation. 

KNBC 1:59 12/19/11 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and tonight we learned a lot more about the beating suffered by 
giants fan bryan stow... at dodger stadium earlier this year... 
and... his interview on rock center tonight... was only part of his 
survivor's story...  stow's family calls each accomplishment a 
"small - yet huge moment." 

KNBC 0:27 12/19/11 11:22p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police and a haz-mat team were called out to a hotel on 
hollywood boulevard tonight... to seize two jugs of suspicious 
chemicals. investigators think the drugs are ingredients used in 
making the so-called "date rape" drug!! also called "g-h-b" 
exactly how they got there... and who was using the chemicals... 
that's all still under investigation.  police say they became aware 
of the situation when somebody got sick at the hotel over the 
weekend. 

KNBC 2:37 12/20/11 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... that suspect faces nearly 30-charges... all sex related 
crimes. the victims... between the ages of 12-and-16 years old!  
nbc4's toni guinyard is in santa clarita tonight. toni? 

KNBC 1:11 12/21/11 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... the l-a county sheriff's department is strongly denying 
allegations of excessive force. those accusations involve the 
arrest of a man in lancaster last april.  marco chik-lana... shown 
here being arrested... called deputies to antelope valley hospital 
when argument with his own father turned violent. in his lawsuit 
his attorney say there was no provocation for a rough arrest like 
this. sheriff's department disagree's - they say he was holding a 
screwdriver in a threatening way. chiklana says he had the 
screwdriver because he took it away from his father.  the 
attorney says this is what chick-lana looked like after the arrest. 
the deputies say they were also injured. if the case goes to trial... 
the deputies say they'll testify that chik-lana was apologetic... 
telling them quote... "i had a bad case of stupid." 
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KNBC 0:35 12/21/11 11:22p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight we have this new video of the so-called "geezer bandit" 
getting blasted by a dye pack... as he leaves a bank of america 
in san luis obispo. the circle shows the pack exploding and the 
suspect running away. detectives are hoping to find two 
witnesses seen in the video. although he is called the "geezer 
bandit" the f-b-i says the suspect is probably wearing a 
disguise... and really isn't as old as he looks!  that particular 
bandit is suspected in 16 bank robberies in southern california 
that date back to 2009. 

KNBC 0:54 12/21/11 11:23p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a chicago family that feared a missing relative was a victim of 
serial killer john wayne gacy... has a lot to celebrate this 
christmas.  ted "zal" disappered thirty four years-ago. his parents 
thought he was dead. so when chicago police said they were 
trying to identify seven remaining victims of gacy... zal's parents 
gave d-n-a samples to police. the tests came up negative. a 
detective was able to track down zal this week... he was living in 
oregon working as a carpenter.  zal was 24 when he drove to a 
chicago airport and simply left... he says was in the midst of a 
bitter divorce and family feud when he left to start a new life. 

KNBC 0:27 12/23/11 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

authorities say they've found that a-t-m machine that was stolen 
early this morning from a chase bank parking lot in laguna 
woods. but of course, the cash is long gone...  surveillance 
cameras caught the thieves in the act. first they tried to pull the 
a-t-m free from it's foundation with a cable -- but then the cable 
broke. then they rammed the machine with a flatbed truck...put it 
in the back and drove away. the a-t-m and truck were found 
about six hours later. the cash machine, however, had been cut 
open by a torch and emptied. 

KNBC 0:52 12/26/11 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police have arrested the man... suspected of 'shooting' and 
'critically wounding' a soldier... at his own "welcome home 
party"... from afghanistan. the suspect... turned himself in... late 
this afternoon.  ruben jurado, was with his attorney when he 
turned himself in. the shooting happened in san bernardino 
when the victim, army specialist christopher sullivan, tried to 
break up an argument involving his brother and suspect over 
football teams. sulivan, survived a suicide bombing in 
afghanistan only be shot at his welcome home party. his mother 
says doctors believe her son will be parylized from the neck 
down...  22-year old sullivan was home on leave when he was 
shooting took place. 

KNBC 0:25 12/26/11 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're learning new details about the christmas day massacre 
near dallas, texas. police say the gunman... who was among the 
seven dead... was dressed up in a santa costume. four women 
and three men were shot... and their ages range from 15 to 58-
years old. police believe the victims and the shooter were all 
related... and they say the family was shot just after opening 
christmas gifts. 

KNBC 2:50 12/27/11 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he's a 'home alone' hero... a '13' year old boy... helped cops... 
'foil' a robbery... at his house!  it's 11 o'clock. i'm lucy noland. 
'chuck' and 'colleen'... have the night off.  that 13 year old boy... 
was 'home alone'... in "fullerton"... when suddenly... burglars 
struck. but... his 'calm'.. 'cool' thinking... saved the day...  nbc 4's 
stephanie stanton joins us live from "fullerton." and... stephanie... 
that boy was in situation... that would make a lot of adults... 
panic. 
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KNBC 0:24 12/27/11 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a developing story... out of "san bernardino county" tonight... it's 
happening... in the city of "upland."  police say someone stabbed 
a woman... right near a burning house. she's in critical condition. 
many questions still... about what happened... and why. 
authorities have not yet released the victim's name. and... the 
circumstances surrounding that fire... are also under 
investigation. so far... no arrests. 

KNBC 0:30 12/27/11 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the son of "denise brown"... arrested today... on suspicion of 
'domestic violence.' "denise brown"... is the sister... of "nicole 
brown simpson"... "o-j simpson's" murdered wife.  santa ana 
police arrested '25 year old'... "sean brown"... along with his live-
in girlfriend... at about '2:30' this morning. police say... they 'both' 
had minor injuries. late today... prosecutors said... they're 'not' 
going to file charges... against either of them. "denise brown" 
became a well known 'victim's rights' advocate... after the 
murder of her sister... in 19-94. 

KNBC 0:26 12/27/11 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in "riverside county"... still... a lot of questions tonight... about the 
death of an 'experienced' skydiver today... at "perris valley 
airport." authorities are not yet releasing his name... but... they 
are saying he was a "canadian citizen"... who had made 'two-
thousand' jumps. witnesses say... the man's chute deployed... 
but he came in at an odd angle... and 'crashed' hard. it's the 
'fifth' skydiving death... this year... in "perris." and... skydiving 
continued today... 'despite' the deadly accident. 

KNBC 1:42 12/27/11 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

what does an i-pad have to do with "sherlock holmes?" both... 
are apparently... very good at solving crime. two local families... 
struck by a burglar over the holidays... got their presents back. 
and... as "nbc 4's" antonio castelan explains... police got a big 
assist... from that stolen i-pad. 

KNBC 1:06 12/27/11 11:22p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we brought you the home alone foiled robbery... at the top of our 
show... so... how about one more foiled robbery? a "north 
carolina" pawn shop clerk... has a 'new' nickname... tonight. co-
workers are calling him "rocky"... after he 'leveled' a robber... 
with a left hand punch... to the head.  when a man with a 'hood' 
and a 'mask' entered... the "we buy gold" shop where "derek 
mothershead" works... he invited him to approach... the money 
bag. but... what he was really doing... was setting him up... for a 
'left' to the chin. then... down goes the robber... and he didn't get 
up... for quite awhile.  when the guy regained consciousness... 
"mothershead" wasn't done with him yet. he made him 'clean 
up'... his own blood. detectives think... the same man... may 
have held up this store... in the past. he's now thinking over 
thing... while sitting in jail. 

KNBC 0:27 12/28/11 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in "garden grove"... a developing story tonight... where a man 
was hit by... not one... but two cars... and... one of them dragged 
him... '800' feet.  he is in "critical condition." police say... the man 
was crossing the street... when it happened.  garden grove 
police say... they found the "dodge magnum" that hit the man... 
but they're still looking for the driver. it happened at about 6:30 
tonight... on "west street." the driver of a second car... also hit 
him... then dragged him. but... that driver... finally stopped... and 
called 9-1-1. 
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KNBC 0:37 12/28/11 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

news out of the "inland empire" right now...  a man accused... of 
critically wounding... a soldier... at his "san bernardino" 
homecoming party... will make his first court appearance 
tomorrow... he faces a charge of "attempted murder."  
prosecutors say 19-year old "ruben jurado" shot "army 
specialist" christopher sullivan... last friday night... at a party... in 
"san bernardino." sullivan was returning... to "southern 
california"... from kentucky... where he had been recovering... 
from wounds he suffered... in a roadside bomb blast... in 
afghanistan. police say... an argument... apparently about 
football... led to the fight at the party. sullivan is a purple heart 
recipient... who is 'now' paralyzed... from that gunshot wound. 

KNBC 2:22 12/28/11 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in "south los angeles"... a shooting outside a 'liquor store' has 
left a '14 year old boy'... fighting for his life... tonight. right now... 
authorities are 'still' searching... for the woman... who pulled the 
trigger.  nbc 4's beverly white is live in "south l-a"... with the 
latest. beverly... earlier... authorities thought this might be gang 
related... are they any closer to figuring out 'why' this happened? 

KNBC 0:35 12/28/11 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11... a 'security breach'... involving the 'medical records'... 
of more than 'one-thousand' patients... at "loma linda university 
medical center."  the "press enterprise newspaper" is 
reporting.... a hospital 'employee'... took home the documents.  a 
"loma linda university" spokesperson says... the records are 
'back' with the hospital... and the employee is now fired. the 
records include 'personal information'... such as 'driver's license' 
and 'social security numbers.' the employee took them on... 
"december 19th." the hospital says... an 'internal investigation' is 
now 'under way'... to find out 'how' the breach happened... and 
how to prevent it... from happening again. 

KNBC 2:22 12/29/11 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

worries tonight for a missing young woman! she vanished the 
day after christmas... when she went to the store for cough 
medicine. now friends and family... fear for her safety!  it's 11 
o'clock. i'm robert kovacik... and... i'm "lucy noland." chuck and 
colleen have the night off.  her name... is "breeanna guzman"... 
or "bree"... as the people closest to her... call her. she's 22 years 
old. she's a mother of two. and... they... just want their mom 
back.  nbc four's beverly white is live in boyle heights... where 
breeana's mother spoke out tonight. beverly. 

KNBC 2:16 12/29/11 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

'three' fires... in 15 minutes. "l-a-p-d" investigators say... a 
"sunland" man... 'intentionally' set them... torching cars... and 
other property... early this morning... in "hollywood."  live at 11... 
"nbc 4's" jesse gary... with 'new' video... and the 'latest' on 
investigation. jesse? 

KNBC 0:34 12/29/11 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

to the "inland empire"... now... where the suspect in the shooting 
of a war vet... went to court today!  ruben jurado... pleaded "not 
guilty" today... in a "san bernardino county" court room... saying 
he shot an afghanistan war veteran last friday... in 'self defense.' 
police say jurado"... shot army specialist "christopher sullivan"... 
when "sullivan" tried to 'break up' a fight... between "jurado" and 
"sullivan's brother at sullivan's welcome home party. however... 
"jurado's" attorney says... his client was 'attacked' by guests... 
who had been drinking.... and acted in self defense. paralyzed 
from the gunshot wound... "sullivan" remains in 'critical' 
condition. 
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KNBC 0:41 12/29/11 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a nevada police officer got more than he bargained for today! 
when he discovered five utah bound buses... filled with 250 
california teenagers.... and lots of marijuana.  here is some of 
what they found on those buses!! the teenagers on board were 
on their way to utah for a ski trip. a store clerk in nevada says he 
saw a group of people smoking pot in the parking lot. 17 of the 
kids admitted to owning the drugs and paraphernalia. police let 
them all go... because the kids willingly turned the drugs over to 
them. elko nevada's police chief said it would have been a 
logistical nightmare to arrest and lock up all 250 of those kids. 

KNBC 2:53 12/30/11 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new fires tonight in the hollywood area... they may or may not be 
connected to last night's arson rampage! but firefighters are 
checking them all out carefully... because given the 
circumstances... now... lives are on the line!!  it's 11 o'clock. i'm 
robert kovacik. and i'm stephanie elam...  police... firefighters.. 
and of course... people who live in hollywood and west 
hollywood... are all on alert tonight -- after a terrifying arson 
spree early this morning. more than a dozen fires set overnight!  
those blazes were set in hollywood, west hollywood and the 
hollywood hills... and that's where the anxiety level is 
understandably very high tonight. our beverly white is there live! 
bev! 

KNBC 1:25 12/30/11 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

so understandably there are a lot of people wondering: how 
does the mind of an arsonist work? earlier tonight on nonstop 
news l-a... i had the chance to speak with retired arson 
investigator doug allen of cal-fire allen spent years working 
cases like these .... and we asked him to profile... an arsonist!  
***sot*** ***sot***  allen went on to tell me that the typical 
arsonist will usually return to the scene within 20 minutes of 
starting a blaze... so residents should be aware of bystanders 
who appear to watch firefighters at work. 

KNBC 1:48 12/30/11 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we started this newscast tonight with the arson fires in 
hollywood... and we told you one of the houses that was hit... 
belonged to rock legend jim morrison...  nbc4's stephanie 
stanton spoke exclusively with a man who was inside the house 
today... and took photos of the damage... 

KNBC 0:22 10/4/11 11:11p cultural 

new at 11! l-a is about to get a new movie museum! tonight the 
academy of motion picture arts and sciences has agreed to 
establish the new museum next to the l-a county museum of art! 
the new museum will be located at the old "may company" 
store.. at the intersection of wilshire boulevard and fairfax 
avenue. 

KNBC 0:23 11/28/11 11:23p cultural 

this '340 ton' rock... will soon have a new home... as an exhibit at 
"the l-a county museum of art." right now... the giant rock is at a 
quarry... in "riverside county." it'll hit the road... in the first week 
of "january"... using a special "big rig." that truck will drive... 
about 'seven miles an hour'... late at night... as it hauls the 
boulder through 'three counties.' 

KNBC 2:30 12/22/11 11:13p cultural 

new at 11... a mysterious artist with a cult following... transforms 
a run-down building in hollywood!  he's called: "mister 
brainwash"... a street artist from l-a... whose first show three 
years ago was a hit! maybe you haven't heard about him but... 
looks like he's about to do it again!  nbc four's kim baldonaldo 
got pretty up close and personal with a guy who's sort of an 
andy warhol for a new generation! kim? 
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KNBC 3:12 10/5/11 11:00p deaths 

he was a visionary. and he changed the world around us through 
technology in ways few people ever imagined. apple co-founder 
steve jobs died today in northern california, after a long battle 
with cancer. he was 56 years old.  from apple stores in southern 
california.. to apple headquarters in cupertino.. and even outside 
job's home in palo alto... tonight tributes are pouring in for the 
man who led a cultural revolution in computers, smartphones, 
music.. and movies.  it's 11 o'clock! i'm chuck henry. and i'm 
colleen williams. steve jobs died of complications from 
pancreatic cancer, with which he waged a long and public 
struggle.  we have a series of reports tonight.. including nbc4's 
kim baldonado who is live outside an apple store in 
pasadena.tonight, steve jobs is being remembered as a 
passionate leader, a genius, and a man who's creations have 
revolutionized the the way people around the world 
communicate and get their entertainment.jobs is survived by his 
wife and four children.. 

KNBC 3:10 10/5/11 11:03p deaths 

tonight... tributes compare steve jobs to visionaries.... the likes of 
thomas edison ... or john lennon... from computers... to music... 
to movies... to the way we teach our kids... he changed our lives 
completely! a total revolution!  nbc four's kim baldonado... live in 
pasadena at the house that steve jobs built... the apple store! 
kim!  they were rivals, fellow visionaries, titans of tech... and 
friends. tonight, microsoft chairman bill gates had this to say 
about steve jobs.  quote.. the world rarely sees someone who 
has had the profound impact steve has had, the effects of which 
will be felt for many generations to come. for those of us lucky 
enough to get to work with him, it's been an insanely great 
honor. i will miss steve immensely. "the tributes continue to pour 
in- we have an entire gallery dedicated to steve jobs on our 
website, nbcla dot com. and, our live coverage continues 
tomorrow morning at 4:3oam, on today in la. 

KNBC 1:43 10/17/11 11:06p deaths 

indycar racing had gone five years without a fatal accident - until 
sunday. when a young champion was killed in a crash that some 
say was bound to happen - tonight come the inevitable 
questions.....  two other drivers injured in the crash were 
released from the hospital today... 

KNBC 0:09 11/7/11 11:08p deaths 

and also tonight: smokin' joe frazier... the former heavyweight 
boxing champ... died tonight at the age of 67. his fights with 
muhammad ali in the 70's... are an epic chapter in sports history!  
fred is here ... with a look back at a real boxing legend! fred!  he 
was an olympic champ and at one point the undisputed 
heavyweight champion of the world.. born in south carolina, he 
spent most of his life in philadelphia and was known as smokin' 
joe.. joe frazier lost his battle with liver cancer tonight..  frazier 
emerged as a top contender in the late 1960's.. he defeated the 
likes of jerry quarry and george chuvalo en route to the fight of 
the century with muhammad ali in 1971.. frazier won on points 
scoring a stunning victory and claiming the heavyweight 
title..then there was the thrilla in manila.. joe frazier was a 
bruising fighter.. it wasn't about finesse.. it was about force.. he 
lived in the shadow of ali, but in doing so established himself as 
a force and personality.. after boxing, frazier appeared in several 
movies and tv shows..  he was diagnosed with liver cancer in 
late september and died tonight.. joe frazier was 67 years old.. 
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KNBC 0:53 11/21/11 11:09p deaths 

he was a man who truly symbolized compassion and the spirit of 
giving for l-a's homeless. but today came word that... "father 
dollar bill"... had died.  his real name was fr. maurice chase... but 
those living on l-a's skid row knew him as "father dollar bill." he 
was a catholic priest who handed out tens of thousands of 
dollars to the homeless during the holidays. last night, fr. chase 
died of cancer at the age of 92. homeless advocates say his 
generosity was about a lot more than handing out cash.  the 
head of the union rescue mission says... this year... even more 
people are in desperate need of the kind of help father dollar bill 
would give. he hopes people will carry on the tradition of giving 
that father dollar bill started. 

KNBC 0:40 12/14/11 11:05p deaths 

new at 11... a report on the death... of 'race car' driver "dan 
wheldon."  indy-car officials say... they'll release their report... 
tomorrow... on 'what' contributed... to wheldon's death... two 
months ago... at "las vegas motor speedway."  wheldon is a 
'two-time'... "indy 500" winner. he died... in a 'dramatic' crash... 
last october... during the opening laps... of that race... in vegas. 
critics immediately focused on the track... iself. it's more 
commonly used... for stock cars... than 'open wheel'... "indy" 
cars. questions have also arisen... about the 'size' of the field. 
...even... the current 'design standards'... for indy cars. the report 
is expected to address... some of those issues. 

KNBC 0:25 11/15/11 11:23p diversity 

maldef... a latino civil rights group held its annual awards dinner 
in los angeles tonight.  the "mexican american legal defense and 
educational fund"... or maldef... honored the contributions of 
several members of the latino community. including community 
activist roland palencia... and recording artist linda ronstadt. 
members of our nbc4 family were also on hand... to applaud 
these contributions. 

KNBC 0:23 10/5/11 11:23p education 

so where's the best college in the world?? a new report says... 
it's here in southern california!  the survey names caltech as 
number one! knocking harvard out of the top spot... for the first 
time in eight years! the times higher education global ranking... 
praised caltech for its research programs... and its faculty... 
harvard and stanford were tied for second. 

KNBC 1:55 10/6/11 11:08p education 

new at 11.... imagine if your kid's school eliminated school 
buses!!  you rely on the school bus to get your students... to and 
from class.... and ... for some parents... it is the only option... but 
in colton... the whole notion of school busses.... is on the 
chopping block. nbc4's stephanie stanton with more! 

KNBC 0:29 10/6/11 11:10p education 

new at 11, we've learned that a controversial policy in anaheim 
high schools has been canceled. the program was designed to 
motivate students to improve state test scores.  it worked by 
giving students with high test scores special priveleges , 
including standing in different lunch lines and they also carried 
special colored binders. many parents and students had 
protested the program. the state education department also was 
opposed... calling it inappropriate. 

KNBC 2:21 10/7/11 11:08p education 

at one local high school tonight... the friday night football game 
had a definite purpose... one that went way beyond tackles and 
touch-downs!...  new at 11, stephanie stanton is live in lincoln 
heights. stephanie. 

KNBC 2:16 11/11/11 11:04p education 

now to a classroom controversy!! parents in compton were 
outraged to learn that the woman reading books to their kids at 
school... is a former porn star!  nbc4's beverly white is live at the 
school! beverly! 
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KNBC 2:20 11/16/11 11:00p education 

it's 11 o'clock! i'm colleen williams. and i'm chuck henry.  
tensions were high at cal-state campuses up and down the 
state. with student protestors in long beach taking it up a notch... 
as they got into it with police. their angry is directed at plans to 
raise tuition angain... the student protestors say its unfair and will 
keep them out of school.  live at 11! nbc4's beverly white... in 
long beach... with more on what happend this afternoon. 
beverly? 

KNBC 0:43 12/13/11 11:22p education 

state lawmakers are pushing a plan... to help "california college 
students"... save 'millions'... by creating a digital library... of 'free 
textbooks.'  senate leader "darrell steinberg" wants to introduce 
legislation... creating a 'virtual library.' it would house 
'textbooks'... for about '50' core... lower division... college 
courses. students are launching an online petition... supporting 
the proposal.  some publishers already offer textbooks... at a 
discount 'on line.' but... "senator steinberg" says... publishers still 
aren't doing enough. 

KNBC 0:36 12/16/11 11:14p education 

new at eleven tonight...  in vermont... a fraternity house has 
been shut down by its national office... after allegedly circulating 
a questionnaire asking... "if you could rape someone, who would 
it be?"  the questionnaire allegedly came from someone at the 
sigma phi epsilon fraternity at the university of vermont... in 
response, the school and the national organization have 
suspended that chapter while an investigation takes place. 
national fraternity officials don't believe the questionnaire was 
distributed to anyone outside of the vermont chapter. the 
fraternity is a huge nationwide group with houses at u-c-l-a... u-
s-c... and other local campuses. 

KNBC 0:30 10/18/11 11:08p 
Elderly-Seniors-

Retirement 

and... people who collect social security... are about to get their 
first raise in more that two years! a raise of three and a half 
percent.  that works out to an additional $38 a month or about 
$445-dollars a year. but also... medicare premiums are going 
up... and they could wipe-out that extra money. the social 
security administration says tens of millions of retirees... rely on 
those government checks to get by. 

KNBC 0:30 10/7/11 11:06p Employment/Labor 

the latest employment numbers helped ease recession fears 
today... at least a little...  the u-s economy added 103-thousand 
jobs in september... that total however includes around 45-
thousand verizon employees.. who returned to work after a 
strike. some economists had feared an overall *loss* of jobs last 
month. the unemployment *rate* for september held steady at 
nine-point-one percent. the national rate has now hovered 
around the nine percent mark.. for more than two years. 

KNBC 0:11 10/12/11 11:24p Employment/Labor 

hundreds of u-s-c health care workers are striking for 24 hours to 
protest their contract negotiations... despite the stoppage... keck 
hospital remained open today... workers plan to return to work 
tomorrow morning. 

KNBC 0:37 10/20/11 11:23p Employment/Labor 

if you've ever played hookie from work... you're definitely not 
alone!  career-builder dot-com surveyed more than four-
thousand employees. 29-percent admitted to not telling the truth 
when they called in sick.  the survey turned up some creative... 
excuses! one said bats got in her hair. another said a refrigerator 
fell on him. one claimed he drank anti-freeze by mistake. another 
hurt his back chasing a beaver. ... one employee simply had a 
headache... from going to too many garage sales. 
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KNBC 0:22 11/4/11 11:07p Employment/Labor 

some economists say there's a silver lining in the latest jobs 
report.  the labor department says the u-s job market added 80-
thousand jobs in october. while that's less than expected... it's 
the 13th month in a row the economy added jobs. 
unemployment also dropped but just slightly -- from nine-point-
one percent to nine-percent. 

KNBC 0:15 11/18/11 11:09p Employment/Labor 

california's unemployment numbers are out. and the news is 
encouraging.  the october unemployment rate dropped slightly to 
11 point 7 percent from the previous month. also somewhat 
encouraging -- nearly 26 thousand jobs were added to the 
state's economy, in areas like education, health and business 
services. 

KNBC 0:20 12/2/11 11:22p Employment/Labor 

the week has ended with some good employment news... 
national unemployment numbers took a dip from nine percent to 
eight point six percent last month. companies hired 140-
thousand new people in november. the labor department 
announced the unexpected sharp drop today... raising hopes of 
a quicker recovery. but economists are cautioning against 
reading too much into that drop. 

KNBC 2:41 10/3/11 11:03p Entertainment 

week 2 of the conrad murray trial... started with the focus ...on 
the drug propofol... and the fact it may have been given to 
michael jackson...earlier in the morning... on the day he died. a 
cardiologist testified that she'd never seen the drug used in a 
home setting... and er doctors testified about how despirate... 
murray was... to resusitate michael jackson.  nbc four's beverly 
white is live at the courthouse with today's developments.. bev!  
roll to pkg: handing over his patient 
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KNBC 2:48 10/4/11 11:05p Entertainment 

what's next in the trial of dr. conrad murray... who will be called 
to the witness stand tomorrow? the judge has restricted the 
attorneys from talking about it.... but some experts believe...it 
could be a coroner's investigator... today...though... dr. murray's 
girlfriends and the pharmacist who sold the propofol... took the 
stand!  nbc4's beverly white ... live at the courthouse... as she is 
every day! beverly!!  second day of the 2nd week of dr cm's 
manslaughter trial focused on phone contact from m to current 
and former girlfriends and even his staff… the day mj died. 
michelle bela says on june 25 2009 she got a text from murray, 
whom she dated after they met at a lv social club. sade anding 
of houston testified murray left her hanging that day, during a 
call placed from inside jackson's home. {{ anding sot - 094210 
runs:17 }} sade anding, ex-girlfriend, says; "i said hello, hello 
didn't hear anything. that's when i pushed the phone against my 
ear. heard mumbling, voices, phone in his pocket? coughing. 
nobody answered." murray's current girlfriend and mother of his 
son says, she also spoke that day with murray. {{ alvarez sot - 
110454 runs: 11 }} nicole alvarez, girlfriend, says; "i remember 
him telling me that he was on his way to the hospital in an 
ambulance with mr jackson and for me not to be alarmed." 
alvarez says she accepted packages in murray's name at the 
santa monica apartment they share. packages this pharmacist 
testified he shipped containing medical products, including 
propofol, the anesthetic the coroner says killed the pop star. the 
manager of murray's clinic in houston testified she too talked to 
murray the day j died. defense attorneys asked her his texas 
clients. {{ ruggles sot - 091854 runs: :15 }} stacey ruggles, office 
manager, says; "most of them were indigent, fixed incomes… 
unable to afford a physician." b/w 091928 from what i could see, 
there was very minimal amt of income that came in from that 
office during that period of time." but it was murray's current 
girlfriend who kept the courtroom buzzing… with testimony about 
his celebrity patient. {{ alvarez sot - 095911 runs: 11}} "when cm 
told you he was mj's physician, were you interested in that 
information? "absolutely." "why is that?" "because it's michael 
jackson!" {{ return white live }} 

KNBC 0:23 10/4/11 11:08p Entertainment 

you can watch "gavel-to-gavel coverage"... of the conrad murray 
trial... live and *commercial free*... on our digital channel... "four-
point-two... california nonstop." you can find it on these cable 
channels -- depending on your provider!  we are also streaming 
the trial live on our website, we also encourage you to join the 
conversation on twitter and on our facebook page. 

KNBC 2:33 10/5/11 11:15p Entertainment 

today at the conrad murray trial.... they played more of an audio 
tapes of michael jackson! and once again... like earlier in the 
trial... jackson sounded impaired... liked he was under the 
influence of something.  nbc four's beverly white is live at the 
courthouse... bev! 

KNBC 2:03 10/6/11 11:14p Entertainment 
day eight of the conrad murray trial! and at issue... evidence 
involving fingerprints and propofol!  nbc four's beverly white is 
live... downtown... at the courthouse! beverly! 
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KNBC 2:24 10/7/11 11:14p Entertainment 

today was day nine of the conrad murray trial... and court 
proceedings were dominated by audio recordings of murray 
being interviewed by l-a-p-d detectives... two days after michael 
jackson died.  the court will be dark on monday in observance of 
columbus day. but when the trial resumes on tuesday, the rest of 
conrad murray's interview with investigators will be played. and 
it's expected to get emotional -- with murray talking about 
katherine jackson's reaction to the news of her son's death and 
how michael's children saw his body. 

KNBC 0:31 10/7/11 11:17p Entertainment 

' former california governor "arnold schwarzenegger" unveiled a 
statue of himself today at his new museum in his native 
"austria". the bronze statue shows him flexing his muscles, back 
from his mr. universe days. the museum opened in july. but this 
was schwarzenegger's first visit. some of the items on display 
include movie memoribilia, like his motorcycle from "terminator." 
as well as personal items, like his childhood bed. the museum.. 
also happens to be the home he grew up in. 

KNBC 0:35 10/7/11 11:23p Entertainment 

it took more than 25 years, but the former super bowl champion 
chicago bears have finally received a presidential welcome.  the 
president was presented with a bears' jersey by former coach 
mike ditka. now, this isn't just a case of mister obama honoring 
his hometown team. the bears won the super bowl following the 
1985 season... thier victory over the new england patriots in 
january of '86 came just two days before the space shuttle 
challenger disaster. because of that tragedy, the bears never got 
to make a trip to the white house... til now! 

KNBC 1:55 10/11/11 11:08p Entertainment 

on day 10 of the conrad murray trial... the medical examiner -- 
who conducted the autopsy on michael jackson -- took the 
stand. as the defense continues to shape its strategy... nbc4's 
patrick healy reports. 

KNBC 1:07 10/12/11 11:14p Entertainment 

day 11 of the conrad murray trial was all about expert testimony 
from two doctors... who said murray's care for michael jackson 
amounted to.. gross negligence.  testifying for the 
prosecution...they said dr. murray's use of propofol as a home 
sleep aid was not accepted practice. one of the doctors... a 
cardiologist who reviewed the case for the state medical board... 
compared murray's procedures... to reckless child care.  dr. 
steinberg... went on to say that in his opinion... michael jackson 
would still be alive today... if not for dr. murray's improper 
treatment of jackson leading up to his death. testimony 
continues tomorrow... as the prosecution case nears its 
conclusion. 

KNBC 0:34 10/13/11 11:07p Entertainment 

it was day 12 at the conrad murray trial. the prosectution is 
wrapping up it's case against michael jackson's doctor in the 
involuntary manslaughter trial.  today a series of medical experts 
condemned murray's care of the pop star. the doctors say 
murray was grossly negligent. they're conclusion...the mix of i-v 
drugs murray gave to jackson to go to sleep... killed him instead. 

KNBC 0:09 10/13/11 11:07p Entertainment 
starting tuesday defense lawyers say they will call as many as 
22 witnesses. they are expected to finish the rebuttal part of the 
case by the end of next week. 
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KNBC 0:31 10/17/11 11:08p Entertainment 

now.. a developing story at 11... frank and jamie mccourt reach a 
divorce settlement!  the dodger owners have finally settled their 
dispute over dodger ownership... and in fact... they are now on 
the same "team"... as far as the dodgers bankruptcy proceeding 
is concerned.  details of the settlement were not revealed. but 
we do know that jamie mccourt will get money... reportedly... a 
lot of money... and in turn... she will no longer block frank 
mccourt's plan in dealing with bankruptcy. 

KNBC 1:11 10/17/11 11:08p Entertainment 

so what else do we know?? here's fred roggin! fred.  this is a 
happy day for frank mccourt because he can finally cut down on 
attorney fees.. the news that he and jamie have settled 
concludes a nasty and egomaniacal divorce.. jamie gets $130 
million dollars so the question becomes where does a guy who's 
bankrupt get $130 million dollars and that leads us to what i've 
been talking about for weeks.. the four day showdown between 
mccourt and the commissioner of baseball in bankruptcy court..  
if baseball wins.. mccourt sells the team and should have the 
money to pay off his ex-wife.. if mccourt wins.. the commissioner 
of baseball is emasculated.. he has no power.. it doesn't matter 
what he says or anything any owner agreed to.. bascially, it's 
chaos.. when this all started, mccourt said not one penny of any 
money earmarked for the franchise would go to pay off his 
personal debt.. that was blatant lie since he planned to use over 
$100 million of a renegotiated tv rights deal for personal use.. 
jamie mccourt knows what shes getting.. where shes getting it 
from is anyones guess.. in the meantime the showdown is 
nearing and the future of the dodgers hangs in the balance..  
that's the headline.. but there's more involving jamie mccourt.. 
that's coming up.. 

KNBC 0:50 10/17/11 11:15p Entertainment 

the jury in the trial of doctor conrad murray will get another day 
off tomorrow... as defense attorneys work on shoring up their 
case on the drugs michael jackson's was taking at the time of his 
death.  the court will be back in sesson wednesday. the trial has 
been posponed because of a death in the family of the 
prosecutions final witness an expert on propofol.. new evidence 
concerning jackson's consumption of propofol and lorazepam is 
expected to become a focal point of the case. the defense has 
hinted it may argue that taking both drugs in combination... is 
what killed jackson.  the trial will resume wednesday - and you 
can watch our commercial free, "gavel-to-gavel coverage"... on 
our digital channel... 4.2... california nonstop. you can find it on 
these cable channels. 

KNBC 0:38 10/17/11 11:24p Entertainment 

arnold schwarzenegger is ready to flex his acting muscles again. 
he took a self-imposed hiatus from movie-making during his time 
as governor and... the subsequent scandal... but now... he's 
back!  today, schwarzenegger began shooting a new western 
called "the last stand." he plays the sheriff of a small-town ...on 
the border with mexico .... who takes on a drug kingpin. 
schwarzenegger put his movie career on hold after leaving 
office...when it was revealed he fathered a child outside of his 
marriage. shooting on his new movie is taking place in new 
mexico and nevada. the cast also includes forest whitaker and 
johnny knoxville. 
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KNBC 1:44 10/18/11 11:14p Entertainment 

the conrad murray trial will resume in the morning.... with the 
prosection's final witness...expected to take the stand.  court has 
been dark the past two days. propofol expert, doctor steven 
shafer will testify in the morning. he was scheduled to take the 
stand yesterday... but there was a death in his family. l-a 
superior court judge michael pastor also granted the defense 
time to talk to experts... about the prosection's plan... to present 
a *new* test on what was found in michael jackson's stomach. a 
scheduling conflict will have the court quiet again on thursday. 
the defense is expected to begin its case on friday.  you can 
watch our commercial free... "gavel-to-gavel coverage"... on our 
digital channel... four-point-two... california nonstop. you can find 
it on these cable channels. 

KNBC 0:26 10/18/11 11:16p Entertainment 

... and lindsay lohan is expected to be in court tomorrow morning 
so a judge can review her probation progress. the l-a city 
attorney's office will ask the judge to send lohan back to jail for 
failing to show up to her community service programs... that 
service was part of her sentence from a drunk driving conviction 
and a misdemeanor theft conviction. the actress was ordered to 
do over 400-hours of community service... but prosecutors say 
she barely showed up. 

KNBC 0:36 10/19/11 11:10p Entertainment 

lindsay lohan, was in handcuffs for a few minutes today! not long 
because tonight she's a free woman again... but for how long?  
here's lohan's latest mug shot taken this afternoon... after a 
judge revoked her probation... because she wasn't showing up 
for court ordered community service. it was part of he sentence 
for a d-u-i conviction and misdemeanor jewerly theft. lohan 
walked out of court in handcuffs.. and then... posted the 100-
thousand dollar bail! she'll be back in court soon, and at that 
time, a judge could sentence the 25-year old actress.. to jail. 

KNBC 1:02 10/19/11 11:11p Entertainment 

and today in the conrad murray trial... the final prosecution 
witness testified that dr. murray's improper medical procedures... 
killed michael jackson.  doctor steven shafer said jackson would 
be alive today.. if murray had not misused the anesthetic 
propofol... and failed to take other safety steps. shafer testified 
that murray's use of propofol as a sleep aid... subjected jackson 
to a.. quote.. pharma-cological never-never land.  tomorrow.. 
murray's defense team will get a chance to cross- examine 
doctor shafer.  you can watch our commercial free... "gavel-to-
gavel coverage"... on our digital channel... four-point-two... 
california nonstop. you can find it on these cable channels.  
doctor steven shafer said jackson would be alive today.. if 
murray had not misused the anesthetic propofol... and failed to 
take other safety steps. shafer testified that murray's use of 
propofol as a sleep aid... subjected jackson to a.. quote.. 
pharma-cological never-never land.  tomorrow.. murray's 
defense team will get a chance to cross- examine doctor shafer.  
you can watch our commercial free... "gavel-to-gavel 
coverage"... on our digital channel... four-point-two... california 
nonstop. you can find it on these cable channels. 
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KNBC 2:01 10/20/11 11:08p Entertainment 

the trial of dr. conrad murray continued today with a 
demonstration of how micheal jackson was hooked-up to an i-v 
drip and propofol. as the prosecution tries to rule out the defense 
theory that jackson could have self administered the fatal dose. 
nbc4's patrick healy, was in court..  you can watch our 
commercial free... "gavel-to-gavel coverage"... on our digital 
channel... four-point-two... california nonstop. you can find it on 
these cable channels. 

KNBC 2:29 10/21/11 11:06p Entertainment 

the defense team for michael jackson's doctor still has more 
questions for the prosecution's final witness. he will be back on 
the stand on monday. today the grilling was intense -- and a 
defense witness got in trouble with the judge. n-b-c four's patrick 
healy reports.  when the trial resumes on monday, remember 
you can watch our commercial-free... "gavel-to-gavel 
coverage"... on our digital channel... four-point-two... california 
nonstop. you can find it on these cable channels. 

KNBC 0:24 10/21/11 11:09p Entertainment 

it appears lindsay lohan learned a lesson this week... on the 
importance of showing-up on time..at least for court-ordered 
community service!  today the actress showed up an hour early 
for community service... at the l-a county morgue. yesterday... 
she arrived so late... that she was turned away. the community 
service stems from a 2007 d-u-i case... and a jewelry theft case 
from earlier this year. 

KNBC 1:08 10/24/11 11:03p Entertainment 

new at 11.... the nba plans to cancel two more weeks of its 
regular season.  a couple weeks ago we told you about the 
season being shortened by two weeks! now it's going to be 
shortened another two ... here's fred with the latest.. fred... no 
end in sight!  no surprise.. no shock and no false hope.. the nba 
and it's players can't decide how to divide the pie.. the players 
have 57% of revenue and are willing to come down to 52 
percent.. the owners want a 50-50 split.. that's not going to work 
so two more weeks of the season will be cancelled..  again, this 
is not a surprise.. we actually knew it last week.. all of november 
will be wiped out, 102 games in total.. next on the docket 
december.. no new talks are scheduled between the two sides.. 
truth be told, the players lose if they accept what the owners are 
offering.. the players, like all of us, are victims of the economy 
and if you look at it like that.. maybe its not such a bad idea.. the 
average salary would still be around 4 million dollars..  bottom 
line, no new talks are scheduled.. don't fly your laker flags or 
wear your blake griffin jerseys.. theres no nba, if at all, for a 
while.. 

KNBC 2:38 10/24/11 11:14p Entertainment 

the prosecution rested its case today in the conrad murray trial... 
and the defense began to chip away at the argument that 
murray's negligence... especially regarding the use of the drug 
propofol... killed michael jackson.  nbc four's beverly white is 
live... wrapping up the first day for the defense.. bev!  and we 
have "gavel-to-gavel coverage"..... it's *commercial free*.. 
everyday on our digital channel... "4.2 california nonstop." you 
can find it on 'these' cable channels. 

KNBC 0:27 10/24/11 11:16p Entertainment 

apparently the "whitey bulger" story is coming to the big screen! 
reuniting two famous oscar winners!  ben affleck and matt 
damon are reportedly on board... with "the sopranos" writer 
terrance winter working on the script. affleck would *direct and 
damon would *star as the elusive mobster... found hiding in 
santa monica. jack nicholson's character in "the departed" was 
based on bulger. and matt damon was in that movie as well. 
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KNBC 2:51 10/25/11 11:07p Entertainment 

on day 17 of the conrad murray trial... there was tearful 
testimony from michael jackson's nurse... and we learned about 
the lengths micheal jackson went to get enough sleep!!  nbc 
four's beverly white is live at the courthouse... beverly! 

KNBC 1:01 10/27/11 11:07p Entertainment 

in the dr. conrad murray trial...the defense called their last 2 
witnesses today...and once again the jury heard from an expert 
on propofol.  dr. paul white is an anethesiologist...who was 
involved in the propofol trials in the beginning... when he 
continues testimony for the defense tomorrow, he's expected to 
counter the conclusion of long-time friend... doctor steven 
shafer.... who testified for the prosecution. shafer testified he 
believes michael jackson's death was caused by an i-v drip of 
propofol... administered by an "inattentive" dr. murray. doctor 
white says he's not convinced doctor murray was responsible.  
dr. white is the star witness and the final witness for the defense. 
the defense maintains that jackson gave himself the overdose of 
drugs ...in june 2009. 

KNBC 1:03 10/28/11 11:13p Entertainment 

day 20 of the conrad murray case... and the defense stepped up 
its theory of what caused michael jackson's death! a bombshell 
theory they've been hinting at since the beginning!  jackson 
family members were joined today by family friend kathy hilton.. 
paris hilton's mom. inside, they heard defense witness paul 
white -- a propofol expert -- say that he believes doctor murray's 
use of propofol as a sleep aid could not, alone, have killed 
michael jackson.  the defense theory is that jackson took 
additional propofol on his own -- perhaps in combination with 
another sedative -- lorazepam. but on monday, the prosecution 
will have its opportunity to attack that theory when doctor white's 
cross-examination begins. 

KNBC 0:29 10/28/11 11:23p Entertainment 

cardinal fans are celebrating till the wee hours in saint louis... it's 
all cheers and high-fives for a team that won the world series 
tonight... with a game seven win over the texas rangers. so far, 
there are no reports of any significant rioting or other violence. 

KNBC 0:45 10/31/11 11:06p Entertainment 

doctor conrad murray stunned the courtroom today... when he 
told the judge... he is still considering taking the witness stand in 
his trial. also...the cross-examination of a defense expert... was 
tense .. at times!  the judge has given murray until the start of 
tomorrow's proceedings to decide if he will testify. today, the 
prosecutor grilled the defense medical expert... doctor paul 
white. he conceded that dr. murray deviated from standard 
procedure in the use of propofol. but he stood by his theory that 
michael jackson likely died from a dose of the drug that he gave 
himself. the judge also fined white a thousand dollars for 
violating his instructions ...not to share information from 
conversations with dr. murray. white is expected to wrap-up his 
testimony tomorrow. 

KNBC 0:31 10/31/11 11:12p Entertainment 

kim kardashian and husband kris humphries are getting 
divorced.... just ten weeks after their lavish, ten million dollar 
made for tv wedding!  the "keeping up with the kardashians" star 
filed for divorce today, citing irreconcilable differences. according 
to court documents : the couple has a prenuptial agreement that 
will dictate how they divide their assets. kardashian is asking 
that both sides pay their own attorney costs... and she wants the 
judge terminate humphries rights to spousal support. 
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KNBC 0:22 10/31/11 11:13p Entertainment 

and... jill goldstein and nikki weiss-goldstein... former stars of the 
tv show "the real l word"... wrote a letter to kardashian today... 
they are asking kardashian to donate some of the millions she 
got for her tv wedding... to the campaign to legalize same-sex 
marriage. the letter points out that while kardashian's marriage 
was extremely brief... some people can't get married, at all. 

KNBC 1:12 11/1/11 11:00p Entertainment 

breaking news- frank mccourt and major league baseball 
announced tonight that they have agreed to sell the dogers! i'm 
colleen williams. and i'm chuck henry.  and... frank mccourt and 
major league baseball have agreed to put the dodgers up for 
auction in bankruptcy court. that includes the team and the 
stadium... the works!  nbc 4's mario solis is live in the newsroom 
with more on this breaking story! mario!  dodger fans, it may be 
the team's biggest win of the season.. frank mccourt has agreed 
to sell the dodgers...  after fighting major league baseball tooth-
and-nail for two years,, frank mccourt has apparently reached a 
settlement to auction off the club... the highest bidder takes the 
team, dodger stadium, the parking lots, everything!... mccourt's 
hoping for a billion dollars,,, and he might get it.. despite a 
couple trips to the playoffs,, mccourt's ownership has been a 
tumultous one... he bought the team for 421 million dollars seven 
years ago,, but regardless of his huge debt, mcourt should walk 
away with a small profit.. baseball hopes to have a new owner in 
place by opening day 2012..and who might that new owner be? 
a few names come to mind, including mark cuban, who's already 
made mccourt an offer.. we'll have more on that and this 
breaking news later in sports.. 

KNBC 0:37 11/1/11 11:09p Entertainment 

now to the conrad murray trial! testimony wrapped up today... 
and dr. conrad murray told the judge he will not testify in his own 
defense.  on this final day of testimony - the defense continued 
with doctor paul white their propofol expert. he suggested 
michael jackson -- not dr. murray -- administered the final dose 
of propofol that claimed the pop singer's life. outside the court... 
jackson's sister... latoya... reacted to the news that murray will 
not testify.  closing arguments are set to begin on thursday. 

KNBC 0:55 11/3/11 11:05p Entertainment 

did dr. conral murray kill michael jackson, in a case of 
involuntary manslaughter? that's what a jury of 7 men and 5 
women will start deliberating tomorrow morning.  the trial 
concluded this afternoon after hours of closing arguments. 
prosecuting attorney david walgren called murray's use of 
propofol as a sleep aid .. quote... "bizarre, unethical and 
unconscionable." while murray's attorney ed chernoff blamed 
michael jackson for his own death..  the jurors will be back at the 
courthouse around 9 am to start their deliberations.  and when a 
verdict is reached-- we will have live complete coverage, both on 
nbc4 news...our digital channel- and on our website, nbcla dot 
com. 

KNBC 0:23 11/3/11 11:24p Entertainment 

***sot*** ***sot*** ***sot*** and the stars who play immortals in 
the twilight movies... were immortalized for real today at 
grauman's theater. robert pattinson, kristen stewart and taylor 
lautner placed their hands in the famous cement! their new 
movie, breaking dawn, part one, is due in theaters on the 18th. 

KNBC 0:18 11/3/11 11:24p Entertainment 

and tonight at grauman's... clint eastwood's much-anticipated 
movie "j-edgar" premiered! it's all part of the opening night for 
this year's "a-f-i" festival. the movie stars leonardo dicaprio as 
the controversial founding director of the f-b-i, "j edgar hoover." it 
opens nationwide next friday. 
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KNBC 2:48 11/4/11 11:08p Entertainment 

at the courthouse in downtown l.a... protesters... most of them 
michael jackson fans... gathered outside today... inside... behind 
closed doors...the jury started deliberating the fate of dr. conrad 
murray... but no verdict yet!  the jury will be back at it on 
monday. and tonight.. we found some people who may have 
some insight into... what's going through their minds!!  nbc four's 
beverly white is live at the courthouse!! bev! 

KNBC 3:01 11/7/11 11:00p Entertainment 

it's one of those snap-shot images happening in real-time, dr. 
conrad murray handcuffed in court... and taken away as a 
convicted felon. tonight he's spending his first night in jail... 
convicted of causing the death of michael jackson!  it's 11 
o'clock! i'm chuck henry. and i'm colleen williams.  tonight... the 
jury is quiet... but their verdict today spoke spoke volumes... and 
the message was clear.! doctor conrad murray... guilty as 
charged in the death of michael jackson!  tonight... full coverage 
of the verdict and what's next for dr. murray! let's start with nbc 
four's beverly white... live at the courthouse... beverly! 

KNBC 0:46 11/7/11 11:03p Entertainment 

it's the interview that hasn't aired and yet it's already getting a lot 
of talk. an exclusive interview with dr. conrad murray.. that took 
place before today's verdict. dr. murray's spoke with nbc's 
savannah gutherie a few days ago... they touched on a lot of 
things- including michael jackson's addiction to propofol...which 
jackson called his "milk".  that is just a portion of the interview 
that you can see on the today show... later this week. 

KNBC 2:02 11/7/11 11:04p Entertainment 

and tonight... dr. murray is spending his first night behind bars! 
classified as a keep away inmate... what does that mean... and 
what's it like ??  nbc4's antonio castelan is live at the twin towers 
correctional facility in downtown la!... antonio... 

KNBC 2:14 11/7/11 11:06p Entertainment 

and the jackson family was pleased with the verdict. katherine 
and joe jackson, who have file seperate suits against aeg and dr. 
murray - didn't talk about the case coming out of court.  later the 
jackson did release a statement.. ted chen is outside the jackson 
family compound in encino! ted.  we want to know what you think 
of the verdict! let us know on our website nbcla dot com-- our 
facebook or twitter pages. 
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KNBC 2:24 11/9/11 11:07p Entertainment 

' its been a tough two days from the people who put on 
hollywoods biggest awards show - the oscars. last night bret 
ratner resigned as producer and... today eddie murphy pulled-
out as host! so who is going to be on stage for the feburary 26th 
oscar broadcast?  nbc four's robert kovacik is live in hollywood! 
robert!  *tonight//hollywood *maria bello//actress *scott 
feinberg//"the hollywood reporter" outcue: declined trt: 110 
fergie. josh duhamel. another night in hollywood and we're still 
starstruck. but when it comes to hollywood's biggest night, some 
are no longer awestruck. sot: bello: i know they think we all go to 
them and we all sit home and watch them, but not so much 
prime suspect star maria bello may have tuned into the next 
academy awards because of host eddie murphy. sot: and i think 
he's so funny. but eddie's bowed out a the day after pal brett 
ratner resigned as the show's producer. now brian grazer 
replaces ratner, by the way, grazer produced tower heist, the 
recent flick directed by ratner and starring murphy. will eddie 
now return? sot: feinberg: its not like eddie murphy doesnt have 
a strong relationship with brian grazer. if anybody can talk eddie 
murphy back it's brian grazer if not murphy, who? sot: you have 
to assume jim carrey as somebody that's going to be on the 
radar because he has worked with grazer so many times. and of 
course tom hanks given their close personal friendship don't 
forget about past hosts like ellen degeneres or whoopi goldberg 
or john stewart who could step in on short notice... or mario 
bello's pick: sot: billy crystal but the hollywood reporter tells us 
they've learned billy crystal has already declined 

KNBC 0:27 11/9/11 11:24p Entertainment 

and... it's an auction... which some people may say... is a little 
creepy!  julien's auctions is offering items from the holmby hills 
home michael jackson was renting when he died. some of the 
stuff up for bid? the actual bed where jackson took his final 
breath in june of 2009. the auction also features artwork, 
furniture and even a chalkboard with a message from jackson's 
children. that auction takes place next month in beverly hills. 

KNBC 0:24 11/10/11 11:23p Entertainment 

and the motion picture academy is getting its act back together 
after losing a producer... and a host! today... billy crystal said he 
will host the show... after eddie murphy dropped out yesterday. 
this will be crystal's ninth appearance.  he tweeted that he's 
doing it so the young woman at his pharmacy will stop asking his 
name. 

KNBC 0:35 11/10/11 11:24p Entertainment 

and... you could call it "occupy l.a.live!" hundreds of fans have 
pitched their tents in front of the nokia theater tonight... hoping to 
get a bracelet that will get them into the premiere of the latest 
twilight movie.  the premiere of the "twilight saga... breaking 
dawn", part one... is set for monday... these vampire loving 
fans... already camping out... are what they call "twihards" 
hoping to get a glimpse of the "twilight" cast as they walk not the 
red... but the black carpet. the rest of us will be able to see the 
the movie when it opens in theaters november 18th. 
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KNBC 3:03 11/14/11 11:06p Entertainment 

fred is here with the complicated details! fred!  push has come to 
shove in the nba labor situation.. the owners pushed and the 
players told them to shove it.. here's the bottom line.. the past 
labor agreement favored the players, this time around the 
owners want to take back some of what they lost.. the players 
think they're taking too much..  talks between the league and the 
players' association have been on going for 2 and a half years.. 
a number of clubs are losing money, they want to control costs 
and make the league more balanced.. as you can imagine the 
players don't like that idea.. here's what they've done.. they've 
filed a disclaimer and are in the process of becoming a trade 
association.. all players will be represented in a class action suit 
against the nba.. representing the players, two attorneys who 
battled each other in the nfl labor dispute.. the league is not 
flinching.. don't forget, hockey owners shut down the league for 
the 04-05 season and came back the following year and got the 
deal they wanted..  and so... what's it mean to you? no nba for 
the foreseeable future? nbc 4's toni guinyard is live at staples 
center! toni... 

KNBC 0:29 11/14/11 11:24p Entertainment 

toni guinyard mentioned this a little earlier! if screaming could 
break the sound barrier... it would have tonight outside the nokia 
theater!... perhaps you heard it in your zip code... stars of the 
new twilight movie, "breaking dawn, part one" hit the black... not 
the red... carpet. hundreds of fans camped outside for five 
days... at times in the rain... to get a glimpse of robert pattinson, 
kristen stewart and taylor lautner. tonight... the crowd numbered 
in the thousands! 

KNBC 0:49 11/15/11 11:08p Entertainment 

tonight... an attorney for conrad murray is denying reports that 
murray is on **suicide watch** at the l-a county jail.  the web site 
"t-m-z" says murray, who was convicted in the death of micheal 
jackson.. has told visitors he's lost his will to live. t-m-z says 
murray is being held in the jail's medical ward. a jail official 
would not disclose murray's where-abouts at the jail. conrad 
murray is due back in court for sentencing november 29th.  
and... it looks like you won't be able to buy "michael jackson's" 
bed after all. the carved headboard... on the bed where jackson 
died... was one of many items set for auction next month. the 
first time the world saw it was during the trial of dr. murray. 
auctions house has removed the headboard from the auction at 
the request of jackson's estate. 

KNBC 2:38 11/17/11 11:00p Entertainment 

her death shocked the world and left investigators with one 
nagging question.... why would natalie wood attempt to get into a 
small dingy in the middle of the night... when she was terrified of 
the water... and so afraid of drowning. what 
happened...thanksgiving weekend 1981! why are detectives re-
opening the case now....  nbc4's kim baldonado has been 
working the story all night! kim!  even though investigators 
closed their case just 2 weeks after natalie wood drowned, 
questions have been lingering ever since. now the sheriff's 
department says someone has come forward with new 
information.  the wagner family released a statement tonight 
saying the trust the sheriff's department to evaluate whether the 
new information "comes from a credible source or sources other 
than those simply trying to profit from the 30 year anniversary of 
her tragic death." the sheriff's department will hold a news 
conference tomorrow mid-morning, so we will learn more 
then.we will be there for that 11am news conference tomorrow 
morning. stay with nbc4 news.. and nbcla dot com for continuing 
coverage 
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KNBC 0:26 11/17/11 11:24p Entertainment 

hollywood super-couple demi moore and ashton kutcher are 
getting a divorce.  moore announced today... with "great 
sadness and a heavy heart"... she's decided to end her six-year 
marriage. rumors have been swirling in recent months about 
kutcher's alleged infidelity. today he tweeted: "marriage is one of 
the most difficult things in the world and unfortunately sometimes 
they fail." 

KNBC 2:13 11/18/11 11:04p Entertainment 

now to the natalie wood death investigation. tonight we're 
hearing from wood's sister about the decision to reopen the 
case... 30-years after the death was ruled an accident.  nbc4's 
angie crouch is live in marina del rey. angie.  natalie wood case 
reopened 

KNBC 0:25 11/23/11 11:10p Entertainment 

tonight... tragedy on the set of the new "g-i joe" movie! a crew 
member is killed while helping tear down a set!  the accident 
happened after production wrapped in new orleans, yesterday. 
the victim was working in a scissor lift-- when it tipped over. 
paramount pictures says it's working with investigators to try and 
figure out how it happened. "g-i joe 2" is set to be released next 
summer. it stars bruce willis and dwanye johnson. 

KNBC 0:29 11/23/11 11:23p Entertainment 

snoopy... charlie brown... mickey mouse and others... are being 
prepared for a thanksgiving tradition.  the macy's thanksgiving 
day parade! crews are putting the final touches on dozens of 
giant balloons and floats! an estimated 3.5 million people will line 
the parade route in new york city.... and another 50-million 
expected to watch on tv! you can watch the macy's thanksgiving 
day parade right here on nbc4... tomorrow morning... at 9:00 a-
m. 

KNBC 2:24 11/28/11 11:07p Entertainment 

the final chapter in the criminal trial of "doctor conrad murray" is 
tomorrow. it's sentencing day for the cardiologist... found guilty... 
of "manslaughter"... in the death of "michael jackson." the 
question now... how much time... will murray actually do "behind 
bars." "nbc 4's" patrick healy has a preview.  and... you can 
watch "gavel to gavel" coverage... of the murray sentencing 
tomorrow... on "california nonstop." that's our digital channel... 
'four- point- two.' and... on "nbc 4"... and our website "nbc l-a dot 
com"... we'll have on-going updates. 

KNBC 2:05 11/29/11 11:14p Entertainment 
plus, sentencing day for conrad murray. the time he'll serve for 
the death of michael jackson. and the da's concern.. about early 
release. 

KNBC 0:19 12/2/11 11:07p Entertainment 

and lawyers for doctor conrad murray have officially filed an 
appeal in his case. murray was sentenced earlier this week to 
four years in jail... for involuntary manslaughter... in the death of 
michael jackson. he got the maximum sentence... but murray is 
only expected to do about two years or less. 

KNBC 0:37 12/2/11 11:13p Entertainment 

here's a look at universal studios tonight...a look that could soon 
change. it's still not official yet... but all signs point to a new harry 
potter attraction being built at the popular theme park. but lots of 
people are wondering... would it fit??  the new attraction would 
be similar to "the wizarding world of harry potter"... that opened 
last year at the universal studios complex in florida. there was 
much more room there though. at universal studios hollywood, 
they'll have to figure how to make room for the new potter 
attraction. so... there's speculation... maybe some older 
attractions might have to go. 

KNBC 2:15 12/2/11 11:14p Entertainment 
from purple and gold to dodger blue!... laker great magic johnson 
is joining the list of bidders interested in buying the l-a dodgers. 
n-b-c-4's patrick healy... has the latest! 
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KNBC 0:30 12/5/11 11:23p Entertainment 

sir paul mccartney gave fans an early christmas present in his 
hometown of london. tonight... the former beatle performed to a 
sold out crowd at the o-2 arena. for three hours he rocked out to 
some of the beatle's biggest hits, as well as songs from his solo 
career. mccartney is in the midst of a 11 city world tour..  and 
no... he won't be playing in the u.s. this go around. 

KNBC 0:44 12/6/11 11:14p Entertainment 

a t-v show experiment ended with a cannonball shooting through 
a house in northern california tonight!  take a look at the hole... in 
the side of this home in dublin. the t-v show "mythbusters" was 
doing some kind of test at the alameda county sheriff's 
department bomb range... when the cannon misfired.  after 
tearing through the home... the cannonball smashed through a 
window of a parked minivan a few hundred feet away. no one 
was hurt. 

KNBC 1:03 12/6/11 11:15p Entertainment 

tonight we're hearing from some of the passengers who watched 
actor alec baldwin get booted from an american airlines plane at 
l-a-x .  the "30 rock" star was on a flight back to new york... the 
plane was loaded and ready to push back from the gate when 
baldwin refused to turn off his portable electronic device. baldwin 
was playing... "words with friends" on his ipad... and just kept 
playing..... that's when he apparently got into it with a flight 
attendant... and he was removed from the flight.  that was boxer 
and fellow passenger... oscar de la hoya. baldwin eventually got 
on another flight. he tweeted it would be his last time flying with 
american airlines. he also admitted... "words with friends" is an 
addicting game. 

KNBC 0:36 12/6/11 11:23p Entertainment 

with mugs of butter beer in hand... universal studios executives... 
and governor brown... announced that hogwarts is coming to 
hollywood... "the wizarding world of harry potter" is one of 'the' 
most popular theme park attractions... right now it's based at 
universal in orlando... but they plan to spend upwards of 200 
million dollars to bring that magic here...and that could translate 
into a lot of jobs... and a big boost to the economy.  the attraction 
is expected to create more than a-thousand jobs at the park... 
and even more jobs from an expected boost in tourism. 

KNBC 0:24 12/7/11 11:22p Entertainment 

lindsay lohan is back in the news... not because she's in jail - but 
on the cover of playboy magazine. a photo of what's said to be 
the january-february issue hit the internet today. a week before 
the lohan was to give a sneak peek on the ellen degeneres 
show.  lohan was reportedly paid 1-million dollars to show she 
wasn't hidding anything! 

KNBC 0:31 12/7/11 11:23p Entertainment 

tonight... there are internet reports that n-b-c is in high level talks 
to with ryan seacrest to join the today show.  the wall street 
journal... and the hollywood reporter... are among those 
reporting n-b-c excutives met with the american idol host this 
week. the contract for current cohost... matt lauer... expires next 
year. there's been speculation he may want to leave the show 
when that happens... or that seacrest might be an addition...in 
some form. our parent company... n-b-c universal... declined to 
comment on the report. 
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KNBC 2:15 12/8/11 11:03p Entertainment 

now to very big and still developing news in sports... it's a tale of 
two trades... but one of them may be in trouble.  both trades 
would make these teams contenders... even before they start 
playing...albert pujols to the angels... that one seems solid... but 
some feel the trade to the lakers... would stack the deck....right 
fred?  this morning.. huge news for the angels which we'll talk 
about later.. this afternoon.. incredible news for the lakers.. they 
were acquiring all star guard chris paul from new orleans..  paul 
is one of the best.. an olympic team member.. one of the best 
ball handlers in the game.. he has averaged 18 points and 
almost 10 assists in this six year career.. two concerns, first he 
can opt out of his contract at the end of the season.. you would 
think the lakers would have that taken care of.. the other.. his left 
knee.. he had a torn meniscus repaired.. long term how durable 
he will be is anybodies guess.. to get paul, the lakers must give 
up 2.. this is a three team deal.. lakers sent pau gasol to 
houston.. they need a big man and the lakers fell out of love with 
pau after his performance in last years playoffs.. also going is 
lamar odom.. he'll end up in new orleans which should give the 
kardashians plenty of material for upcoming episodes..but, hold 
everything.. the league owns the hornets, and the league office 
killed the deal for basketball reasons.. there were earlier reports 
a few owners from other teams complained about paul going to 
the star studded lakers.. the league says that is not the 
basketball reason, but has not said what it is.. perhaps david 
stern didn't want the west coast to feel too superior today.. so for 
now, no one is going anywhere except to training camp which 
opens tomorrow. thanks Fred... 

KNBC 0:22 12/8/11 11:23p Entertainment 

fans of john lennon... gathered around his star on the hollywood 
walk of fame tonight. 31-years ago today... lennon was shot and 
killed in front of his new york apartment building. tonight in 
manhattan... fans stopped by the apartment... to pay tribute to 
the legendary singer-songwriter. lennon would have turned 71 
this year. 

KNBC 0:26 12/9/11 11:21p Entertainment 

lucius foster is 89-years old ... the father of actress jodie foster ... 
and tonight ..he is also a convict.  he was sentenced today to 
five years in jail for bilking nearly two dozen people out of 130-
thousand dollars. he took five-thousand dollar down payments 
from them for homes that did not exist. victims told the judge to 
forget he's an old man.. and put him away 

KNBC 1:34 12/12/11 11:21p Entertainment 

move over "avatar"... sales of a 'video game'... have now 
'beaten'... the highest-grossing movie of all time.  call of duty: 
modern warfare three earned 'one billion' dollars in sales... in 
just 16 days. in 2009... it took "avatar"... one day 'longer'... to 
reach the one-billion mark. by comparison... last year's version 
of "call of duty"... did 'not' earn it's first billion... until a month or 
so had passed. but... 'that' game... went on to become... 'the' 
top-selling video game... of 'all' time. 

KNBC 0:31 12/14/11 11:23p Entertainment 
paris tells "ellen"... she learned a 'lot' from her dad... and... he 
told her... to remember all of it... even if something happened to 
him. you can hear the whole interview... tomorrow... on "ellen." 
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KNBC 0:28 12/15/11 11:22p Entertainment 

america's got talent ... and... 'now' it's "got stern" radio shock-
jock "howard stern" is officially replacing... "piers morgan"... at 
the judge's table. but... not without criticism. the "parents 
television council" is blasting the replacement... calling "stern"... 
quote... "a performer who is synonymous with 'shock'... 
'profanity'... and 'obscenity.'"  and... the show's waving good-bye 
to "hollywood"... heading to the "big apple" now... so "stern" can 
continue his "sirius x-m" radio program. 

KNBC 2:22 12/16/11 11:08p Entertainment 

it's been a tough week... for "lakers" super star... "kobe bryant." 
first... he loses 'team-mate'... "lamar odom" to a trade... then 
today... his wife of '10-and-a-half years'... filed for divorce.  all 
this... as the "lakers" prepare for a 'new season.' "nbc 4's" toni 
guinyard... is at "l-a live" tonight... with the details. toni? 

KNBC 0:29 12/16/11 11:14p entertainment 

blues singer "etta james" singing her greatest hit... "at last"... 
tonight... her doctor says... "james" has leukemia... and is 
terminally ill. james" is a member... of the "rock and roll hall of 
fame"... and she's a three-time grammy winner.  etta james is 73 
years old. 

KNBC 0:29 12/16/11 11:32p entertainment 

a holiday homecoming... of sorts... tomorrow night. "jimmy fallon" 
is returning... to "saturday night live"... as a host. fallon was a 
cast member... of "s-n-l"... for six years... until 2004. he was 
known for his impressions, his "weekend updates" and musical 
comedy during his heay-day in studio 8-h. but he says it's been 
his childhood dream to just appear on the show. fallon will share 
the stage with singer michael buble. 

KNBC 2:22 12/19/11 11:01p Entertainment 

the other big story tonight... downtown l. a. - comes alive! the 
nba is back in action! the lakers took on the clippers tonight... 
and let me just say...it's a whole new ballgame for both teams. 
and the end of the lockout also means- a much needed 
economic boost- for restaurants.. businesses.. and even the 
staples center!  let's go to nbc4's kim baldonado in downtown l-
a! kim! 

KNBC 0:42 12/19/11 11:23p Entertainment 

fans of rock star jon bon jovi can relax... rumors are flying across 
the internet... saying that bon jovi has died... but he's alive... and 
well... and joking about it!  he posted a new photo of himself on 
the band's facebook page.... it says "heaven looks a lot like new 
jersey"... the rumors first popped up today on a website called 
"daily new blog international... but now... the l-a times says... it 
believes that report.... is just a doctored version of a times story 
from 2009 about the death of michael jackson. but the times 
says it has nothing to do... with today's false bon jovi report. 

KNBC 2:00 12/20/11 11:04p entertainment 

the host of c-n-n's prime time talker. piers morgan... was grilled 
today about his role in britian's phone hacking scandal! a 
connection he denies.  nbc four's kim baldonado is in hollywood 
with details on morgan's video testimony.. kim! 

KNBC 0:45 12/21/11 11:09p Entertainment 

a blog published on the website... o.c. weekly dot com... claims... 
that a bench warrant has been issued for sports super agent 
leigh steinberg over some sort ofinancial dispute... but nbc4 
talked with steinberg on the phone tonight... and he says... he's 
totally unaware of this!  here is file video of steinberg during a 
previous interview... the blog says the warrant was issued after 
steinberg failed to appear at a court hearing involving his debts... 
in orange county. steinberg is allegedly being sued for owing 
more than one point four million dollars in rent for office space...  
but steinberg told us tonight... the hearing in question... 
mentioned in the blog... was simply postponed. he says 
somebody is just trying to embarrass him over his debts. 
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KNBC 2:24 12/22/11 11:06p Entertainment 

***sot*** ***sot*** ***sot*** that's just one memorable line from 
the blockbuster movie...jerry maguire! tom cruise starred as a 
sports agent... trying everything to keep his clients happy... while 
keeping his integrity. that character was loosely based on a 
super agent in real life...a man by the name of leigh steinberg!  
now, a bench warrant has been issued for steinberg.. because 
he missed a court appearance over a one point four million 
dollar debt. at one point he represented the top names in 
sports... steve young... troy aikman... oscar de la hoya. in an 
exclusive tv interview with nbc4's vikki vargas, steinberg admits 
he has amassed a lifetime of debt, but he says... he's not hiding 
or trying to dodge a court case. 

KNBC 2:35 12/27/11 11:11p Entertainment 

a plane trip... may have contributed to the death of hip hop 
pioneer... "heavy d." today... the "l-a county coronor" said... a 
'blood clot' in his leg... traveled to his 'lungs.'  live at 11... that 
report from the "coroner" says... the rapper had just taken a 
'long' flight... from europe... and... that may have have 
contributed... to what happened. "nbc four's" beverly white joins 
us live from "l-a-x." and... bev... this report is out... roughly seven 
weeks after his death. 

KNBC 0:24 12/28/11 11:12p Entertainment 

here's something... people did 'not' see at "disneyland" tonight. 
tonight's fireworks show... cancelled again... the sixth straight 
night. "disney" tells us... it's working through some technical 
glitches... and... the cancellations have 'nothing' to do with a 
"disney" employee sustaining a "noise-related" injury... from the 
fireworks operation. the show runs through january eighth... and 
while it's down... the park has added 'more' shows to its other 
night-time attractions. 

KNBC 2:11 12/30/11 11:14p Entertainment 

the other n-b-a team in town is getting a chance to strut their 
stuff tonight in their home opener. the up-and-coming clippers 
are sparking more and more buzz -- as they try to chip in to the 
lakers' longtime dominance.  live tonight, n-b-c-4's jesse gary is 
at the staples center... jesse!  [[--pkg-- the home opener at 
staples, and the lines and allegiance are supporting la's other 
team that's now the hot team.. the clippers are finally coming 
into their own... --sot-- 18:29:06 (:03) jr sloan/clippers season 
ticket holder "been here a long time waiting for this to happen." --
track-- (nats from game) not since the move from san diego has 
the "clip joint" seen this level of hype. the lakers have bronze 
and championship banners, but the clippers have youth and 
promise, and syphoning off fans and money. --sot-- 18:32:15 
(:07) lori smith/clippers fan "i'm a die hard lakers fan, but now i'm 
a clipper nation fan." [really? so you've jumped ship?] "i did." --
track-- the bandwagon wasn't always so packed. the team and 
it's fans suffered through years of mediocracy -- or worse -- and 
a seemingly permenent second class citizen status in the 
sporting world. --sot-- 18:26:38 (:07) frank tolerico/clippers fan "i 
had season tickets for years when in business and couldn't give 
them away. now they're sold out." --track-- the tide stared to turn 
with blake griffen, and this year cp3 was added to the mix. --sot-- 
18:26:27 (:04) chris petroff/clippers fan "they started to get good 
last year so they're even better this year. we'll see." --track-- 
expectations are high at the start of this shortened season. but 
many long-time fans feel this may be the year blue and red 
become the dominite colours replacing purple and gold. --sot-- 
18:29:49 (:06) jr sloan/clippers season ticket holder "as soon as 
they jell. they don't know each other. they know each other as 
long as me and you."(laughter)]] 
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KNBC 0:24 12/30/11 11:22p Entertainment 

citing irreconcilable differences british actor russell brand filed for 
divorce today -- calling it quits on his 14-month marriage to pop 
star katy perry. rumors started to swirl when they spent the 
christmas holidays apart -- brand was photographed in england; 
while perry was spotted in hawaii. neither one was wearing a 
wedding ring.  they were married in october of 2010 in an 
elaborate ceremony in india. 

KNBC 0:28 10/7/11 11:23p Environment 

blue whales are putting on a show off the coast of long beach. 
news-chopper 4 captured this pod this afternoon. they are 
reportedly getting so close -- to look for shrimp. but their dining 
waters are putting the already endangered animal in more 
danger. researchers tell the l-a times...as the whales look for 
shrimp...they come closer to shore...and risk getting hit by cargo 
ships. federal wildlife officials are trying to monitor their 
whereabouts so they can tell freighters to slow down. 

KNBC 0:25 10/12/11 11:10p Environment 

and new tonight at 11- a moderate earthquake struck off the 
coast of oregon, less than two hours ago.  the u-s geological 
survey says this was a five-point-nine quake... about 144 miles 
west of coos bay, oregon... at 9:13 tonight. people said they felt 
it in portland... and as far south as san jose. but... there are no 
reports of any damage... and this quake did not produce any 
danger of a tsunami. 

KNBC 0:18 10/19/11 11:17p Environment 

the big island of hawaii had a swarm of earthquakes today the 
most powerful a 4.5.  that first quake was centered on the north 
part of big island... at it was followed by at least a dozen smaller 
quakes... people reported light to moderate shaking. no tsunami 
alert... and no reports of damage. 

KNBC 0:27 10/20/11 11:07p Environment 

new at 11! another earthquake in the san francisco bay area! the 
second today...  this latest quake hit at 8:16 tonight... it was a 
magnitude three-point-eight.  it was an aftershock... to a four-
point-zero quake this afternoon... in the east bay.... the berkeley 
area. no damage... and no one hurt in either quake. 

KNBC 0:41 10/24/11 11:23p Environment 

coke cans... tv sets...roof's and who knows what else? tons of 
debris, like a floating island from the catastrophic tsunami in 
japan is headed this way!  anywhere from 5 to 20 tons of 
garbage could reach the west coast sometime in 2014. most of it 
is expected in washington and oregon. scientists at the "pacific 
research center" say the trash is *not* traveling en masse.. 
rather.. it's spread across a wide area of the pacific... headed 
west. 

KNBC 2:08 10/3/11 11:01p Foreign News 

it's a journey amanda knox might not have taken for another 22 
years. but tonight, the american student is preparing to leave 
italy where she was imprisoned... and return home to seattle. 
today she got what amounts to a "do-over" in a murder case 
that's attracted global media attention.  waiting for her in seattle, 
there are signs everywhere that she's going to get a huge 
welcome home! family and friends have been celebrating since 
the decision was announced.  the judge upheld knox's conviction 
on a slander charge. but with time served, she's already fulfilled 
the three-year sentence for that! 

KNBC 2:04 10/4/11 11:03p Foreign News 

for amanda knox returning to seattle this evening was more than 
just a homecoming.. this is freedom!  24 hours ago a jury in italy, 
overturned her conviction for the murder of her roommate.. and 
her family wasted no time getting amanda out of italy!  the family 
has morgaged and borrowed more than a million dollars for legal 
bills and it's not over. curt knox, amanda's father has been 
indited on a libel charge in italy for telling newspapers his 
daughter was abused while in custody. 
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KNBC 0:44 10/13/11 11:20p Foreign News 

it's the year of the royal wedding. first it was prince william and 
kate. then prince albert of monaco got married. today the king of 
bhutan (boo-tan) tied the knot.  bhutan (boo-tan) you ask? it's a 
tiny himalayan nation which didn't have television until 12 years 
ago. today in an ancient fortress... 31 year-old king jigme khesar 
(jig-me) (ka-sar) got married in a traditional buddhist ceremony... 
to the daughter of an airline pilot. the wedding was low key 
compared to the british royal wedding. no celebrities or 
dignitaries were invited. the king who studied at oxford... said he 
wanted a wedding for the people... 

KNBC 4:13 10/20/11 11:03p Foreign News 

a drainage pipe under a road in lybia is about to become a 
national monument - it was here that rebel forces today caught 
and killed "the man with the golden gun", muammar kaddafy.  
president obama is praising those rebel forces... telling the 
people of libya... "you have won your revolution."  a torrance 
man who was a former prisoner of the khaddafy regime is 
speaking out tonight about his battle against that brutal dictator... 
and how his own sons helped him in that fight..  nbc4's angie 
crouch is live in torrance with his story... angie... 

KNBC 0:40 10/21/11 11:06p Foreign News 

new tonight at eleven.... khaddafy's hidden riches discovered!  
senior libyan officials are now revealing just how much money 
the late dictator had secretly stashed away... and the amount is 
staggering.  the latest estimate tonight is that khaddafy had 200 
*billion* dollars... that's billion with a "b"... hidden in bank 
accounts, real estate, gold reserves and investments. the l-a 
times says that's double the amount that the u-s and other 
western governments had suspected. it would also make 
khaddafy one of the worst plunderers ever among foreign 
dictators. following his death yesterday at the hands of rebels, 
libyan officials are now trying to tally up all of his assets. 

KNBC 0:26 10/24/11 11:08p Foreign News 

tonight.. the body of moammar khaddafy is being taken to a 
secret grave in the desert ... many libyans say they'd like to get 
his burial over with!  this convoy was seen leaving the compound 
where khaddafy's body has been on display since thursday. it is 
believed that one of these vehicles was transporting the dictator 
to his final resting place. earlier... the public viewing ended... 
many western states had complained ... this was not in 
accordance with muslim law... 

KNBC 0:25 10/24/11 11:08p Foreign News 

and... rescue workers continue to search for survivors tonight in 
turkey... where sunday's magnitude seven-point-two earthquake 
has claimed at least 279 lives. there have been some dramatic 
rescues... but also many bodies are being pulled from the 
rubble... and residents are afraid to go inside. the quake... near 
the iranian border... has devastated the city of ercis. there have 
been many powerful aftershocks. 

KNBC 0:31 10/28/11 11:23p Foreign News 

from the man who would be king to the woman who would be 
queen... england is moving toward changing its long-time laws... 
on royal succession.  it was this year's wedding of prince william 
and kate middleton that finally helped spark the long-proposed 
change. the new rules would allow a royal daughter to ascend to 
the throne... as long as she was the "first born" that means if will 
and kate's first child is a girl, she would be first in line to the 
throne. the first step toward the succession change came today.. 
with approval from the british commonwealth nations. 
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KNBC 0:35 11/4/11 11:23p Foreign News 

great britain is in a royal tizzy with rumors that katherine, 
duchess of cambridge, may be pregnant.  kate was at a unicef 
event in denmark wednesday with prince william....when she 
refused to sample peanut paste from an aid package. so british 
tabloids are leaping to the conclusion she may be pregnant... 
because pregnant women are advised to stay away from 
peanuts. peanuts can cause dangerous allergies for babies. the 
royal palace is not saying much except... that kate is *not* 
allergic to peanuts. 

KNBC 0:27 11/11/11 11:03p Foreign News 

kidnapped washington nationals catcher wilson ramos is 
reported to be safe and sound tonight.. after being rescued in his 
native venezuela.  the 24-year-old major leaguer was found alive 
in a mountainous area by venezuelan security forces. the rescue 
came as nationals fans were holding a candlelight vigil tonight in 
washington. ramos was grabbed by a group of armed men two 
nights ago - outside his home in the venezuelan city of valencia. 
venezuelan officials say three men were arrested. 

KNBC 0:13 11/18/11 11:23p Foreign News 

mexico is turning to silver screen legend sophia loren to improve 
its image. loren was in acapulco today to kick off the city's 
international film festival. the festival is an opportunity for the city 
to draw attention away from all the drug violence in the region. 

KNBC 0:30 11/28/11 11:04p Foreign News 

new at eleven... "israel" has fired back... after rocket strikes... 
from over the "lebanese" border.  at least three rockets have hit 
"northern israel"... happened... just hours ago. and... now 
"israeli" defense forces... have returned fire. no reports of 
injuries on either side... but... israeli media is reporting 'two' 
buildings... in "galilee" are damaged. neither lebanon nor israel 
has provided information... about 'who' carried out the attack. 
however... israel says... it does 'not' expect the incident... to 
touch off... a 'wider' conflict.. 

KNBC 0:38 12/12/11 11:06p Foreign News 

in iraq... the "u-s" is pulling out "american troops." and... today... 
the president marked this... by saying... we will be... an 
'enduring' partner... for the 'new' baghdad. bottom of form 1  
talking with reporters at the "white house" today... the president 
said... the "u-s" leaves behind... a 'sovereign' and 'self-reliant' 
country. since 2003... nearly '45 hundred' americans... have died 
in the war in "iraq." it's a war that lasted... nine years. all "u-s" 
troops are scheduled to come home... by the end of the year. 

KNBC 0:26 12/15/11 11:08p Foreign News 

the "iraq war" has claimed the 'lives'... of 45-hundred 
americans... cost '800-billion' dollars... and... lasted... nearly nine 
years... but tonight... it's officially over.  today... "u-s troops" in 
"baghdad" lowered the flag... that has flown over "u-s 
headquarters." defense secretary "leon panetta" joined some of 
the 'few' remaining troops... in a ceremony... marking the 'end'... 
of the war. 'all' u-s combat troops are expected to return home... 
by the 'end' of this year. 
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KNBC 1:01 12/19/11 11:07p Foreign News 

tonight... the world is watching north korea... a nuclear power 
with no clear leader following the death of its longtime dictator... 
kim jong il.  kim jong il... known as the "dear leader"... was the 
son of north korea's founder... kim il sung. government media 
announced today that he died over the weekend from a heart 
attack... as he traveled in a train.. which was his preferred way of 
traveling. kim jong il had ruled since 1994.. when his father died. 
he was just 69 years old... but had been in poor health at least 
since 2008... when he had a stroke.  state media in north korea 
says this man... kim jong un... will be the next leader. he is one 
of kim jong il's three sons... believed to be in his late twenties. 
tonight... the north korean propaganda machine calls him... 
quote... a great person born of heaven... and a spiritual pillar and 
lighthouse of hope. but it remains to be seen if he will be able to 
maintain his family's grip on power. 

KNBC 0:38 12/20/11 11:04p Foreign News 

tonight... the man considered most likely to lead north korea... 
greeted mourners who came to pay respects to his late father... 
kim jong il.  images from the scene were shown on north korean 
state television. the dictator's son.. kim jong un... is believed to 
be 27 years old and is not well known in or out of north korea. it 
already appears that an eleven day mourning period will be used 
to re-enforce his image as the third generation successor in his 
family's rule. funeral services for kim jong il.. who died from a 
heart attack over the weekend... are scheduled one week from 
tomorrow. 

KNBC 0:28 12/27/11 11:07p Foreign News 

overseas... right now... a funeral service is taking place... for 
"north korean" dictator... "kim jong il."  **sot** **sot** this was the 
scene... just a short time ago... in the snow-covered streets of 
"pyong-yang." "north korea's" next leader... "kim jong un"... 
walked beside a 'sedan'... bearing a 'massive portrait'... of his 
late father. "kim jong il" died last weekend... at the age of 69. 

KNBC 0:22 12/29/11 11:06p Foreign News 

a southern california solider has been killed in afghanistan.  
officials say sergeant noah korte was killed when his unit was hit 
by an i-e-d. two other soldiers were also killed in the attack. korte 
is from lake elsinore. it was the 29-year-old's first deployment to 
afghanistan after fulfilling three other deployments to iraq. 

KNBC 2:42 10/6/11 11:03p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 

tonight in san francisco at the flag ship apple store on union 
square, people continue to gather at a memorial outside. 
candles, flowers.. gifts and messages for apple founder steve 
jobs, who died yesterday after a long battle with cancer.  around 
the world people have been touched by his passing. and tonight, 
we are learning a lot more about steve jobs last months and 
days, including how he prepared for his death and the steps he 
took to ensure that his legacy.. and vision will continue.  time 
magazine stopped the presses when jobs died and redid it's 
latest edition, putting him on the cover for the eighth time. the 
magazine goes on sale tomorrow. 

KNBC 0:30 10/13/11 11:13p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 

fans of "steve jobs"... are planning tributes to him around the 
world tomorrow...  organizers of an "online movement" are 
encouraging apple fans to dress like the late innovater, then post 
their thoughts about him online tomorrow. they are calling it 
"steve jobs day"- and it was conceived before he died as a 
"thank you" to the man who dramatically changed the computer, 
music and movie industries. 
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KNBC 0:29 10/18/11 11:13p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 

tonight a poignant photo has emerged showing indy car champ 
dan wheldon and his wife, susie... the night before he was killed 
in that horrible car crash over the weekend...  in this picture 
wheldon and his wife susie are showing off their new tattoos... 
they had each other's initials tattooed onto their wrists the night 
before his final race... indy car said in a statement today that an 
investigation into sunday's fatal crash is underway... 

KNBC 0:53 10/25/11 11:06p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 

hundreds turned out to remember michael nida on what *would* 
have been his 32nd birthday. downey police confronted nida 
saturday night... because they say he matched the description of 
an armed robbery suspect. they tried to detain him... but for 
some reason he ran away. at least one officer opened 
fire...hitting nida in the back. officers claim he was being 
aggressive. nida's sister says she's overwhelmed by all the 
support.  a candlelight vigil tonight in south gate for a man .. who 
may have been shot by mistake. downey police have reportedly 
admitted to problems with the shooting.. ... and so... another 
police agency is investigating.  hundreds turned out to remember 
michael nida on what *would* have been his 32nd birthday. 
downey police confronted nida saturday night... because they 
say he matched the description of an armed robbery suspect. 
they tried to detain him... but for some reason he ran away. at 
least one officer opened fire...hitting nida in the back. officers 
claim he was being aggressive. nida's sister says she's 
overwhelmed by all the support.  ***sot*** ***sot*** ***sot*** 
downey police are now reportedly saying that nida *may* have 
been the wrong man they were looking following that robbery. 
the l-a county sheriff's department is handling the investigation. 

KNBC 1:25 12/6/11 11:07p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 

tomorrow -- december seventh -- is the 70th anniversary of the 
japanese attack on pearl harbor. survivors of the attack will be in 
hawaii to mark the anniversary....including a californian who has 
a unique distinction. 

KNBC 0:29 12/7/11 11:12p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 

today... survivors marked the 70th anniversary of the attack on 
pearl harbor - on december 7th 1941 more than 24 hundred 
were killed. about 120-survivors... and nearly 3-thousand people 
were in honolulu today to honor those who died that sunday 
morning. planes flew over the memorial at the exact time the first 
japanese aircraft came in... then they observed a moment of 
silence. the attack brought the u-s into world war ii. 

KNBC 0:28 12/16/11 11:22p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 

new at 11... 'friends' and 'family' remember... music executive 
"john atterberry."  a candlelight vigil lit up the night... at "sunset" 
and "vine"... in hollywood... tonight. that's where a gunman shot 
"atterberry"... while he was in his car... last week. atterberry died 
on monday. the '40-year old' executive... had worked with 
"michael jackson"... "snoop dogg"... "jessica simpson"... and 
many others. the gunman "tyler brehm"... fired nearly '20 
bullets'... at passing cars... killing "atterberry"... in the process.  
and...today ... three officers... who responded to the shooting... 
were honored... for 'their' bravery. "officer kevin cotter"... who 
was working security... on a 'nearby' movie set... shot and killed 
"brehm." officer "travon dixon" and detective "craig marquez"... 
were a half block away... when they responded to the call for 
help.  the gunman injured three others... in the attack. brehm's 
'exact' motive... is still a mystery. although... he had 'just' broken 
up... with his girlfriend. 
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KNBC 1:18 10/3/11 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

now decision 2012... 13 months before the presidential 
election... the republican primary race is starting to look wide 
open!!  new jersey governor chris christie has been looking more 
presidential the past few days... for example... this public 
appearance ...where as the governor... he is reviewing the new 
jersey national guard. christie has backed off prior statements 
that he will not run. now he says.. he is reconsidering that 
position.  one reason christie may be tempted to jump in... front-
runner rick perry's latest political problem. an aide to the texas 
governor says the washington post is correct... a racial slur.... 
did once appear on a rock marker at a perry family hunting 
camp. but he says it was painted over a long time ago. g-o-p 
candidate herman cain... initially outraged... now says it's time to 
move on.  cain... the former c-e-o of godfathers pizza... has now 
won ...two straight g-o-p straw polls... giving him some 
momentum in his long shot bid. 

KNBC 2:29 10/3/11 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

anti-corporate protestors have taken to the streets again tonight 
in downtown los angeles...  members of "occupy la" marched to 
city hall where they will spend the night... they're protesting in 
solidarity with a group who has been occupying wall street since 
late last month.  nbc4's angie crouch is live in downtown la... to 
tell us what this is all about.. angie...  to pkg: momentum and 
attention 

KNBC 0:52 10/5/11 11:11p 
Government and 

Politics 

decision 2012... tonight... former alasaka governor and vice 
presidential candidate sarah palin says she will **not** run for 
president next year... and that's her final decision.  palin... who 
was john mccain's running mate in 2008... kept everyone 
guessing for a long time. but today she made it official on her 
web site... and then on a conservative radio show.. that she is 
not running. she told fox news tonight that her family comes 
first... and she said running for president would not be good for 
them.  palin joins new jersey governor chris christie... who also 
said this week that he won't run. so.. it appears that the g-o-p 
field is now set. 

KNBC 0:32 10/5/11 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

union transit workers...teachers and labor groups today joined 
the occupy wall street protest. thousands walked through 
downtown new york... in the largest march yet. the protest has 
spread across the country...  here in l-a... despite the rain 
protestors continued their camp out on the lawn at city hall... 
stoic protestors defied the elements... still calling for an end to 
what they call: "corporate greed." 
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KNBC 1:48 10/6/11 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

the occupy wall street protest... has grown to dozens of cities.... 
and in here in l.a..... hundreds are nearing the end of their first 
week....with another round of arrests coming from the occupy l-a 
protesters.  many of those demostrators... are still on the streets 
of downtown l-a tonight... trying to get their message across.  
earlier today, protesters marched down south grand avenue.... 
eventually stopping in the area of seventh and figueroa. that's 
when a handful of protesters went into a bank of america and sat 
down in the lobby. this video... given to nbc4 by the group 
"refund california"... shows the demonstration in that bank... right 
before swat team officers arrived. the "sit-in" didn't last long.... 
police eventually took-over... making eleven arrests in the 
process.  ***sot*** ***sot*** ***sot*** many of the protesters say 
banks should be forced to help keep families in homes... and to 
help re-build areas hard-hit by foreclosures.these protests... 
across the country... have the attention of the white house.  
president obama at a news conference today... said his goal... is 
to sell his 450-billion dollar job plan. but the president also said 
he understands why so many people are angry!  ***sot*** 
***sot*** ***sot*** the president says the national skepticism 
starts with congress. house speaker john boehner says the 
president mister obama has up on governing... and is more 
worried about the election. 

KNBC 0:31 10/6/11 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

arizona congresswoman gabrielle giffords was back in 
washington today... to attend her husband's retirement 
ceremony at the white house. astronaut mark kelly is retiring 
from nasa and from the navy after a 25 year career. it was 
giffords' first public appearance in washington since she 
returned to congress august first for the debt ceiling vote. 
giffords was critically wounded in january while meeting with 
constituents near tucson. 

KNBC 0:50 10/7/11 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

and today is the 10th anniversary of the start of the war in 
afghanistan... making it longer than world war two and the civil 
war combined!  with every war...comes a hefty price. nearly 18-
hundred americans have lost their lives in afghanistan... and 
another 14-thousand have been wounded. the cost? 450-billion 
dollars...and climbing. president obama has ordered all u-s 
troops out of afghanistan by 2014. but defense secretary leon 
panetta says there's a lot more fighting and sacrifice to come.  
that sacrifice doesn't sit well with these protestors. they took 
over the streets in a dozen u-s cities today... including los 
angeles. about 150 anti-war demonstrators marched through 
downtown l-a today... demanding an end to the war.  some 
protestors -- including clergy -- opted for handcuffs over silence. 
most of those arrested were issued citations and released. 

KNBC 0:42 10/7/11 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

high unemployment is just one of the issues fueling this! the 
ongoing protest... dubbed occupy l-a... is about to head into its 
second week. the protesters say they plan to increase their 
presence in the downtown area over the weekend. they say one 
of their targets is corporate greed.. but they say it also goes way 
beyond that.  the l-a protest is just one of several around the 
country.. sparked by the original "occupy wall street" movement 
in new york. 
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KNBC 2:06 10/11/11 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

former godfathers pizza president herman cain.... at tonight's 
bloomberg-washington post debate... is now one of the "top tier" 
gop presidential candidates.  all the candidates were in new 
hampshire ...which will hold the nations first primary - in the first 
week of january. before going on stage tonight, one of the 
candidates got a powerful endorsement - amid speculation about 
the number two spot on a presidential ticket.  one week from 
tonight.. the republican contenders will square off at another 
debate... the next one will be held in las vegas. 

KNBC 1:12 10/11/11 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

tonight... the justice department is standing by its claim that high 
level iranian officials backed a plan to assassinate a saudi 
diplomat at a restaurant in washington, d-c!!  an iranian-
american.... and an iranian secret service agent... were both 
charged with plotting to kill saudi arabia's ambassador to the 
united states... adel al jubeir. the two suspects... and three other 
iranians... were also hit with treasury department sanctions for 
involvement in the plot... u.s. officials allege... they tried to hire a 
mexican hit man... from a drug cartel... to do the job!!  iranian 
television rejected the claim... calling it a quote: "ridiculous 
show..." and a propaganda campaign. saudi arabia called the 
plot a quote: "despicable violation of international norms." 
unquote! 

KNBC 2:18 10/12/11 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

it's happened many times this run up year to 2012 presidential 
election.. and it's happened again! tonight an nbc news wall 
street journal poll shows there is a new leader of the pack in the 
g-o-p race for president.  nbc4's robert kovacik is in the 
newsroom with the results. robert...  he's the son of a chauffer 
and a maid. he climbed the corporate ladder of burger king to 
then become the ceo of godfathers pizza. he's never been 
elected to office, and now wants go from the running that pizza 
chain to running the country. herman cain is the man of the 
moment.  a bright spot for the president. the poll finds his jobs 
plan does get strong support but only after a brief description is 
read. and a warning bell for washington dc: 82 percent think the 
federal government is quote unhealthy and needs large reforms. 
that 82 percent is a record level of respondents. i'm robert 
kovacik 

KNBC 0:41 10/12/11 11:23p 
Government and 

Politics 

the "occupy l-a" movement... now has the blessing of the l-a city 
council.  the movement began nearly two weeks ago... as a spin-
off of "occupy wall street." activists have been camping on the 
lawn of city hall... demanding economic reform. today they had 
their chance... to speak to the city council. after the meeting... 
the council approved a resolution... officially supporting the 
"occupy l-a" movement. councilmen richard alarcon and bill 
rosendahl called it a quote: "peaceful and vibrant exercise of first 
amendment rights." 

KNBC 0:37 10/13/11 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

now a story that's developing right now in new york city!!  there 
could be a showdown in the works at the private park where the 
"occupy wall street" movement first began!! the private company 
that owns zuccotti park has asked the protesters to leave at 
midnight new york time... long enough for the park to be 
cleaned. the owners say the park hasn't been cleaned in almost 
a month. protesters have been cleaning the park themselves 
tonight. they say the park is in good shape and they won't 
leave... because they believe this is a veiled attempt to get rid of 
them for good.  police say... if there is a showdown and any 
trouble.. they are ready for it. 
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KNBC 1:36 10/13/11 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

governor jerry brown shows no signs of backing down after 
signing legislation that puts california at the center of the 
immigration debate.....  the governor would like to see another 
issue go directly to a vote of people - his proposed tax increase 
to help fund education. 

KNBC 0:23 10/13/11 11:19p 
Government and 

Politics 

president obama and the first lady greeted the president of south 
korea and his wife tonight... as they arrived at the white house 
for a state dinner. michelle obama wore a striking purple dress.. 
while the south korean first lady wore a traditional outfit in pink 
and white. tonight's menu included vegetables and herbs grown 
in the white house garden... 

KNBC 0:42 10/14/11 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

the "occupy l-a" movement is now its third week. demonstators 
are still camped outside city hall... protesting what they see... as 
economic inequality. and while things are still peaceful here... it 
was a different story in san diego:  police used pepper spray 
today on a crowd that got out of hand... at this "occupy san 
diego" protest. demonstrators tried to get in the way... as officers 
were taking down a tent. police say they had to use pepper 
spray... because the protesters started pushing officers. two 
people were arrested. officers said they were taking down the 
tents, to clean the area. police used pepper spray today on a 
crowd that got out of hand... at this "occupy san diego" protest. 
demonstrators tried to get in the way... as officers were taking 
down a tent. police say they had to use pepper spray... because 
the protesters started pushing officers. two people were 
arrested. officers said they were taking down the tents, to clean 
the area. 

KNBC 0:47 10/14/11 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

president obama took his family for a surprise visit to the new 
martin luther king jr. monument in washington, d-c tonight. five 
years ago... then senator obama spoke at the groundbreaking -- 
he envisioned the day he could take his daughters to see it. the 
president will speak at the monument's dedication on sunday.  
the weekend is packed with events celebrating dr. king. in 
washington tonight... stevie wonder was honored for his role in 
spearheading the effort to recognize king's birthday as a national 
holiday. he also talked about this special moment captured 
earlier today. wonder was raised up on a scissor lift and with 
tears in his eyes, he was able to feel the dimension and detail of 
the monument. 

KNBC 2:23 10/14/11 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

a glittering gala in hollywood tonight... kicking off a weekend of 
events marking a bill clinton milestone!  bill and hillary clinton are 
in town this weekend... to celebrate the president's 65th 
birthday... which was actually back in august... nbc4's gordon 
tokumatsu is live in hollywood... gordon... 

KNBC 0:43 10/17/11 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

the occupy wall street movement has three new supporters 
tonight: the former hostages -- recently held captive in iran.  
shane bauer, josh fattal and sarah shourd spoke this afternoon 
to protesters camping in front of oakland city hall. the three u-c 
berkeley grads say they're inspired by the movement... and they 
are also thankful to the people who helped fight for their release.  
***sot*** ***sot*** ***sot*** the three former hostages were 
captured while hiking near the iran-iraq border. iranian 
authorities thought they were spies. shourd was released in 
september 2010. fatal and bauer were freed last month. 
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KNBC 12:18 10/18/11 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

that's just sample of one heated exchange between mitt romney 
and rick perry at tonight western states republican presidential 
debate in las vegas.  after surging in the polls.. businessman 
herman cain was also a popular target... especially his 9-9-9 
economic plan...  nbc4's ted chen has been following the 
debate... he's in our newsroom now! ted...  this was definitely the 
most intense gop debate yet. rick perry trying to play catch up by 
agressively going after mitt romney. but the debate began with 
the field ganging up on the newest front runner.those republican 
viewers also said they were impressed with herman cain's 
performance and believe his momentum will continue 

KNBC ######## 10/18/11 11:18p 
Government and 

Politics 

the economy a big topic at the debate tonight and at a protest in 
front of school district headquarters in downtown l.a... where a 
handful of people are camping out... they call it... "occupy l-a-u-
s-d"  they say they're following the lead of the occupy wall street 
movement... and they are staying the night to make sure their 
voices are heard. earlier today hundreds of parents and teachers 
marched... demanding an end to school budget cuts... they also 
want school libraries that were closed... to be reopened. they 
believe public education is being damaged...  today's march was 
not officially endorsed by the united teachers of los angeles... 
but tomorrow the union says it may consider the issue. 

KNBC 0:41 10/18/11 11:23p 
Government and 

Politics 

the l-a city council will vote tomorrow on whether to increase 
sewer bills -- by nearly 80-percent -- over ten years!  the city is 
considering raising two-billion dollars... much of it to make 
improvement to l-a's aging sewer system and water treatment 
plants. more than 22-hundred miles of l-a sewer pipes are 80-
years old and will eventually need to be replaced. under the 
proposal, the city would raise fees by nearly five-percent a 
year... starting next year... and continuing for ten years.. when 
it's all said and done, the average monthly bill *per* family would 
jump from about 30 to 53-dollars. 

KNBC 2:09 10/19/11 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

decision 2012. republican presidential candidate michele 
bachmann followed up last night's g-o-p presidnetial debate in 
las vegas... with a campaign stop in pasadena tonight!!  nbc 
four's ted chen was there! he's live in pasadena... ted! 

KNBC 0:30 10/19/11 11:23p 
Government and 

Politics 

it's a first.. and it will happen this friday when large trucks from 
mexico are allowed to cross into the united states without 
moving their cargo onto u-s trucks.  it's part of the the cross-
border trucking program... critics claim the mexican trucks do not 
meet u-s safety standards... and could present dangers to 
people on this side of the border.! u-s officials say they will still 
have to inspect the trucks... and truckers from mexico will have 
to be approved by the u-s department of transportation. 

KNBC 1:06 10/20/11 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

thirteen americans were honored at the white house today with 
the presidential citizens medal for their compassionate work... 
including three people from right here in southern california.  one 
of the local winners was margaret martin... the founder of 
harmony project... which provides free instruments and lessons 
for l-a's inner city kids. martin says she got the idea when she 
watched gang members enjoying a musical performance.. that 
was given by her own son.  in additon to martin.. judith broder 
and john keaveney of l-a won medals for founding veterans 
assistance programs. 
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KNBC 2:31 10/21/11 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

a major announcement today from president obama -- making 
good on a campaign promise...  the president is ending one of 
the longest military conflicts in american history. most american 
troops are now scheduled to be out of the country by the end of 
the year... but some people worry about the iraq they are leaving 
behind.  nbc4's jennifer bjorklund is here with further details and 
reaction... jennifer...  people with loved ones serving in iraq -- so 
happy to hear this news, politics aside, they tell us, they have 
their orders and they're coming home.  president obama would 
have kept a few troops there as trainers, but iraq wouldn't grant 
them immunity so he pulled the whole force -- and now as he 
campaigns for re-election next year, he can call this a campaign 
promise he kept. in the newsroom jennifer bjorklund -- back to 
you. 

KNBC 3:00 10/24/11 11:00p 
Government and 

Politics 

president obama's motorcade.. in hancock park tonight- this 
could prove to be a very profitable night for his campaign war 
chest. but tonight... there's also news of a side trip. the president 
made a surprise visit...to a place that all the locals know 
about...here in l.a..  it's 11 o'clock! i'm colleen williams. and i'm 
chuck henry.  the president won't be in los angeles long - less 
than 24-hours! but before he leaves.. tomorrow morning the 
president will be here at our studios in burbank to tape an 
interview with jay leno for broadcast later on the "tonight show." 
the presidential motorcade could cause major traffic problems 
around parts of the san fernando valley!  kim baldonado is live 
outside our studio's. kim? 

KNBC 1:46 10/24/11 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

before coming to los angeles president obama was in las vegas 
to announce his plan help some homeowners refinance their 
loans. but the strategy won't benefit everyone... and banks may 
not even be on board...  experts say it will help less than 250-
thousand people. and administration officials admit this won't 
solve the complicated and far reaching housing crisis. 

KNBC 0:09 10/25/11 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

president obama is spending the night in colorado... his final 
stop on a three-day trip out west.  the president shook hands at 
buckley air force base... before heading to a fundraiser in 
downtown denver. president obama began his day right here in 
burbank... where he taped an appearance for the "tonight show 
with jay leno."  you can see more of the president's interview 
with jay... coming up on the "tonight show"... right after our 
newscast! 

KNBC 2:38 10/28/11 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

now to a developing story... involving those "occupy l-a" 
protesters!  for weeks, they've been camped outside of city hall 
in downtown l-a. tonight we've learned they're expanding to the 
san fernando valley!  nbc4's beverly white is live in downtown l-a 
with details. beverly.  and... in san diego... police arrested more 
than four-dozen "occupy" protesters this morning. the city 
declared the tent community at its civic center plaza... an 
"unlawful assembly"... and ordered the protesters to leave. 
officers arrested the ones who refused. police say the 
demonstrators can return... after the plaza is cleaned-up but 
without their tents. 
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KNBC 0:53 10/31/11 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

the embattled mayor of vernon is reportedly stepping down... the 
l-a times reports hi-lario "larry" gonzalez resigned ... today. the 
move comes after a state senator accused gonzalez and other 
vernon leaders.. of improperly promoting the interim city 
attorney. vernon has been plagued in recent years by a series of 
ethics and corruption scandals.  also, new at 11! the proposed 
high-speed rail system... between northern and southern 
california... is going to cost a lot more than they first predicted...  
new estimates indicate... the project could cost nearly **100-
billion** dollars... if the project is completed with-in the next 
twenty years. the initial estimate for the rail system... when 
voters approved bond funding for it ...3 years ago... was 43-
billion dollars. we should learn a lot more about the plan... and 
any new adjustments... when it's officially released... tomorrow 
morning. 

KNBC 0:55 11/1/11 11:13p 
Government and 

Politics 

republican presidential frontrunner herman cain today called 
sexual harassment allegations... that have surfaced from the 
90's.. quote... a smear campaign.  the candidate's wife gloria... 
who has kept her distance from the campaign... will appear on 
fox friday night to discuss the allegations... and other issues. 
cain was accused of harassing two women in the 1990s.. when 
he worked for the national restaurant association. he now says 
the cases were settled.. privately.  an attorney for one of the 
women says she'd like to speak out... but she agreed not to.. as 
part of the settlement. 

KNBC 2:43 11/2/11 11:02p 
Government and 

Politics 

and tonight in oakland... occupy wall street demonstrators- have 
taken to the streets. it's been a long day of unrest and at times.. 
a violent protest.  those protests in oakland tonight were 
destructive... marchers smashed bank windowns and atms and 
they headed to the port... they also caught the attention of 
demostrators across the country.... including right here in l.a.  
nbc4's robert kovacik caught up with some of those 
demostrators. robert is live in downtown l-a with more, robert?  
**robert/mic*** 

KNBC 0:52 11/2/11 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

republican presidential front runner herman cain is on the 
defensive yet again! a third woman has now come forward... 
claiming she was sexually harassed by cain back in the 90's.  
the former employee said she considered filing a workplace 
complaint... over what she considered aggressive and unwanted 
behavior. at the time, cain was c.e.o of the national restaurant 
association. today in virginia... reporters tried to get cain to 
comment on the allegations.  cain's campaign manager is 
accusing g-o-p rival rick perry and his advisors of leaking the 
stories about sexual harassment. perry's people deny any 
involvement. 

KNBC 0:41 11/4/11 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

one of the three women who accused republican presidential 
candidate herman cain of sexual harassment...today issued a 
public statement.  speaking through her attorney... the woman 
said she filed a complaint against cain over several incidents... 
and received a financial settlement. she says it happened back 
in the 90s... while cain was c-e-o of the national restaurant 
association.  the woman has not revealed her identity. cain 
denies any inappropriate conduct. 
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KNBC 0:46 11/4/11 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

u-s representative gabrielle giffords has returned home tonight... 
following a two-week stay at a top rehabilitation hospital in north 
carolina.  we also learned today that giffords and her husband -- 
retired astronaut mark kelly -- will release a book later this month 
called "gabby." the book will provide details about giffords' slow 
but determined recovery from the tucson shooting that killed six 
people... and almost killed her! close friend and new york 
senator kirsten gillibrand says giffords is doing well in rehab... 
and plans to go back to congress.  [[:07 voice over] [[stephanie / 
voice over]] giffords says in the book... she didn't really know 
what happened until about two months after the january eighth 
attack. 

KNBC 0:45 11/7/11 11:13p 
Government and 

Politics 

republican presidential candidate herman cain plans to hold a 
news conference tomorrow in phoenix... apparently cain wants 
to respond to new accusations of sexual harassment.  tonight 
the republican ffront runner was in hollywood... to tape an 
appearance for "jimmy kimmel live." on the show... he talks 
about turning on the t-v today... and hearing the new allegations.  
the chicago woman he referred to... ... is the fourth person to 
accuse cain of sexual harassment in the 90s. so far, cain has 
denied each of the allegations. 

KNBC 1:52 11/9/11 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

there was another g-o-p presidential debate tonight... this one 
was supposed to be about the economy... and everyone 
expected a few testy questions about the herman cain 
allegations.... but what no one expected was the mis-step by rick 
perry... that has now gone viral.  nbc four's kim baldonado is live 
in the newsroom! kim!  there were several memorable moments 
in this debate, and one moment that governor rick perry would 
like to forget.  after the debate, rick perry told reporters he quote, 
stepped in it" tonight, but he hoped voters would focus on his 
conservative agenda. reporting from the newsroom, kim 
baldonado, nbc4 news. 

KNBC 0:41 11/11/11 11:02p 
Government and 

Politics 

president obama was in southern california tonight... and he 
spoke out about the penn state sex abuse scandal!  on campus 
tonight... thousands of students got together for a candlelight 
vigil. they said they wanted to show their support for the 
**alleged victims**... of former defensive coordinator... jerry 
sandusky. tonight in coronado for a veteran's day event... 
president obama said the scandal is quote "heartbreaking"...  
and another emotional development for the campus today. 
assistant coach mike mcqueary -- a key witness in the scandal -- 
was placed on administrative leave. 

KNBC 0:43 11/11/11 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

president obama spoke out tonight at the "carrier class"... a 
veteran's day basketball game... on an aircraft carrier in 
coronado.  the president and the first lady sat courtside on the u-
s-s vinson... to watch north carolina play michigan state. both 
teams wore camouflage versions of their normal uniforms... and 
when the game was over... the players gave their jerseys to the 
service men and women in attendance.  at halftime... president 
obama thanked all of the military in the crowd... and said he was 
honored to be their commander in-chief. 
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KNBC 0:43 11/14/11 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

decision 2012. tonight: critics of g-o-p presidential candidate 
herman cain are attacking his knowlegde of foreign policy. it's 
because of an online interview he did in milwaukee today... in 
which cain struggles to answer a question about, libya.  
according to his campaign staff - he lost his train of thought 
because he was taking questions on four hours of sleep.. and 
didn't he didn't say anything inaccurate... it "just took him a 
while" to answer the question. 

KNBC 0:43 11/15/11 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

tonight... the secret service is trying to figure out if two bullets 
that hit the white house last friday night... when the same 
gunshots heard coming from a vehicle short distance away. 
those shots came from a car that crashed and was found 
abandoned... with an assault rifle inside. investigators have 
issued a warrant for the owner.  airforce one has taken president 
obama from hawaii to australia for a visit he's had to postponed 
twice. it's wednesday afternoon in the australian capital of 
canberra. the governor-general and prime minister of australia 
welcomed the president with a military honor guard. tomorrow... 
the president will address the australian parliament. 

KNBC 2:14 11/15/11 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

new at 11.... a viral video spoofing the west covina police 
department... **the** hot topic for the city council tonight!  the 
video has gone **so very** viral that city officials are seeing red! 
and an investigation is now under way!  nbc4's beverly white is 
live in west covina... beverly... 

KNBC 0:39 11/16/11 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

tonight... there's talk of plans for a massive "occupy l-a" protest... 
and this one could have a direct effect on your morning 
commute!  word is the protesters... are touting tomorrow as the 
quote: "national day of action for the 99-percent." they say they 
are planning to rally tomorrow... starting at 7:00 a-m.... at the 4-
th street off-ramp.... from the 110 freeway. from there.... they will 
then move to the downtown financial district... gathering at "the 
bank of america" plaza on hope street.  this could be a real 
mess for commuters... so tune in tomorrow morning to "today in 
l-a." sean murphy will be watching the roads for you... starting at 
4:30. 

KNBC 0:49 11/17/11 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

now the occupy protests.. this was billed as a "day of action" for 
the occupy movement... and there was plenty of action in 
downtown l-a... including dozens of arrests.  about 70 people 
were arrested in downtown los angeles today.. about half of 
them were taken into custody this morning when they tried to 
block traffic.. then tonight... there were more arrests on the plaza 
outside the bank of america center on bunker hill. the l-a 
protests were tame compared to new york... where more than 
200 people were arrested today... some for trying to cross the 
brooklyn bridge. 

KNBC 0:31 11/17/11 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

he thought he was jesus christ.. and his target, president obama 
was the anti-chirst... that may be the motive for firing two rounds 
at the whitwe house with an assualt rifle? tonight that suspect is 
in custody.  oscar ortega-hernandez was charged in federal 
court with attempting to assassinate the president. the shooting 
happened last friday... november 11th... or 11-11-11. his family 
says ortega had become obsessed with that date. president 
obama was in california the night of the shooting. 

KNBC 2:20 11/22/11 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

will they stay or will they go?... the occupy l-a demonstrators 
tonight are debating an offer! an offer to move into a building 
with office space and vacant lots for a community garden..  n-b-
c-4's beverly white is live tonight outside l-a city hall. beverly! 
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KNBC 0:26 11/22/11 11:13p 
Government and 

Politics 

tonight... the newport beach city council voted unanimously to 
remove nearly twenty eucalyptus trees along holiday road.  
tonight... the city council... overturned an earlier ruling by the 
"parks, beaches and recreation" commission . the city council 
wanted the trees removed all along... calling them a safety 
hazzard. more than 140-trees have been cut down since 
september.... when a eucalyptus fell and killed a woman ... who 
was in her car. 

KNBC 2:24 11/23/11 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

and... on the brink of a long holiday weekend... the city has given 
"occupy l-a" an eviction notice! and the l-a-p-d is trying 
something new to get the word out!  nbc4's beverly white is live 
in downtown l-a... beverly... 

KNBC 1:40 11/23/11 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

the g-o-p candidates picked up today... where they left off last 
night! debating whether illegal immigrants should be granted 
amnesty. it is of course... a hot button issue... that could have a 
big impact on the race for the white house. 

KNBC 0:49 11/24/11 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

new signs went up in l-a's city hall park tonight... with a warning 
for occupy l-a!  the signs point out that the park closes at 10-30 
p-m... meaning, protesters cannot spend the night! protesters 
are not happy with the warning. but police say they have no 
plans to evict people from their tents tonight... if they should 
refuse to move.  city officials have been saying they want 
protesters to abandon their encampment at city hall by next 
week. occupy l-a activists have been living in tents outside city 
hall for almost two months. 

KNBC 2:05 11/28/11 11:02p 
Government and 

Politics 

tonight... the occupy l-a encampment outside city hall is pretty 
quiet... especially compared to this time last night. the mayor's 
deadline for them to move out... hits the 24-hour mark... in just 
one hour. what's next... are they gaining support?  nbc4's 
beverly white has the very latest on this developing story, 
beverly? 

KNBC 0:46 11/28/11 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

tonight... g-o-p presidential candidate herman cain... is denying a 
woman's claim... that they had a 13 year extra-marital affair!  this 
all broke today when the woman... identified as ginger white... 
went on an atlanta t-v station to tell her story. apparently, the 
candidate knew this was coming... because he went on c-n-n... 
before the story broke ... to deny it!!  cain's campaign says his 
detractors are simply quote "trying to derail him with allegations 
of events that never happened." 

KNBC 3:07 11/29/11 11:00p 
Government and 

Politics 

breaking news... "l-a-p-d" has just called a citywide tactical 
alert... hundreds of officers... are downtown... mobilizing to 
evict... "occupy l-a" protesters.  at the encampment... tensions 
are running high... police could move in... at 'any' time. we're 
live... next.  the lapd has called a citywide tactical alert... this 
could be "it" for occupy la!... these city busses are lined up at in 
a staging area at dodger stadium...hundreds of police 
officers...geared up and ready to move into downtown l.a... to 
shut down the occupy l-a camp"... 
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KNBC 3:16 11/29/11 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

you're looking at our 'live-vue' camera... right now... we have a 
producer and photographer down in the thick of it all... among 
the demonstrators... at the occupy l-a camp. and... they tell us 
protesters... seem to be in good spirits... singing and such. 
however... about 15 minutes ago... some began putting on gas 
masks... they're now locking arms... and... we are in... a waiting 
game.  good evening. i'm lucy noland... in for chuck henry. and, 
i'm colleen williams.  you're looking at live pictures from 
newschopper four at the massive police response heading to the 
encampment...more than 2 dozen city busses... loaded with lapd 
officers in full riot gear. we begin our breaking coverage tonight 
with n-b-c four's beverly white... in the middle of it all at city hall. 
beverly...  let's go now live... right into the middle of it... one of 
our photographers and a producer... are in the encampment. 
they've been there... all night. it has... at times... been tense... a 
lot of people wondering... 'if' and 'when'... police are going to 
move in.with more on what's happening right now... let's send it 
to "nbc 4's" conan nolan. conan... of course... sunday's deadline 
is long gone... what are police... what is the city saying... now?  
we've watch the pictures since 6 oclock tonight...police ... 
gearing up at dodger stadium... turning the ballpark into a 
staging area... and looking very organized! city busses were 
brought in to transport the lapd .. downtown 

KNBC 1:35 11/29/11 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

nbc4's kim baldonado is live with the latest on the situation 
there...kim...this seemed like a massive response...almost 
intimidating to watch. 

KNBC 0:29 11/29/11 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

to the view now... from our live vue camera... in the middle of the 
"occupy l-a" encampment... in downtown los angeles. our teams 
of reporters and photo journalists... are staying at "city hall" 
overnight. and... we'll break into programming... if needed.  
and... of course... we'll have live in-depth coverage... tomorrow 
morning... starting at 4:30... on "today in l-a." 

KNBC 1:44 11/29/11 11:19p 
Government and 

Politics 
looking lvie at downtown l-a...  --adlib-- 

KNBC 1:12 11/29/11 11:32p 
Government and 

Politics 

breaking news downtown at the occupy l.a. encampment. i'm 
colleen williams,  a massive police operation is underway right 
now, hundreds of officers are staging at dodger stadium, 
preparing to clear out the occupy l.a. protesters from city hall. 
they have been here 60 days. 

KNBC 0:47 11/30/11 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

... now back to the occupy l-a story... many of the protesters 
were back at city hall tonight... but it was a much different picture 
from what we saw overnight.  the demonstrators held a meeting 
and then played some music on the steps of city hall... while a 
number of police officers were on hand nearby. there was no 
attempt to rebuild the camp site that was shut down overnight. 
many of the protesters here...said they don't know what will 
happen next.  there were no arrests at tonight's gathering at last 
report. protesters are not being allowed to set up tents. 

KNBC 0:27 12/2/11 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

there is speculation tonight that republican presidential 
candidate herman cain will drop out of the race! and that he'll 
announce it tomorrow at an appearance in atlanta.  the former g-
o-p front-runner came home tonight for the first time since an 
atlanta woman claimed she had a 13 year extra-marital affair 
with him! cain says he is discussing his next step with his wife. 
he was already scheduled to make an appearance tomorrow in 
atlanta. but now...staff members are privately speculating that he 
will use that appearance to exit the race. 
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KNBC 2:35 12/2/11 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

two days after occupy l-a protesters were kicked out of their city 
hall encampment... they're back....  nbc four's angie crouch is 
live in downtown l-a! angie!  jj ======nat=== (4;55;54- cheers) 
(downtown la tonight) ====track=== occupy la protesters just 
released from jail are greeted by applause at the group's general 
assembly meeting tonight at city hall. several hundred protesters 
continue to hold nightly meetings here - even though they are no 
longer allowed to camp overnight. ==nat=== (4:49:41) "we are 
free!" ===track=== we were there as the last of the 292 
arrestees got out of jail tonight ... 46 of them were charged with 
misdemeanor failure to disperse from an unlawful assembly. 
===sot== ("b"/occupy la protester) (4:50:56-51:03) "it was 
unsuccessful.. we will continue to pursue the movement. we'll 
continue to spread the word about what is wrong in our society." 
===nat=== (10:36:45) chanting (westwood tonight) ====track== 
(westwood tonight) tonight in westwood occupiers demonstrated 
outside a fundraiser for new york governor andrew cuomo... and 
earlier today - they protested a bank of america foreclosure 
auction. in northern california, an autonomous group who claim 
to be acting in solidarity with occupy santa cruz have taken over 
a vacant bank building - refusing to leave even after a 
confrontation with police. and in london - occupy protesters set 
fires and clashed with police... but most of the protesters in la we 
spoke with say while it's time to take the movement to the next 
level - but they disagree with the more radical tactics. -
===sot=== (5219-28) hector/ occupy la protesters "we're not 
going to associate with them.. if they continue.. this movement is 
nonviolent - were gonna keep it that way." ==track== these 
protesters say phase two of the occupy movement will include 
more direct actions - like a planned effort to shut down west 
coast ports december 12th. ==sot== (1004-1011) (elise 
whitaker/occupy la protester) "it's not going to be fast.. the civil 
rights movement took ten yers.. we hope it doesn't take that long 
but i'm prepared to battle it out that long." #### 

KNBC 2:32 12/5/11 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

new at 11-- a shocking scandal rocking the city of san fernando.  
tonight... residents packed the city hall meeting... the mayor 
there has admitted to an affair with a city council woman... and 
he made the confession... while his wife... was sitting in the 
audience. that's not the city's only problem.  nbc four's kim 
baldonado is live in san fernando... where some people want 
change!! 

KNBC 2:00 12/5/11 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

newt gingrich is the new g-o-p front runner and today he was in 
to new york city - to meet with donald trump. trump says he's not 
running for anything - but some in the republican party are not so 
sure.  one of gingrich's biggest challenges is fundraising. in 
september, his campaign was more than a million dollars in 
debt. in comparison, mitt romney had 32 million in his campaign 
coffers by that time. 

KNBC 0:38 12/5/11 11:11p 
Government and 

Politics 

president obama is leaning on republicans to extend the payroll 
tax cut and jobless benefits... both due to expire in weeks. the 
plan has some g-o-p support... but republicans are not budging 
on a few sticking points.  the payroll tax cut would save the 
average american family a thousand dollars. republicans 
opposed to the plan are concerned about its impact on the deficit 
and social security benefits. 
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KNBC 0:53 12/5/11 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

the u-s postal service announced major changes today... 
including news that thousands of employees will have to be 
layed off... just after the holiday season.  the u-s postal service 
say their debt is in the billions... and in an effort to avoid 
bankruptcy... they're getting rid of their next-day delivery service. 
starting next spring... letters that took one day to deliver will take 
two... newspapers, magazines, and prescription medicine could 
also take longer to process. over 250 processing centers will be 
shut down... and that means... thousands will be out of a job.  
first class mail has dropped over 25-percent in the last ten years. 
the u-s postal service hopes to save billions with all their cuts. 

KNBC 0:48 12/6/11 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

president obama is already outlining a theme that may become 
central to his 20-12 campaign. during a speech in kansas today, 
he said america's middle class is in jeopardy... and more must 
be done to give workers a fair shake.  the president's speech 
reminded politicians of a teddy roosevelt speech in the same 
kansas town...meant to empower the middle class...the 
president said the u-s cannot return to what he called a "you're-
on-your-own" brand of economics.. 

KNBC 2:19 12/6/11 11:12p 
Government and 

Politics 

members of the "occupy wall street" movement are now setting 
their sights on home foreclosures. as part of a national day of 
action... they've been encouraging evicted homeowners to defy 
the law and return to their old property.  nbc4's kim baldonado is 
in corona with this developing story. 

KNBC 1:08 12/7/11 11:12p 
Government and 

Politics 

the obama administration blocked a plan to make the morning 
after pill more easily available to young girls.  the health and 
human services secretary... kathleen sebelius... took the 
unprecedented step of overruling the food and drug 
administration. until now... no administration had ever 
disregarded a decision by its own f-d-a. sebelius said there will 
be no change... and the morning after pill will still only be 
available to teens 16-years old... and younger if they have a 
prescription.  the f-d-a says it found science based evidence to 
allow the morning after pill to be sold over the counter to all 
females of child bearing age. but sebelius argued the data didn't 
show if girls as young as eleven... would even understand "how" 
to use the pill. 

KNBC 1:27 12/8/11 11:12p 
Government and 

Politics 

imagine if your loved one paid the ultimate sacrifice in service of 
their country -- and then you learn some of their remains were 
cremated and dumped in a landfill. it really happened... and the 
scale of it, is only now coming to light.  there are two 
investigations underway... and ... because of what has 
happened... congress is going to review all military burial 
practices. 

KNBC 2:49 12/9/11 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

it's been just a little over a week since the l-a-p-d moved in to 
remove the occupy l-a encampment at city hall... one of the 
protesters arrested that night is a comedy writer for the family 
guy t-v show.  but now he's blogging about the treatment he 
says he got from the l-a-p-d... nbc4's angie crouch is live in 
culver city with his story. angie! 

KNBC 0:30 12/9/11 11:23p 
Government and 

Politics 

tonight.. police in pasadena say organizers of the occupy the 
rose parade protest are promising that they won't disrupt the 
parade... but they will make their presence known.  police say 
protest organizers tell them to expect a major demonstration 
near the norton simon museum... about the time the parade 
starts on the morning of monday, january second. the 
demonstrators plan to unveil a large banner of the u-s 
consititution... which they will carry to pasadena city hall... where 
they plan to hold a rally. 
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KNBC 1:36 12/13/11 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

decision 2012! a new nbc news - wall street journal poll... has 
newt gingrich well ahead of the pack in the = republican 
presidential race... but the poll shows growing voter discontent 
and the front runner does have some problems.  two republicans 
with their own set of electability problems. in a nbc/wall street 
journal poll of republicans who plan on voting in the primaries. its 
already down to a two personalities.. newt gingrich favored by 
40% of likely voters, the highest any gop candidate has reached 
thus far…. and mitt romney with 23 percent. numbers change 
when you shrink the field down to the three top 
candidates….gingrich climbs to 53 percent, romney 31 and ron 
paul 13%. the poll indicated that romney's problem is ideology - 
70% of republicans call themselves conservatives and they favor 
gingrich over romney almost two to one. in a general election, 
head-to-head with president obama, romney is in a virtual tie - 
but newt grinch would have a tougher time. in that match up the 
president has an 11% advantage. in a sample of all voters when 
asked, "who could you not vote for" - half the country say they 
couldn't vote for newt grinch … for obama and romney 45 and 
44 per cent. newt's problem according to the poll is his image. 
it's the same as it was in october 1998 when he was speaker of 
the house - and it hasn't changed.]]  the iowa caucus... is exactly 
three weeks from tonight... 

KNBC 0:36 12/15/11 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

decision 2012... tonight was the final republican presidential 
debate before the iowa caucuses next month!! the two front-
runners... newt gingrich... and... mitt romney... say they can't 
wait to take on president obama:  of course only one republican 
candidate is going to ge that chance! experts say ron paul, is a 
stong third in iowa...! 

KNBC 1:40 12/20/11 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

its showdown time on capitol hill over payroll tax cuts... and if 
nothing happens, there will be a tax hike begining new years 
day! and no one in congress wants that.  this impasse could 
stretch on for at least a few more days... or possibly even into 
the new year... then american paychecks will shrink by about 
two percent if there's no deal. 

KNBC 2:07 12/21/11 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

new at 11.... tonight... we know what occupy l-a is planning to do 
at the rose parade!  we knew the occupy movement wanted to 
make some kind of statement at the parade... and tonight... they 
explained... how they plan to do it!  patrick healy! live in 
pasadena along the parade route! patrick? 

KNBC 0:21 12/21/11 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

and... oakland officials are ordering an independent 
investigation... into the use of force... by oakland p.d.... as they 
cleared occupy protesters from an encampment in october. ... 
the officers have been accused of abuse. mainly because an 
iraq war veteran... was critically injured when he was hit by tear 
gas canister fired by police. 

KNBC 0:38 12/21/11 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

and now to decision 2012... protestors interrupted g-o-p 
presidential candidate newt gingrich today while he was trying to 
speak during an event in iowa...  gingrich was accepting 
endorsements from iowa and new hampshire state party 
leaders... when at least four protesters suddenly began yelling... 
"put people first." one man who got close to gingrich... was 
shoved away by a security officer. after the event... gingrich did 
stop to speak briefly with one of the other protesters...   
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KNBC 0:43 12/22/11 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

the big story out of washington... house republicans today 
backed down... caving-in to democrats and some fellow 
republicans in the senate... it means is 160 million americans will 
continue to get a payroll tax cut for at least another two months.  
the house action ends for at least a coulpe of months, the risk of 
a sudden tax increase. and, more than two million unemployed 
people will get benefits for an additional two months. the 
president congratulated congress for ending the partisan show-
down. republians had wanted to extend the payroll tax cut a full 
year - but democrats wanted and got a two month 
extention..after the holidays both sides will meet again. 

KNBC 0:35 12/22/11 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

former presidential candidate john edwards wants another delay 
in corruption trial... this time because he needs to treat an un-
specified, mystery illness.  edwards wants a two month delay in 
the which is supposed to begin january 30th. he is accused of 
conspiring to violate campaign finance laws... by using campaign 
cash to cover up an "extra-marital" affair. in addition to the 
illness... his attorneys say they need more time to get ready for 
trial. the trial has already been delayed once... in part so 
edwards could host his daughter's wedding. 

KNBC 0:38 12/23/11 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

at least two point three million dollars!!! a new report from the 
city says... that's how much it will cost taxpayers... for that two 
month occupy l-a encampment outside city hall... and the report 
adds... this is just a preliminary estimate... and it could go up.  of 
that amount... more than half went to overtime pay for police 
officers... and other city employees. fencing, supplies and 
estimated costs for repairing the park reached several hundred 
thousand.... plus the city attorney's office says handling the 
cases of those arrested will add quite a bit to the total.... those 
cases are still being prosecuted... and they are not over yet. 

KNBC 0:35 12/23/11 11:13p 
Government and 

Politics 

the city of l-a is apparently in the holiday spirit! all next week... it 
will refrain from issuing certain types of parking tickets.  officials 
say they won't issue street cleaning parking tickets during the 
week of december 26th. in the past, traffic officers issued tickets 
to drivers who left their vehicles in restricted parking zones... 
regardless of whether street sweepers were working their route. 
but this year... a change. street cleaners will be off next week 
so... no tickets! things will be back to normal december 31st. 

KNBC 0:24 12/23/11 11:22p 
Government and 

Politics 

real estate mogul donald trump is switching from the republican 
party to unaffiliated. political analysts say it could be an 
indication he may be running for president. the host of the nbc 
hit show "the apprentice" formally changed his voter registration 
today.  trump told nbc news he is leaving the g-o-p in order to 
keep his options open... for a possible presidential run as an 
independent. 

KNBC 0:33 12/23/11 11:23p 
Government and 

Politics 

a new report tonight is spelling more trouble for arlington 
national cemetery.... the famed military cemetery outside 
washington, dc.  an audit ordered by congress found potential 
problems with more than 65-thousand -- or nearly 25 percent -- 
of the graves. this video shows volunteers earlier this month 
laying wreaths at arlington. officials say many of the gravesite 
problems could be simple headstone errors including misspelled 
names or incorrect ranks. the audit however was prompted by 
revelations two years ago of mismarked or unidentified graves at 
the site where so many war veterans are buried. 
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KNBC 1:59 12/26/11 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

decision 2012~ the republican presidential candidates took a 
pause for christmas... and are now back at it again. with just 
eight days to go before the january 3rd iowa caucuses....  rick 
santorum, pheansant hunting with the locals in iowa… .hoping to 
win them over before next week's republican caucuses ... 
michelle bachman has scheduled 10 more stops tomorrow in her 
whirlwind attempt to visit all of iowa's 99 counties and mitt 
romney continues to spread a lot of money on local media … 
unveiling this ad today .... "i'm going to get rid of obamacare" 
and , rick perry also released a new ad, claiming washington is 
the problem ... "that's the reason i've called for a part-time 
congress...cut their pay in half, cut their time in washington in 
half, cut their staff in half, send them home...let them get a job 
like everybody else back home has .... recent polls in iowa show 
ron paul at, is currently the front runner in iowa but the margine 
is very small . there have been lots of ups and downs, there 
have been 6 front-runners over the past year in iowa, (but there 
is no clear front runner heading into the actual caucus and newt 
gingrich is the latest frontrunner to see his campaign erode.. and 
this weekend he had another steback - he didn't have enough 
signatuires to get his name on the virgina primary. "well, look, 
we're disappointed ....but it was our fault ...  ron paul may be the 
republican lead the field in iowa... but newt gingrinch and mitt 
romeny are the national front runners. 

KNBC 2:18 12/27/11 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

decision 20-12... now... "the iowa caucuses" are now exactly one 
week away. and... the 'long.. long' build-up to "g-o-p" primary 
voting... is finally about to end. but first... one last push is on... 
for those votes.  nbc four's kim baldonado is live in the 
newsroom... with the latest from "iowa." kim?  polls show a tight 
race among mitt romney, newt gingrich and ron paul, which has 
prompted a new round of personal attacks, both on tv and on the 
campaign trail.  considering there have been half a dozen 
different front runners in iowa in the past year, political analysts 
say that state is apparently... up for grabs. 

KNBC 0:55 12/28/11 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

decision "20-12"... 'less' than one week... to the iowa caucuses... 
and... all of a sudden... according to a new poll... "mitt romney" is 
back 'on top'... of the "g-o-p race."  a new "cnn-time magazine" 
poll shows... the former 'massachusetts governor'... has now 
'taken the lead'... in "iowa." and... it seems... he's gone back... to 
his 'old' strategy... of basically 'ignoring' his repulbican rivals... 
instead... 'blasting' president obama... at 'every' opportunity.  the 
other 'republican' candidates... are 'still' fighting for caucus 
support. and... they're also... looking ahead... to the 'upcoming' 
races. today... "newt gingrich" said... he's banking on 
'conservative' support in "south carolina"... which holds its 
primary... after "iowa" and "new hampshire"... weigh in. 

KNBC 0:37 12/29/11 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

decision "20-12"... 'four' days... to the "iowa caucuses"... does 
anybody 'really' know who's going to win?  mitt romney may be 
the front-runner... once again... but angry voters... like that 
woman you just heard from.. could help maverick "ron paul"... 
'and' underdog "rick santorum." many voters are still undecided. 
meanwhile... 'all' of the candidates... are looking ahead... to 
other states... with 'direct' voting... where they can gain 
momentum... 'regardless' of the outcome in "iowa." 
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KNBC 0:53 12/30/11 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

now to decision 2012... the focus continues to zero in on iowa -- 
where the caucuses are now only three days away. and it 
appears lots of voters are still shopping for a candidate!!  a new 
n-b-c news - marist poll shows mitt romney in a statistical dead 
heat with maverick ron paul. rick santorum has moved up to 
third. meanwhile former front-runner newt gingrich -- now in fifth 
place -- broke down in tears today when talking about his 
mother.  gingrich was speaking to a mothers group in des 
moines. his mother -- now deceased -- suffered from depression 
and bipolar disease in her final years. 

KNBC 1:02 10/3/11 11:14p 
Health and 

Medical 

doctors say it can add months to the lives of advanced breast 
cancer patients. but blue shield of california says it will no longer 
cover the cost of the drug avastin. and that.. has caused a 
firestorm of debate.  in june, an f-d-a committee recommended 
the agency revoke its approval for avastin as a breast cancer 
treatment. it cited two studies that indicated the drug was not 
effective in treating the disease. those studies also said the 
drug's... risks ....outweighed the benefits for those patients. but 
doctors... on the other hand.. say avastin can delay tumor 
growth and improve the quality of life for patients who may not 
have much time.  the f-d-a has not announced its final decision 
on whether to pull approval of avastin for breast cancer. blue 
shield will stop offering coverage for the drug on october 17th. 

KNBC 0:27 10/4/11 11:24p 
Health and 

Medical 

most americans 'say'... they want healthier choices... at 
restaurants... but... we still order the fattier foods.  restaurants 
are adding healthier items to menus... like low-fat and low-carb 
options... but a new survey shows only '23-percent' ... order 
those foods. so why are people still choosing... the burger over 
the salad? experts say we often choose foods on impulse. they 
also say... healthier foods tend to cost more. 

KNBC 0:35 10/11/11 11:23p 
Health and 

Medical 

new research shows vitamin e... might raise a man's risk of 
developing prostate cancer.  researchers followed men who took 
high doses of the vitamin for about five years. they found men 
who took a regular dose of a 400-unit capsule were 17-percent 
more likely to get prostate cancer than those given dummy pills. 
that dose... is almost 20 times higher than the recommended 
adult amount... you are urged to contact your doctor for advice. 

KNBC 0:35 10/18/11 11:22p 
Health and 

Medical 

a recommendation to parents tonight... from a new study by 
pediatricians... it says children under two... should watch as 
**little** t-v as possible!  the american academy of pediatrics 
says it has yet to be proven that children under two can benefit 
**at all** from tv shows... even shows made for small kids! it 
says other ways of spending time.. are much more beneficial for 
their developing brains. it says with the tv going.. parents may 
keep from speaking or interacting with their toddlers... the 
academy says children learn best from human interaction. 

KNBC 0:32 10/21/11 11:15p 
Health and 

Medical 

a new study says giving antibiotics to children... could be 
contributing to the obesity epidemic.  researchers at new york 
university exposed baby mice to common antibiotics... then 
measured their weight and height. they found mice that got 
antibiotics gained more weight... and grew more... than mice not 
given the drugs. scientists say early exposure to antibiotics in 
children... could alter the bacteria in the stomach... which could 
lead to weight gain later in life. 
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KNBC 0:31 10/24/11 11:23p 
Health and 

Medical 

new research says: drinking coffee could lower your risk for a 
certain type of skin cancer.  researchers at brigham and 
women's hospital in boston studied more than 100-thousand 
people... over a 20-year period. they found women who drank 
more than three cups of coffee a day... had a 20-percent lower 
risk for basal cell carcinoma. for men... it was nine-percent. the 
researchers did not see a benefit for fighting other, more serious 
types of skin cancer. 

KNBC 1:39 10/25/11 11:13p 
Health and 

Medical 

now to a health story... that's getting the attention of a lot of 
families! the debate over whether young girls should get the h-p-
v vaccine is already a hot issue. now comes a new 
recommendation... that boys should get it too!  there are two 
vaccines against h-p-v... but today's recommendation only 
applies to gardasil. the other vaccine hasn't been tested for 
males. 

KNBC 0:43 11/1/11 11:23p 
Health and 

Medical 

a great story out of the san francisco bay area tonight. twin 
girls... conjoined at the chest... underwent a successful day-long 
surgery... and are now... for the first time ever!!... sleeping in 
seperate beds.  two year olds, angelica and angelina sabuco are 
under sedation and breathing on ventilators right now... and they 
will be in the hospital for several more weeks. it took a team of 
doctors at the stanford university children's hospital ten hours to 
seperate the little girls. not only were they born connected... their 
livers, diaphragms and breast bones were fused. those parts 
were divided between the sisters during surgery. doctors say the 
two should be able to live healthy lives. 

KNBC 0:45 11/2/11 11:23p 
Health and 

Medical 

tired of looking tired... with those dark circles under your eyes?? 
a new procedure claims to gets rid of them... in just one minute!  
first... doctors numb the skin with a novocaine like cream. then 
they use a laser... to remove the pigmentation from the outer 
layer. the laser also stimulates collagen production to tighten the 
skin... and make it look more even with the rest of the face.  the 
procedure costs around 15-hundred dollars. for some people... 
the procedure may be permanent... they say... if you stay out of 
the sun. 

KNBC 4:28 11/3/11 11:12p 
Health and 

Medical 

you're supposed to go to the hospital to get better! but... what if 
you get there ... and pick up a new dangerous and deadly 
bacteria!??  our dr. bruce hensel is here now with his exclusive 
report on a new! "superbug" that's hard to kill... and yes, you can 
get it... at the hospital! bruce...  its called c difficile; it's may be 
harder to treat than staph infections some say it's some 
hosptials deadly secret because its not always reported and 
many people don't know about it now, you do... and the man 
you're about to see nearly died from it  but it doesn't have to ruin 
you. if you're hospitalized; take our three steps and ask if the 
hospital isolates c diff patients and cleans with bleach-we need 
better reporting and control of this dirty secret. it'll help you leave 
the hospital feeling better... than when you walked in!  thanks 
bruce. 

KNBC 0:31 11/7/11 11:24p 
Health and 

Medical 

20-years ago today... magic johnson shocked the world... when 
he announced he had contracted h-i-v... and was retiring from 
the lakers. now... he's inspiring others... two decades later.  the 
magic johnson foundation announced a one-million dollar gift 
today... that will go towards raising h-i-v awareness. 
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KNBC 0:40 11/9/11 11:23p 
Health and 

Medical 

it could be the holy grail of weight loss…. a pill that apparently 
helps you lose weight without diet or exercise.  researches 
successufully tested this diet drug...that contains a protein that 
targets the blood supply to fat cells… it kills the supply and with 
it the fat cells. after only 28 days on the drug… research 
monkeys lost 11 percent of their body fat. the next step is to see 
if it works the same on humans. if it's approved by the fda, trials 
could begin within a year. 

KNBC 0:22 11/15/11 11:22p 
Health and 

Medical 

sex addiction... is it a real disorder, or an excuse used by 
cheaters who are caught? tomorrow night at 11pm, nbc-4's 
robert kovacik looks inside the world of sex addicts.  and reveals 
the work that goes in to treating … america's secret addiction. 
thats' tomorrow night at 11pm. 

KNBC 1:55 11/18/11 11:01p 
Health and 

Medical 

tonight... thousands of cases of bagged salad from a southern 
california company are being recalled... the salad could be 
contaminated with e. coli bacteria...  nbc4's jesse gary is live in 
santa monica with details... jesse...  [[--pkg-- 00:44:37 (:04) 
nancy delfavero/santa monica resident " it's inevitable that 
there's some sort of contamination on something at some point." 
--track-- irwindale/tonight the latest contamination flashpoint is 
ireindale grower pac ready foods, incorporated. executives 
voluntarily pulled over 53-hundred cases of bagged salad 
products containing romaine lettuce, with the "use-by" date of 
november 18th. this comes after a random government test 
revealed e-coli contamination. --sot-- 00:37:05 (:05) jerry seay/la 
resident [you said your kids like romain lettuce so what do you 
do?] "i just tell them it's not good to eat right now." --track-- fda 
officials say tainted product has been distributed to 15 western 
states, including californa. this is the third major product recall 
this year. in the spring, colorado cantelope was pulled, after 13 
people died, and scores more sickened by listeria contaminated. 
and in september, federal officials say true leaf farms in santa 
cruz sent listeria-tainted chopped romaine lettuce to five western 
states. the grower voluntarily recalled 90 cases. trader joe's has 
not commented on this case. but some of its customers say this 
recall hasn't shaken their confidence. --sot-- 00:45:56 (:06) "as 
long as they're proactive about pulling the stuff off the shelves..." 
"i'm cool with it."]] 

KNBC 0:31 11/18/11 11:13p 
Health and 

Medical 

a controversial ruling today by the food and drug administration. 
the f-d-a will no longer support the use of the drug avastin for 
treating breast cancer.  the ruling means that health insurance 
companies are unlikely to pay the 88,000 dollar annual cost for 
avastin. and for many breast cancer patients, that will make the 
drug un-affordable. f-d-a researchers concluded that avastin 
wasn't helping breast cancer patients... and actually hurting 
some. medicare may continue to cover avastin. the f-d-a still 
supports its use for treating other cancers. 
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KNBC 3:55 11/18/11 11:13p 
Health and 

Medical 

and... you never know... when you might have to go to the 
emergency room! hopefully, you'll never have to go ... but what if 
you had to go tomorrow? are you ready?  our doctor bruce -- an 
e.r. specialist -- is gonna give you a crash course right now! dr. 
bruce??  i know an e-r visit is scary! so here's your er 101! to 
make it easy we went to one of my e-r groups emergency 
rooms; providence tarzana medical center to help you get the 
benefits of the er withotu the risks and without the fear!  another 
right you have is to total privacy. hospital and er director 
brewster helped us get permission from all patients shown. when 
you're in the e-r... no one except your doctor has to know your 
medical information. follow our steps to be safe and get the best 
care. thanks bruce.... 

KNBC 2:01 12/23/11 11:11p 
Health and 

Medical 

new at 11.... tonight a san francisco man is big trouble! 
investigators say he's been passing himself off as a doctor.. 
which he's not. and a former patient has a pretty wild tale to tell 
about her liposuction!  nbc4's kim baldonado is here with the 
details!!kim...  this is one of those cases with details that are 
almost too hard to believe. a man performing liposuction and 
facelifts...allegedly for several years...without a license or any 
training in this country.  investigators say he performed 
liposuction and facelifts out of this office in san francisco's 
mission district. ("he is not a licensed professional and there is 
no evidence of training in this country.") investigators became 
aware of garza after another woman came forward saying he 
had performed a very unusual liposuction procedure on her. 
("when he started the procedure she said do you have an 
assistant with you, and he said no you're the assistant today and 
she was holding her own iv. he smoked a cigar during the 
procedure.") but the inappropriate actions didn't stop there. the 
woman claims garza later showed up at her house with six 
pounds of her own fat… which he then flushed down her toilet. 
("eventually she started suffering pain and went to a licensed 
doctor and it was determined that the liposuction wasn't done 
properly.") garza was arraigned today on eleven criminal 
counts… including identity theft… for allegedly using the name 
of another medical practicioner. as for anaya…she says she's 
learned a valuable lesson. ("i feel sorry for him but now… oh my 
god. i'm lucky that nothing happen to me.")]]  garza was charged 
with eleven criminal counts, but investigators do expect more 
victims to come forward now that his case has been made 
public. 

KNBC 0:31 12/26/11 11:23p 
Health and 

Medical 

tonight... there are concerns... about plans to develop a powerful 
new prescription pain-killer.  several drug companies are said to 
be trying to create a powerful version of the painkiller "hydro-co-
done." the resulting drug would be ten-times more powerful than 
vicodin. current products mix hydro-co-done with other non-
addictive painkillers.. this drug would be pure hydro-co-done. 
and critics say **that** could lead to new opportunities... for 
abuse... and addiction! 

KNBC 0:22 12/28/11 11:22p 
Health and 

Medical 

researchers have 'long known'... that 'yawning'... 'is' contagious. 
a 'new' study out of "italy"... now says... people are more likely to 
yawn... after they see a 'family' member do it. friends and 
strangers... don't often 'trigger'... the same reaction. the study 
suggests... yawning may be a form of 'social empathy'... that 
reflects the bond... between two people. 
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KNBC 2:10 11/21/11 11:03p immigration 

new at eleven... the mayor resurrects a controversial proposal 
about impounding cars and illegal immigrants!  - the plan would 
stop police from impounding the cars of illegal immigrants 
caught driving without a license. it's long been a hot-button issue 
for those on both sides of the immigration debate.  beverly white 
is live outside city hall in downtown l-a... beverly. 

KNBC 0:35 10/6/11 11:22p Lifestyle 

prince harry is heading to southern california next week for 
helicopter training.  the prince is a british army captain. he'll be 
taking part in a two month helicopter training course at the naval 
air facility in el centro. the training will end at an air station in 
arizona, where harry and his fellow british trainees will go 
through live fire practice from apache helicopters. the 
commander at the base in el centro says that prince harry will be 
treated like any other british pilot and he will be called captain 
wales during his visit. 

KNBC 0:25 10/6/11 11:23p Lifestyle 

32 years after his death... fans of john wayne could bid on 
hundreds of the "dukes" personal items...at auction. his last 
drivers license and passport... movie costumes and scripts. his 
youngest son, ethan, decided to put some of dad's favorite 
possessions up for sale...for his "fans" - wayne made his last film 
in 1976. the money goes to charity... including the john wayne 
cancer foundation. 

KNBC 0:28 10/7/11 11:16p Lifestyle 

southern california has welcomed another royal visitor... this 
time, it's britain's prince harry -- and he's here on military 
business!  harry arrived today at the naval air facility in el 
centro... east of san diego. he's here for a two-month helicopter 
training course. harry will *begin* his training in el centro, but 
then later move to an air force station in arizona. he's one of 20 
members of the british army.. who will undergo this helicopter 
training.  harry arrived today at the naval air facility in el centro... 
east of san diego. he's here for a two-month helicopter training 
course. harry will *begin* his training in el centro, but then later 
move to an air force station in arizona. he's one of 20 members 
of the british army.. who will undergo this helicopter training. 

KNBC 0:48 10/11/11 11:16p Lifestyle 

corn mazes can be fun... assuming you can find your way out. 
but in massachusetts... a family got so lost yesterday... they 
called 9-1-1!  here's what the maze looks like from above -- 
seven acres of winding trails and dead ends. the police 
department eventually sent-in an officer... and a police dog... to 
locate the family. turns out... they were only about 25-feet from 
the exit! 

KNBC 1:00 10/17/11 11:16p Lifestyle 

elizabeth smart made national news when she was kidnapped in 
2002... then she was found alive... almost a year later. tonight, 
she teamed up with some big name musicians... to bring 
awareness to cases like her's... that have not been solved.  the 
"international squeaky wheel tour" is a concert series dedicated 
to helping to find missing people. tonight, a crowd gathered at 
west l-a music to hear musicians play against a backdrop of 
missing persons photos. elizabeth smart is a featured speaker in 
the tour. she says drawing on the power of the media is critical 
to bringing victims home safely. 800-thousand missing persons 
reports are filed in this country every year. 

KNBC 0:39 10/18/11 11:24p Lifestyle 
the city of glendale has torn down that abandoned house... that 
had been taken over by a family of coyotes! 
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KNBC 0:36 10/21/11 11:23p Lifestyle 

tonight, the fork in the road is back at the fork in a pasadena 
road...  there was a fork-raising today at the spot where saint 
john avenue splits off from pasadena avenue -- and this time it 
was official. this giant 18-foot-tall fork was originally put up two 
years ago as a piece of guerrilla art. officials, however, later 
ordered it taken down, claiming it might pose a hazard for cars. 
many people who live in the neighorhood fought for its return 
and now it's a permanent -- and legal -- art installation -- once 
again providing food for thought for local drivers. 

KNBC 2:51 10/25/11 11:15p Lifestyle 

new at 11... a halloween light show that's turning into an internet 
sensation!!  check out the huge crowd that showed up in 
riverside tonight! they're all seeing in person... what more than a 
million people have already seen online!  so without further 
adieu... nbc four's kim baldonado is live in riverside... to show us 
the house! kim! 

KNBC 0:26 10/25/11 11:23p Lifestyle 

it was a dazzling light show you'd expect to see near the north 
pole, not huntsville alabama!  check this out! this aurora... also 
known as "northern lights... was seen across the southern u-s 
last night. the breathtaking display even caught the national 
weather service off-guard. an aurora begins with a solar flare 
from the sun. eventually making all the spectacular colors you 
see here. 

KNBC 0:54 10/27/11 11:13p Lifestyle 

school officials in walnut have reversed themselves... and they 
have decided that a student can, after all, wear a u-s marine 
costume for halloween... as his way of honoring the troops.  a-
dan ko-calis, was told that he couldn't wear this costume... 
because of a school ban on costumes with a military theme. but 
school officials later reversed that decision... it was important to 
aidan... because he has two uncles in the military... one of them 
currently serving in afghanistan.  it turns out... last year... the 
principal and assistant principal also wore u-s military uniforms 
for halloween!! 

KNBC 0:58 10/27/11 11:23p Lifestyle 

now: here's a photo so remarkable... it had us wondering if it 
was photoshopped... take a look!  two humpback whales 
surfaced just a few feet away from a kayaker off the coast of 
santa cruz. the whole thing was captured by photographer, paul 
schraub, who was shooting photos for the santa cruz visitor's 
council. the whales weigh 80-thousand pounds and are about 
50-feet long...so it's lucky the kayaker paddled away unharmed. 
he says it's a close encounter he'll never forget. and he says 
no... it was not photoshopped  apparently the humpbacks are 
heading south for the winter, but decided to stop and catch some 
krill for dinner. 

KNBC 3:32 10/28/11 11:14p Lifestyle 

remember when you could hire the kid down the street to mow 
the lawn or run an errand? well now.. out of work adults are 
doing those jobs! to help themselves "survive in tough times"!  
nbc four's lolita lopez is here now... to show us this new money-
making trend! lolita!  one of the companies we feature.. task 
rabbit... they want to make it so you can become your own boss. 
and while the government tries to pass reform, those we spoke 
with aren't waiting but taking action to get ahead.  timm tells us 
one job had him delivering furniture to goodwill. before he did, he 
had a garage sale and made a few hundred dollars on top of the 
job.  we want your creative job ideas. also find out how these 
websites are helping the community and even the 
environment...on nbc-la-dot com. thanks lolita! 
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KNBC 1:58 10/31/11 11:01p Lifestyle 

let's go to newschopper 4- over west hollywood - and tens of 
thousands of people on santa monica boulevard. we'll have 
more on the that coming up, but first, live to kim baldonado *in 
toluca lake, with more on the halloween crackdown tonight. 

KNBC 0:15 10/31/11 11:03p Lifestyle 

let's go back to west hollywood, where halloween celebration is 
susposed to end at 11p. in just a few minutes, we'll take you 
there live.. and show you why it's a make or break night for so 
many local businesses. 

KNBC 1:54 10/31/11 11:13p Lifestyle 

and live at 11... the annual celebration in west hollywood! the 
partying is still going on strong at this hour...  thousands decked 
out in an endless variety of costumes... in an event that is 
billed...as one of the largest halloween street parties in the 
world... a party which can help out local businesses in a soft 
economy.  angie crouch has been out there since the beginning 
of it all tonight... angie, this is a big night for local businesses... 

KNBC 1:01 11/3/11 11:17p Lifestyle 

it's a video you have to see.... a santa cruz surfer and a 
humpback whale. it's going to happen very quickly - you'll see a 
woman on a surf board next to two men in a kayack - there's a 
disturbance on the water and then this..........  we'll show it to you 
again in slow motion... the whales are about the size of a small 
bus. the video is so fantastic alot of people think it has to be 
fake... but according to the photographer it's not. another thing 
that has people wondering - it happened on halloween. we're 
told one of the men on the kayak was so interested in the 
woman on the surfboard he missed seeing the whales... 

KNBC 0:23 11/4/11 11:23p Lifestyle 

don't forget... daylight saving time ends tomorrow night.  so get 
ready to fall back... and set your clocks back one hour on 
saturday night. the time officially changes at two a-m on sunday. 
also, it's a good reminder to check smoke alarm batteries and 
carbon monoxide monitors. 
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KNBC 2:35 11/11/11 11:15p Lifestyle 

eleven, eleven, eleven.... today's rare numerical date is almost 
over! but... all day it's been seen... as a lucky day for have 
babies... and for getting hitched!  n-b-c-4's jesse gary is live in 
long beach... where there were a lot of weddings tonight! jesse!  
[[--pkg-- long beach/tonight (officiant says vows/05:47:30) "casey 
do you take..." casey mahoney and lei minami, dating for five 
years, and the proud parents of a 14 month old daughter. 
tonight, the marriage bug bit, on 11-11-11... --sot-- 05:45:43 lei 
minami/bride "...and it just kind of came up and it was just a fun 
thing to do and we're spontaneous people." --track-- their not 
alone. the long beach wedding center normally joins two or three 
couples in matrimony each day. but this november 11th, 20-11, 
officiant peter otto says couples started taking vows each hour 
beginning at four a-m. they continued until 11 p-m, with some 
side-booked between services. --sot-- 05:51:16 (:05) peter 
otto/officiant, long beach wedding center "we've had people lined 
up. by the time the couple is outta here, we've had somebody 
already trying to get in the door." --track-- torrance/today (nats 
baby crying 16:11:27) from new unions, to new lives, it seems a 
triple pair of 1's is special. newbie, noah was born at 1:11am.. --
sot-- 00:04:11 (:05) [was that planned?] "no it wasn't. i was 
actually pushing for three hours." --track-- aiden kailowe had his 
arrival via c-section planned for today's date.. --sot-- 16:13:04 
(:06) "our due date was november 16th. and when we realized it 
was so close to the 11th we tried to schedule it for it." --track-- 
psychic debbie adams say the potential for good luck comes 
from all those 1s strung together. --sot-- 05:55:13 (:07) debbie 
adams/psychic reader "it all comes down to numerology. and 1 
adds up to very good numbers. and the numbers are going to be 
very positive for the future."]] 

KNBC 0:29 11/11/11 11:32p Lifestyle 

veterans were honored today in the san fernando valley. today's 
parade began exactly at 11:11am-- the procession started to 
paicoma on "laurel canyon boulevard" to "ritchie park." the timing 
is significant, it was a 'nod' to the 'moment' world war one ended 
on the '11th hour' of the '11th day'of the '11th month' in 1918. 

KNBC 0:18 11/14/11 11:23p Lifestyle 

justin timberlake is a man of his word. he escorted marine 
corporal kelsey de santis, to a marine ball in virginia last night. 
she invited the singer-actor using this you-tube video. timberlake 
says the marine corps ball was one of the most moving nights of 
his life. 

KNBC 0:58 11/16/11 11:23p Lifestyle 

a local woman ... who has been fighting cancer for the past 
year... is focusing on something else tonight.... getting a date 
with actor joseph gordon-levitt.  26-year old lindsay miller made 
this video and posted it on you-tube. get this... it's been viewed 
more than 130-thousand times! miller has "pancreatic nuero-
endo-crine" cancer... and has had surgery to remove half of her 
pancreas and liver, her spleen and gallbladder. she says she'd 
love to just sit down with gordon-levitt, and if it doesn't happen... 
miller sounds like she'll be alright.  ***sot*** ***sot*** ***sot*** 
well, there you go! miller says gordon-levitt's latest movie.. "50-
50"... struck a chord with her. in it.... the actor played a young 
cancer patient. we'll keep you posted if the date happens. 

KNBC 2:13 11/17/11 11:12p Lifestyle 

you're looking at the tree lighting ceremony ... that took place 
earlier tonight at the "americana" in glendale. we haven't even 
hit thanksgiving yet, but stores and malls are already gearing up 
for christmas and hanakah! so, what gives?  we sent toni 
guinyard to glendale to find out! toni! 
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KNBC 0:28 11/18/11 11:23p Lifestyle 

christmas has come to elvis presley's graceland. tonight children 
from st. jude children's research hospital flipped the switch to 
light holiday decorations at the mansion and grounds. it's all part 
of the annual graceland holiday lighting ceremony. presley lived 
at graceland for much of his adult life before his death in 1977. 

KNBC 3:23 11/21/11 11:14p Lifestyle 

and now! the mighty mommy bloggers! moms have had clout for 
a long, long time! but the way moms use and build that power... 
has changed dramatically...  nbc4's lolita lopez is here to show 
us how it works! lolita...  think of those wagging fingers telling 
you to do this and do that and multiple by millions. 3.9 million 
moms across the nation blog and are showing their persuasion 
one click at a time.  the ladies hope to become the huffington 
post of mommy bloggers. last week disney announced it has 
acquired mom blogging site, babble, for reportedly 40 million 
dollars. but its not that easy. like any job blogging takes daily 
participation and bottom line must remain honest and authentic. 
thanks lolita 

KNBC 0:26 11/21/11 11:24p Lifestyle 

the holiday season is officially underway in hollywood! with the 
flip of a switch... the capitol records tower lit up its annual rooftop 
christmas tree. it's made up of 43-hundred lights... with three big 
stars on top. the capitol records tree has been a yearly tradition 
since 1958. 

KNBC 3:27 11/22/11 11:14p Lifestyle 

now! an exclusive! it's one of the great cold cases of all time! the 
disappearance of amelia earhart! we've uncovered a treasure of 
documents and never-before-seen photos..that may deepen the 
mystery!  it was assumed to have been on amelia earhart's 
plane when she 'disappeared on her historic around-the-world 
flight in july of 1937. indeed, this document contains dates and 
modifications very specific to her plane and that flight. "and we 
know it's official because it's also embossed. the paper is kind of 
aged. wow. so how can i be holding a document that should 
have vanished along with amelia earhart and her plane, 74 years 
ago? "it's sort of a holy grail in terms of some fragment of history 
that few people have seen, or been able to touch, and here it is 
in my hangar and i'm looking at it. aviation's greatest mystery 
literally dropped on mike duggan in this plastic container. the 
contents left to him by a mechanic who recently died. that 
mechanic worked for a company that was founded paul mantz, 
hollywood's most famous stunt pilot..and amelia earhart's 
technical advisor and co-pilot on her around-the-world flight... 
after crashing in hawaii on the first attempt - paul mantz had the 
plane shipped back to california for repairs. but when she made 
her second attempt it was without paul mantz. and there's a lot 
more including never before seen photo's and camera 
negatives. and many of the photos of of amelia earhart and paul 
mantz. both were married but rumor speculated their relationship 
was something more. "this is an interesting group shot. amelia is 
in the center there. this is her husband george putman, and 
there you've got paul mantz. we also found a 1930's era 
woman's leather flying cap and goggles… like those worn these 
photos. "you'd like to fantasize and think well amelia left all of 
her memorabilia behind. how important is this find? we went to 
the experts at the amelia earhart museum in atchison, kansas. 
"this definitely to me would go along with the theory that 
something else was going on. it brings on a lot of questions that 
we can't answer." the official investigation determined amelia 
earhart ran out of fuel and crashed into the ocean. but lousie 
foundry, and others believe that amelia and her navigator 
survived. the plane they believe was recovered, searched and 
dismantled by the japanese military. is this certificate all that 
remains of what was in amelia earhart's plane? in what would 
become aviation's greatest mystery.]]  mike duggan plans on 
donating the items to various museums... if you would like to get 
a closer look at the photos and documents... just go to our 
website, nbcla dot com and search "amelia earhart mystery" 
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KNBC 1:08 11/22/11 11:19p Lifestyle 

-location: palmdale -home of dr. david and patricia ralph -lighting 
their home since 1997 -took on new meaning in 2000, when dr. 
ralph survived a plane crash -his son-in-law now helps with the 
decorating  --let us know about your holiday lights display! --go 
to nbcla-dot-com and search for holiday lights!  thanks fritz 

KNBC 0:26 11/22/11 11:24p Lifestyle 

santa got a little extra help tonight lighting this year's christmas 
tree at universal citywalk.  that drum roll... was courtesy of the 
u.s.marine corps. tonight's tree lighting ceremony benefited the 
marines... and the "toys for tots" program. there was also a light 
show... and an outdoor concert. 

KNBC 0:30 11/23/11 11:13p Lifestyle 

40 beagles that had been used for lab testing in spain were 
flown halfway around the world... to los angeles just in time for 
thanksgiving. the dogs were rescued about a week ago after the 
lab went out of business... they will be cared for by the beagle 
freedom project until families are found to adopt them! 

KNBC 2:20 11/23/11 11:15p Lifestyle 
about 45 minutes to thanksgiving... a day when one local man 
makes your mouth water from a block away!! and he helps 
others, in the process! nbc4's kim baldonado has his story... 

KNBC 1:04 11/23/11 11:19p Lifestyle 
--let us know about your holiday lights display! --go to nbcla-dot-
com and search for holiday lights!  thanks fritz 

KNBC 0:29 11/23/11 11:23p Lifestyle 

here's a nice picture! members of this california air national 
guard unit will get to spend thanksgiving with their families! 35 
members of the "146th airlift wing" were reunited with their loved 
ones in port hueneme today. the unit just returned from a three-
month stint in afghanistan.  while overseas... the unit assisted in 
various air-lift and air=drop missions. 

KNBC 0:59 11/24/11 11:20p Lifestyle 

-santa clarita -wakefield court area off copperhill drive -40 homes 
in the neighborhood go all out every year -there are even lights 
strung across the street from home to home!  --let us know about 
your holiday lights display! --go to nbcla-dot-com and search for 
holiday lights!  thanks fritz 

KNBC 2:00 11/28/11 11:19p Lifestyle 

fritz is live tonight.. for the official kick off of holiday lights! big 
night... fritz... so where do we find you tonight for the first day of 
your holiday lights?  for weather information 24/7 go to the 
weather channel or weather-dot-com  thanks fritz! 

KNBC 0:21 11/28/11 11:24p Lifestyle 

and if you're one of those people who can't get enough tree 
lightings this time of year... here's another one for you!! this one 
was tonight in leimert park... los angeles councilman bernard 
parks was there to host the event! and in keeping with the 
tradition of tree-lightings everywhere... everyone ooo'd and 
ahhhhhh'd! 

KNBC 0:35 11/30/11 11:23p Lifestyle 

we all love l-a... but when it comes to holiday fun.. it's hard to 
beat a chilly night in new york city... when the tree lights come 
on at 30 rock!!  the big tree at 30 rock was illuminated as part of 
a dazzling stage show that you may have seen right here on n-b-
c four earlier tonight. it's one very festive way that we kick off the 
holiday season every year. 

KNBC 0:33 12/2/11 11:33p Lifestyle 

this year there's an app... to help your kids track santa! every 
year... "norad" tracks saint nick on christmas eve. this year... 
norad will count down to santa's takeoff with an app called... 
"norad tracks santa." it's available for apple and android devices. 

KNBC 0:44 12/5/11 11:19p Lifestyle 

this is the whiting home in eastvale...the house is 100 percent l-
e-d and has five thousand lights and is powered by a single 
outlet! three years ago they began decorating their home and 
every year they begin setting up the day after *halloween* the 
family says every night a line of cars stops by and enjoys this 
wonderful display.  --let us know about your holiday lights 
display! --go to nbcla-dot-com and search for holiday lights!  
thanks fritz 
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KNBC 0:29 12/6/11 11:06p Lifestyle 

well... it wasn't exactly what city leaders had planned... but 
tonight the city of san gabriel had its annual christmas 
celebration... complete with a new tree... to replace the one that 
was destroyed by last week's wind storm. hey had to find a new 
tree in a hurry... so it isn't even in the ground yet!! but it will soon 
be planted.. and take its place in plaza park for future 
celebrations. after recovering from the winds... most residents 
were ready for a little fun. and santa claus arrived... right on 
schedule.... 

KNBC 2:08 12/6/11 11:18p Lifestyle 
fritz is live tonight in burbank for holiday lights. fritz.. hope you 
are bundled up!- 

KNBC 1:31 12/7/11 11:18p Lifestyle Fritz Holiday Lights 

KNBC 0:29 12/12/11 11:32p Lifestyle 

'whale watchers'... off "newport beach"... certainly got their 
money's worth. not only did they catch... a group of "killer 
whales"... jumping out of the water... some of the orcas... also 
came right up... and swam 'beneath' their boat. 90 people were 
on this trip yesterday... and it didn't take them long before they 
put these clips on youtube! one expert identify the killer whales... 
as a group from the monterey bay area. 

KNBC 2:18 12/13/11 11:06p Lifestyle 

to "orange county" we go... where the spirit of "christmas"... is 
alive and well...  financial problems almost ended this christmas 
tradition... proudly displayed... every season for '44 years.' but... 
the determined residents of "costa mesa"... found a way to save 
it.  nbc 4's beverly white with us live from "costa mesa." and... 
beverly... the family who put this on over the years... also served 
up cider... and pictures with santa.  rc: display that survived 
foreclosure 

KNBC 2:28 12/14/11 11:06p Lifestyle 

time magazine has revealed its 20-11 "person of the year." turns 
out... it's not just 'one' person... but 'many' around the world.  the 
magazine has selected... a 'symbolic'... person of the year... 
called "the protester." "time" says... it's recognizing protesters... 
because they're "redefining people power"... around the world. 
and it turns out... there's a major "southern california" 
connection.  nbc 4's angie crouch joins us live from "downtown l-
a"... with that part of the story. angie... 

KNBC 0:29 12/14/11 11:09p Lifestyle 

it was quite a sight from the air tonight... boats large and small 
all lit up for the 103rd annual newport beach christmas boat 
parade. this is the oldest and most elaborate holiday celebration 
on water in the country... everything for kayaks to yatchs - some 
owners spend over 50-thousand dollars to light up their vessels. 
the parade starts at 6:30 and run's nightly through sunday. 

KNBC 0:24 12/14/11 11:13p Lifestyle 

forget saying "i-do?" a new study says... more and more people 
are saying i-don't... when it comes to 'marriage.'  the "pew 
research center" says... only '51-percent' of american adults... 
are married. in 1960... that number was '72-percent.' some 
people are waiting... until they get older... to get married. and... 
options like partners living together... and single-person 
households... have both become 'more' prevalent... in recent 
decades. 
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KNBC 1:13 12/14/11 11:15p Lifestyle 

one of the 'smallest' babies... 'ever' born... is doing so well now... 
at "county u-s-c medical center"... doctors and her parents... 
have decided to show her off.  meet "melinda star guido" . she's 
all of 'three-and-a-half' months old. the hospital is sharing this 
video of little "melinda star." she weighs more than 'four pounds' 
now... and... that's huge... compared to "august 30th"... her 
birthday. when she was born... "melinda" weighed just... half a 
pound... making her... the 'third'... 'tiniest baby'... ever recorded.  
just to put it in perspective... 'tomorrow' was the supposed to 
be... the day "melinda" entered our world. her parents say she's 
a fighter. and... if she keeps putting on the ounces... like she's 
been... she could be home for the "new year." 

KNBC 2:00 12/15/11 11:17p lifestyle fritz's holiday lights 

KNBC 0:34 12/15/11 11:23p Lifestyle 

the fastest-rising google search names and terms for 2011 are 
in. and number one nationwide was the name rebecca black, the 
14 year old youtube pop star..casey anthoney was 4th, steve 
jobs was 9th.  but here in southern california, apparently we 
were all about traffic.. and the number one search locally was 
the term, "sigalert"!  california's employment development 
department was number two on the list of most popular search 
terms... followed by magic mountain and catalina island... and 
the orange county fair rounding out the top five. 

KNBC 1:23 12/16/11 11:15p Lifestyle 

a "temple city" second grader... doesn't have a long "christmas 
list". in fact... just one thing... is on it. and today... "santa" came 
through... in a 'big' way.  jacob garcia was one of the second 
graders... receiving awards... at today's assembly at "longden 
elementary school." when his teacher called him to the front... 
for a special award... he had no idea... what lay in wait. ...the 
'one' thing... he was hoping for... and... that is his mom. she's in 
the navy... serving in "italy." when jacob realized she was 
'really'... 'truly' there... he flew into her arms. his teachers... had 
worked behind the scenes... to set up the surprise.  seven year 
old jacob hasn't seen his mom... since august. and... since this is 
the season of giving and sharing... listen to what "yesenia 
garcia's" shipmates did... they gave up 'their' leave... so 'she' 
could be home for the holidays... with "jacob." 

KNBC 2:03 12/19/11 11:14p lifestyle 

shopping, snow and santa! the grove had it all tonight! we are 
now in the home stretch for holiday shoppers. and you can feel 
the excitement building!!!  nbc4's angie crouch is live at the 
grove! angie! 

KNBC 0:38 12/19/11 11:16p lifestyle now.. let's go live to fritz coleman in lynnwood tonight! 

KNBC 0:18 12/20/11 11:23p lifestyle 

and... these two mountain lion cubs were found hiding under a 
car and suffering from malnutrition in burbank this morning. we 
don't know what happened to their mother.. the cubs were taken 
to the california wildlife station in calabasas and placed with 
another litter. 

KNBC 0:39 12/20/11 11:23p lifestyle 

a new study claims that people are more likely to lie... when 
talking via text.... than when talking with someone face-to-face... 
or over the phone.  the study involved 170 students -- who 
performed mock stock transactions in one of four ways: face-to-
face, by video, audio and by text. researchers found that 95-
percent of those studied were more likely to lie in a text... than in 
other forms of communication. so what gives? researchers say 
it's all about the "emotional cues".... you can't hem and haw... 
twist your hands nervously... or dart your eyes in a text! 
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KNBC 0:34 12/21/11 11:13p lifestyle 

what you are seeing is believed to be a historic moment for the 
u-s navy. the traditional "first kiss" when a ship returns home 
today went to a same-sex couple from california. when the uss 
oak hill arrived in virgina, after an 80 day at sea.. there was a 
lottery to see which sailor would get the "first kiss" honor and 
petty officer marissa gaeta, who purchased 50 lottery tickets, 
won. with the repeal of "don't ask, don't tell" it didn't matter 
winner happened to be in a same sex relationship. 

KNBC 1:49 12/21/11 11:14p lifestyle 

with the christmas deadline rapidly approaching... stores are 
doing everything in their power to accomodate that 
procrastinating shopper... some stores aren't even going to close 
at all!! until late on christmas eve...  nbc4's kim baldonado is live 
in los feliz.. with some *late night* shoppers! kim... 

KNBC 2:10 12/22/11 11:08p lifestyle 

new at 11.... suddenly... it's the hottest ticket in town! and... you 
can get it free!  all you have to do is give blood... and clippers 
tickets can be yours! it's a big assist for the red cross... but is it a 
"slam dunk"???  nbc4's patrick healy is live at staples center!! 
patrick... 

KNBC 0:22 12/22/11 11:22p lifestyle 

here we have... pre-kwanzaa celebrations in pershing square 
tonight. the crowd listened to some music and watched a 
performance by the lula washington contemporary dance 
foundation. it was all part of the free weekly concerts at the 
"downtown on ice venue" on south olive street. kwanzaa 
officially begins on monday. 

KNBC 2:03 12/23/11 11:05p lifestyle 

and new at 11... one irvine neighborhood is at it again! hosting 
its annual holiday block party!  it's a tradition that goes back 
more than 30 years... it started small... but it snowballed!  nbc 
four's patrick healy is live in irvine! patrick! 

KNBC 1:56 12/23/11 11:13p lifestyle 

want something to make you feel good? how about this? a 
growing number of people are paying off the layaway accounts 
of total strangers!! these benefactors are now being called 
"layaway angels."  at k-mart stores alone this holiday season... 
anonymous benefactors have been doing this to the tune of four 
hundred fifty thousand dollars. 

KNBC 2:39 12/26/11 11:00p lifestyle 

tonight... rose parade preps are underway... but downed trees... 
and powerlines are making things difficult . as pasadena races 
the clock to the big party!  it's 11 o'clock. i'm chuck henry. 
colleen williams has the night off.  there is alot of unfinished 
business in pasadena tonight. getting all those floats decorated 
in time - and the massive clean-up from the big windstorm and 
repairs that still need to be done!  beverly white is live in 
pasadena with the latest. beverly. 

KNBC 0:28 12/26/11 11:15p lifestyle 

in san diego county... somebody working in a garden found 
something that looked out of place! turned out... it was... a large, 
rare, potentially poisonous lizard!  a gila monster. the person 
who found him was gardening in rancho bernardo... and spotted 
him under some bushes! gila monsters are desert dwellers... not 
normally found in the rancho bernardo area. animal control is 
taking good care of him... before finding a more suitable home! 

KNBC 0:35 12/27/11 11:16p lifestyle 

did you buy a mega millions lotto ticket? the big drawing was 
tonight... and... unless you bought a ticket outside of california... 
you're not the big winner.  here are those numbers: "23"... "32"... 
"33" ..."39" ... "43" ... and the mega ball is "8". the jackpot is 
estimated at '206 million dollars'... or... if you chose...the "cash 
option"... that's about '151-million bucks.' we're still waiting for 
the national results to come in to find out if there was a winner. 
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KNBC 0:24 12/27/11 11:32p lifestyle 

you don't want to get between... this 'crocodile' and his 
'lawnmower.' the huge 'salt-water' croc... named "elvis"... at a 
'reptile park'... in "australia"... attacked a running lawnmower. 
"elvis" dragged it... right into the water. the whirling blades... took 
out... two of elvis' teeth. despite that... elvis continued to guard 
the machine... not letting his keepers... anywhere near it. in 
2008... he was captured... after climbing onto fishing boats... in 
the harbor. 

KNBC 3:06 12/28/11 11:00p lifestyle 

this year's "rose bowl" is still... five days away... but tonight... it 
already has... its first 'hero.' and... this one's a real hero. it 
happened tonight... at the "lawrys beef bowl"... the 'traditional' 
pre-game dinner... suddenly... one of the players... had to call an 
audible... and make the play of a lifetime... literally.  it's 11 
o'clock. i'm lucy noland. 'chuck' and 'colleen'... have the night off.  
tonight's "beef bowl" hero... is '325 pound' duck lineman "mark 
asper." asper says... he knew just what to do... when a team 
supporter needed help... quickly. back when he was a boy 
scout... he learned the "heimlich maneuver."  nbc four's 
stephanie stanton is live in beverly hills... with the player... who 
saved more than just a game. stephanie... what a story. 

KNBC 0:32 12/28/11 11:22p lifestyle 

scientists think... they've solved... the 'real-life' mystery... of a 
'frightening' mass bird death... in "northern california"... that 
inspired "alfred hitchcock's" classic... "the birds." the real life 
incident happened... in 1961... in "monterey bay." 'thousands' of 
'seagulls'... flew 'directly' into houses... killing themselves. 
marine biologists now say... the creatures were 'poisoned'... from 
eating toxic "anchovies"... "squid"... or possibly "septic waste." 

KNBC 0:22 12/28/11 11:31p lifestyle 

hollywood has some work to do... to attract 'bigger' crowds. this 
year... box office ticket sales... are down... by about 'four' 
percent. that's a '16-year' low. experts think the down economy... 
and 'higher' ticket prices... a couple of reasons why. but they 
also think... there's a backlash against... all the recent 'sequels' 
and 'remakes.' 

KNBC 0:39 12/28/11 11:32p lifestyle 

whale watchers are getting a whale of a treat... this year... gray 
whales... in abundance... are just off of the southern californa 
coast...  point vicente whale watchers have spotted more than 
'150 whales'... so far... this season. last year... they had only 
seen... 26 gray whales... by this time. so why are they here so 
early... and in so many numbers?? experts say... that answer is 
probably pretty simple.  experts think the migration should last... 
for another couple of weeks... then... the whales should head up 
"north" once again. 

KNBC 2:15 12/29/11 11:07p lifestyle 

now to the remarkable story of a teenager... who shared his 
hopes and fears online. and now... his final message... has 
spread around the world many, many times... on the internet!  
ben breedlove was 18 years old. 

KNBC 0:32 12/29/11 11:23p lifestyle 

and... then... we have the rescue of a 19 month old baby... 
today... his mother... got a chance to 'thank'... two "west covina" 
police officers... who saved her baby's life.  last week... officers 
"justin schienle" (shin-lee) and "matthew nelson"... dislodged a 
"dorito" corn chip... from "maddox proglio's" (pro-glee-oh) throat. 
he was with a 'baby sitter'... when he started choking. today... 
the officers received the "life saving award"... from the "west 
covina" police department. the department also honored... "9-1-
1" dispatcher "joan phillipson"... for the 'life saving' tips... she 
gave... 'before' emergency crews... could race to the home. 
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KNBC 0:35 12/29/11 11:32p lifestyle 

finally tonight... a 'mega millions' ticket is... floating around... out 
there... worth more than '411-thousand' dollars. does this spot... 
look familiar? this is where... that lucky person bought the ticket. 
the "kopper keg"... in "atwater village." the drawing was on 
"november 29th." here are the numbers: 52...48...29...43...17... 
and mega ball: "36" the winner has 180-days... from the date of 
the draw... to claim the prize. 

KNBC 0:59 12/30/11 11:23p lifestyle 

up in san francisco tonight, the reward for the safe return of a 
missing monkey is now up to five-thousand dollars.  someone 
stole a 17-year-old squirrel monkey -- similar to this one -- from 
the san francisco zoo late last night. zoo officials say thieves 
snatched the little guy -- named banana sam -- after cutting 
holes in the wire mesh surrounding the squirrel monkey exhibit. 
a number of other monkeys were left behind. in a sign of the 
times, somebody's already set up a fake twitter account for 
banana sam... and yes, they are tweeting in his name!  in one of 
the tweets, the monkey impersonator wrote... "arrived 
fisherman's wharf... people still wear fanny packs?... considering 
going back to zoo."  in another fake tweet, banana sam wrote: 
"oh my god, rainforest cafe is not what is sounds like. it's 
basically an applebee's with a "sounds of the jungle" c-d playing. 
i'm out." 

KNBC 0:22 10/20/11 11:23p Poverty 

a four-day clinic is now underway... helping uninsured people get 
*free* health screenings.  it started today at the l-a sports arena 
and runs through sunday. doctors, dentists and vision experts 
are helping out... giving check-ups... and handing out things like 
eye glasses. thousands of people are expected to attend... the 
health care group "care-now" is helping to put on the event. 

KNBC 0:47 10/20/11 11:16p religion 

90 year old harold camping... is at it again...the bay area 
preacher who said he was five months early when he calculated 
that the world was going to end on may 21st. well... tomorrow 
that five months is up.  a lot has changed in those five months. 
harold camping has turned 90... reportedly suffered a stroke... 
and his radio show is no longer on the air. camping and his 
followers have had nothing to say this time about the world 
ending tomorrow. a reporter recently visited camping at his 
home to ask about it... and camping had no comment. there 
have been other miscalculations - in 1994 he also predicted an 
end date...which he later called a mathematical error . 

KNBC 1:30 11/17/11 11:06p religion 

the crystal cathedral in garden grove will soon have a new 
owner... a bankruptcy judge approved the sale of the cathedral 
tonight... bringing to an end a multi-million dollar bidding war. 
nbc4's patrick healy reports... 

KNBC 0:25 12/20/11 11:22p religion 

mayor villaraigosa helped light a menorah at city hall today... to 
mark the beginning of the jewish festival of hanukkah. habad of 
california... joined the mayor this morning for the 26th annual 
ceremony. the menorah is 150 years old. it survived the 
destruction of a polish synagogue that was burned down by the 
nazis in 19-38... hanukkah will last for eight days. 
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KNBC 0:46 10/11/11 11:01p safety 

the other big story tonight, the recall of 377-thousand pounds of 
ground beef because of possible e. coli contamination.  the meat 
came from "commercial meat company" in downtown l-a. u-s-d-a 
inspectors say a routine test came back positive for e-coli. so 
far... no illnesses have been reported.  the recalled beef was 
produced between september 7th and october 6th. the products 
have an establishment number of 4-8-7-3. the u-s-d-a says the 
meat was shipped to restaurants in california and nevada. like 
many of you... we wanted to know which restaurants... but health 
officials either don't know are refused to tell us! we'll keep 
asking. 

KNBC 0:30 10/12/11 11:10p safety 

those hot dry conditions fritz has been warning us about were a 
test for fire fighters this evening when flames from a house fire 
threatened to take off along a hillside in elysian park! fire crews 
put alot of water on this one... as the fire spred from the first to 
the second floor..into the basement., ... that's when fire crews 
took an unusual step... and called in two water dropping 
helicopters... usually reserved for brush fires not house fires! 
nobody was hurt. the cause... not yet determined. 

KNBC 1:08 10/18/11 11:13p safety 
and... it's always a concern.. keeping halloween safe for kids... in 
riverside county that now includes a crackdown on registered 
sex offenders! nbc4's antonio castelan has the story! 

KNBC 0:37 10/19/11 11:09p safety 

new at 11! a salad recall involving a california company!  taylor 
farms... based in salinas... is recalling more than 32-hundred 
cases of bagged lettuce because of possible salmonella 
contamination.  the bags were sold under several brand 
names... including taylor farms, fresh selections, h-e-b and 
marketside. the products have "best by" dates ranging from 
october 18th to october 21st. they were distributed to 
supermarkets in more than a dozen states... including california. 
no illnesses have been reported. 

KNBC 2:35 10/19/11 11:15p safety 

tonight... the hunt for dozens of exotic animals from a farm in 
ohio... is over. it's believed all the animals are either dead... or 
captured.  sheriff's deputies near zanesville, ohio had shoot-to-
kill orders... targeting several different kinds of animals including 
bears, bengal tigers and lions.  nbc 4's kim baldonado in the 
newsroom... with the latest developments... kim...  tonight we're 
learning more about the man who owned the wild animals. 62 
year old terry thompson was released from federal prison just 
last month after serving time for possessing unregistered guns. 
and we're also learning ohio has some of the weakest 
restrictions on owning exotic animals..and some of the highest 
number of injuries and deaths caused by them.  tonight the 
humane society is calling on ohio to issue emergency 
restrictions on owning exotic animals as pets. there was a 
statewide ban on owning and selling them, but it expired in april. 

KNBC 0:22 10/19/11 11:17p safety 

it's another reminder we live in earthquake country. these people 
seen here... participating in last year's great california shake-
out... a massive earthquake safety drill! and we'll have another 
one tomorrow.... at 10:20 when people all over the state will drop 
to the ground and take cover.... organizers want people to know 
how to react... before the next real earthquake hits... 
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KNBC 0:45 10/21/11 11:15p safety 

dressing up for halloween can be fun.. but doctors say if you're 
not careful, one popular accessory could be very dangerous!  
we're talking about contact lenses that can make your eyes look 
spooky for halloween. you can sometimes find them at beauty 
salons, flea markets and convenience stores. but putting 
anything in the eye can be risky -- especially without medical 
supervision. doctors say using these lenses could lead to 
serious bacterial infections or worse.  but experts say... if you 
think these contacts are a must-have for halloween... first... see 
an eye doctor and use them only once. 

KNBC 0:33 10/21/11 11:16p safety 

you may want to double-check your child's halloween costume! 
target is recalling a mask... because children may have a hard 
time breathing when they're wearing it!  target stores nationwide 
sold this children's frog mask... in august and september. there 
are holes for the eyes... but no holes for the nose or mouth. 
which could be dangerous... but nobody's been hurt. you can 
bring the mask back to target for a refund. 

KNBC 2:14 10/28/11 11:06p safety 

new at 11! a warning about pot-laced halloween candy is stirring 
up criticism tonight!  tonight... the sherrif's department is warning 
parents about pot in halloween candy... but medical marijuana 
advocates say... it's not as "scary" as it sounds!  nbc four's 
gordon tokumatsu is live in west hollywood.. gordon! 

KNBC 2:35 11/1/11 11:04p safety 

tonight we are learning a lot more about what caused a level two 
alert at the san onofre nuclear power plant this afternoon. here is 
what southern california edison is telling us tonight...  it was an 
ammmonia gas leak in unit-3 - not in the reactor building and not 
radioactive. only workers in unit-3 three... were evacuated as a 
precaution... edison says, there was no threat to the public at 
any time. even so, a lot of people in san clemente were 
concerned.  nbc4's kim baldonado is live at san onofre! kim... 

KNBC 0:47 11/22/11 11:23p safety 

a new study is raising concerns tonight about the safety of 
canned soup!  almost all food that comes from metal cans 
contains trace amounts of the chemical b-p-a... in a study at 
harvard, volunteers ate canned soup every day for five days. 
soon after eating...their levels of b-p-a were 12 times as high as 
those who ate soup made from scratch. the levels however, 
dropped back down within a few hours. it's unclear what danger 
there may be... if any. previous studies have linked b-p-a to a 
higher risk of cancer, heart disease and diabetes. the canned 
food industry says the body metabolizes b-p-a quickly and 
efficiently. 

KNBC 0:38 11/30/11 11:13p safety 

there are new concerns tonight about the the levels of arsenic in 
apple and grape juice.  consumer reports tested 88 juice 
samples... and found ten-percent had total arsenic levels higher 
than what's allowed for drinking water. that limit is ten-parts per 
billion... but that's for an adult -- not a child! and since kids drink 
so much juice... consumer reports wants a federal standard for 
juice... limiting arsenic to three-parts per billion. the juice industry 
says its products are safe... but it says it's open to changes if the 
f-d-a sets new standards. 

KNBC 2:09 11/30/11 11:14p safety 

right now... when a quake hits... pretty much... all you could do... 
is dive under a table... hang on... and ride it out... however... 
scientists are working on an "early warning system"... much like 
one used in japan... it could give you... precious seconds to 
prepare... nbc 4's patrick healy reports. 
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KNBC 0:20 12/2/11 11:23p safety 

honda has expanded its world-wide recall related to an issue 
with its air bag system. so far, the problem has been linked to 20 
accidents, including two deaths in the u-s. honda says the 
airbags may over-inflate in a crash... sending pieces of metal 
and plastic flying. it's honda's third recall in two years for the 
same problem. 

KNBC 0:29 10/3/11 11:00p severe weather 

this is what we can expect over the next few days! tonight.. this 
storm, has hit the bay area. bringing with it, cool, rainy weather.  
looking live at radar, tonight we are tracking the first of two 
storms headed toward southern california.  it's 11 o'clock. i'm 
colleen williams. and i'm chuck henry. 

KNBC 2:12 10/4/11 11:00p severe weather 

this is what it looks like tonight on radar - that large mass of rain 
to the north is moving south tonight... and it's expected here 
around mid-day.  it's 11 o'clock! i'm chuck henry. and i'm colleen 
williams.  it's not the kind of weather we're used to in early 
october... but this fall storm is bringing rain... and colder temps... 
and possibly snow to our mountains.  the san francisco bay area 
got it first - a steady rain. and with it much cooler weather .nbc-
4's kim baldonado is live in studio city.. 

KNBC 2:41 10/5/11 11:07p severe weather 

our other big story tonight... the first storm of the 
season...bringing rain, wind and cold temperature to southern 
california!  our fritz coleman has details on some record-breaking 
rain today. but first, to robert kovacik live in malibu... where a 
wind advisory ended earlier tonight... robert. 

KNBC 0:28 10/11/11 11:00p severe weather 

it's what everyone is talking about! an october heat wave. as 
temperatures across southern california will push toward 100-
degrees!  across the southland- people were out tonight- 
grabbing a bite to eat... and enjoying the beautiful evening . it 
could be alot different tomorrow, we're expecting a dramatic heat 
up! 

KNBC 0:43 10/11/11 11:01p severe weather Fritz Coleman Reporting 

KNBC 0:31 10/17/11 11:17p severe weather 

70 mile per hour winds kicked up a gigantic dust storm today... 
that churned through the dry texas plains. the rolling cloud 
dropped visibility to practically zero. scientists say it's by-product 
of the persistent drought in west texas. 

KNBC 0:27 11/3/11 11:02p severe weather 

colder temperatures.. rain... and even snow. it's going to be a big 
story tomorrow as the weather takes a turn!  this video.. just in 
from the sierras... along interstate 80! there is lots of snow falling 
there tonight. and this storm is moving straight toward southern 
california! 

KNBC 2:32 11/4/11 11:00p severe weather 

tonight, snow plows are clearing the roads in the mountain 
communities! a november storm blew into southern california, 
bring not only snow.. but rain and cold temperatures.  and get 
ready - we could see more this weekend! it's 11 o'clock- i'm 
stephanie elam. and i'm robert kovacik. fritz coleman is tracking 
this cold storm. but first.. let's go to nbc4's angie crouch live in 
running springs! angie!! 

KNBC 0:14 11/4/11 11:03p severe weather 
a heavy downpour didn't dampen school spirit for high school 
football fans in san pedro tonight. as the weekend begins- a new 
storm is moving in. 

KNBC 0:50 11/10/11 11:01p severe weather Fritz Coleman reporting 

KNBC 0:37 11/18/11 11:01p severe weather Fritz Coleman reporting 

KNBC 3:02 11/21/11 11:05p severe weather Fritz Coleman reporting 
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KNBC 0:30 11/21/11 11:08p severe weather 

it's being called a mini-grand canyon along the pacific coast.... 
after weekend rains.. the landslide we've been watching for a 
couple of months in san pedro tonight looks more like a small 
canyon..  sunday a 600-foot section of the bluff-top road "paseo 
del mar" buckled... and created a chasm 75 feet deep. officials 
say the road may be impossible to repair... and residents are 
concerned their property could be next. 

KNBC 0:08 11/30/11 11:00p severe weather 
a 'wild' and 'windy' night... across southern california. hurricane 
force winds... blew through... and now.. we.re getting our 'first' 
look at the damage. 

KNBC 0:18 11/30/11 11:00p severe weather 

we've also seen widespread power outages... including at l-a-x... 
where the wind knocked out power... inside the terminals.. and 
outside... with the famous pylons. the storm also created a few 
security concerns!  it's 11 o'clock! i'm colleen williams. and... i'm 
lucy noland... in for chuck henry. 

KNBC 0:12 11/30/11 11:01p severe weather 

it's been... "lights out"... across "southern california" tonight... 
high winds... ripping into trees... knocking them into power lines. 
"so-cal edison" tells us... more than '25 thousand' customers lost 
power. 

KNBC 0:09 11/30/11 11:01p severe weather 
fritz coleman is tracking these powerful winds. and we have a 
team of reporters spread out across southern california. let's 
start with beverly white at lax. bev!! 

KNBC 1:40 11/30/11 11:01p severe weather thanks bev... live at "l-a-x." 

KNBC 2:07 11/30/11 11:03p severe weather 
all across "southern california"... we've dealing with widespread 
power outages tonight... that includes in "venice." and... that's 
where... "stephanie stanton" picks up our coverage. steph... 

KNBC 0:38 11/30/11 11:05p severe weather 

and it's safe to say... no area was exempt or spared from the 
winds tonight...  this alley at woodley and victory in the san 
fernando valley was blocked when this huge tree blew over ... 
and in echo park... power lines and a power pole ended up 
supporting this big palm ... at l-a live... this is what it looked like... 
with the wind... kicking up dust and debris...as people headed 
into the nokia theater for their night's entertainment...  winds also 
very strong in the antelope valley.. trees down here too. so.. how 
strong were the winds tonight...as strong as predicted??? and 
what about the rest of the night? let's send it over to fritz who is 
tracking this for us. fritz! 

KNBC 0:16 11/30/11 11:06p severe weather Kim Baldonado reporting 

KNBC 2:13 11/30/11 11:06p severe weather 

if you have 'weather video' or 'pictures'... we'd love to see them. 
you can e-mail us at... "i-see at nbc l-a dot com."  ... now back to 
the occupy l-a story... many of the protesters were back at city 
hall tonight... but it was a much different picture from what we 
saw overnight. 

KNBC 0:23 12/2/11 11:01p severe weather 

but the big story tonight.. remains the wind storm aftermath. 
work crews are fanned out across los angeles county... where 
roughly 100-thousand people still don't have power. but tonight.. 
we have a better idea of when the lights will come back on.  and 
it's all because of that powerful santa ana wind storm that 
pounded southern california. and.. tonight.. 48 hours later-- 
many families are still feeling the impact. 

KNBC 0:12 12/2/11 11:01p severe weather 

i'm robert kovacik. and i'm stephanie elam.  we have a team of 
reporters covering the storm aftermath. let's start with fritz 
coleman, who says strong winds could pick up again this 
weekend! fritz! 
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KNBC 2:19 12/2/11 11:02p severe weather 

tonight... crews from edison and l-a d-w-p are out in force... still 
trying to get the power back to thousands of people who are still 
in the dark! they've been working around the clock!! this is a live 
picture from temple city.  but let's head over to arcadia where 
nbc four's beverly white is standing by live. bev 

KNBC 2:00 12/2/11 11:04p severe weather 
while the race to get the power back continues... crews are also 
trying to clean up all those fallen trees and debris!  n-b-c-4's kim 
baldonado is live in pasadena! kim! 

KNBC 0:24 12/2/11 11:06p severe weather 

and griffith park will reopen tomorrow morning at 5am. crews 
have spent the past two days removing dozens of 'fallen trees' 
and downed 'branches.' the park's eucalyptus and pine trees 
took the brunt of the damage in the storm.  we will stay on top of 
this important story.. for up to the minute information from 
overnight, watch today in la weekend... starting at 7am. 

KNBC 0:32 12/5/11 11:02p severe weather 

the other big story tonight... the temperatures across southern 
california are dropping..really dropping. many areas it will be at.. 
or below freezing         the winds are already picking up again.. 
in fontana. you can even see how hard it's blowing... through the 
headlights of the cars. we have team coverage tonight... of the 
wind, the cold.. and the power outages.  nbc4's beverly white 
has been following power crews all night. but first to fritz 
coleman who has been tracking the wind and the cold. 

KNBC 2:41 12/5/11 11:03p severe weather 

imagine.. no power, no heat.. no warm water... that's the reality 
tonight for more than 17- thousand homes across the san gabriel 
valley-- families who lost power five days ago in last week's wind 
storm.  nbc4's beverly white is in temple city with the latest... 
beverly... 

KNBC 0:42 12/6/11 11:00p severe weather 

a second night of bitter cold! people all over southern california - 
are hunkering down.. as the temperatures plunge at or below 
freezing.  looking live over altadena from newchopper 4 where 
crews are working for the 6th straight night to restore power to 
thousands of people in the san gabriel valley. and.. for one 
homeowner in pasadena.. six straight days and nights in the 
dark.. has pushed him to his limit.  it's 11 o'clock! i'm chuck 
henry. and i'm colleen williams.  we have team coverage- jesse 
gary covering the freezing temperatures. beverly white- with the 
power outages- and also word of an arrest involving an angry 
homeowner. but first- we to fritz coleman with what coudl be a 
recording breaking night. fritz. 

KNBC 2:27 12/6/11 11:04p severe weather 

imagine the frustration level for the thousands of people... who 
are still without power.... now after 6 days and 6 cold ... 
miserable nights. it was too much for one man... in his 70's...who 
according to police...threatened utility crews and was arrested.  
nbc four's beverly white is live in altadena... 

KNBC 2:34 12/7/11 11:05p severe weather 

it has been exactly... one week since winds knocked out power 
in our area. while most socal edison customers have electricity 
tonight... there are still hundreds of angry people in the dark. and 
that's the motovation for a government investigation.  jesse gary 
is live in pasadena ... with the story. jesse?  
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KNBC 0:37 12/8/11 11:07p severe weather 

for the first time in more than a week.... since the wind storm last 
wednesday...so cal edison says power is back on for all its 
customers...  edison says the final customer got power back at 
6:21 this morning. that's eight days after heavy winds left 400-
thousand people in the dark... mostly in the san gabriel valley. 
the california public utilities commission is investigating edison's 
response to the wind storm.  and it's a good thing the power is 
back on... because we're in for another cold night. fritz is 
tracking the temperatures! fritz! 

KNBC #VALUE! 12/9/11 11:05p severe weather 

tonight... we're getting a better idea of the extent of damage from 
last week's wind storm... and it's pretty clear...the san gabriel 
valley took the biggest hit!!  the total damage is estimated at 40 
million dollars... based on reports from city governments. the 
hardest hit city was pasadena... with 20 million dollars in 
damage. temple city took the second biggest hit with 10 million 
in damage.  a lot of that damage was done to roofs in the san 
gabriel valley. you've probably seen homes with missing 
shingles... some of them covered with plastic. and a lot of these 
storm victims are well aware that rain is on the way next week.  
that's what a lot of people in the san gabriel valley are doing... 
because there isn't time to get a significant roofing job done by 
monday... and there is a lot of demand right now... as you can 
imagine... for roofers!! 

KNBC 0:34 12/9/11 11:13p severe weather 

we've been telling you about the 40 million dollar hit that 
southern california took from last week's wind storm... and now 
there is a new threat linked to that storm... flooding!!  officials are 
warning residents in pasadena and other san gabriel valley cities 
to use their time wisely this weekend... cleaning up debris. that's 
because any tree branches that end up in storm drains could 
block those drains... and create a flooding hazard. unfortunately, 
there are so many trees down that a complete clean-up is just 
about impossible by monday. 

KNBC 0:22 12/12/11 11:01p severe weather 

and driving just about anywhere on wet streets tonight is bound 
to be a problem tonight as the tempertures continue to drop..  
road conditions are expected to get worse in places like cajon 
pass on the i-15 toward victorvill and barstow.. and the i-5.. the 
state's major north south route along the grapevine!! 

KNBC 0:28 12/12/11 11:02p severe weather 

we've already seen snow in the cajon summit... and the c-h-p is 
standing by to run escorts through the pass ... road closures... 
and chains... are all possible.  pretty much the same situation 
along intestate five... heading up to the frazier park area!! snow 
was falling this afternoon... and there was a good chance of 
more overnight!!  nbc four's jesse gary and angie crouch are live 
with the weather story... but first... where and how much - for 
that let's go to fritz! 

KNBC 2:17 12/12/11 11:03p severe weather 

snow is now blanketing the roads... in "lancaster" and 
"palmdale." but... in some areas... it's still just rain. "nbc four's" 
jesse gary joins us live now... with that part of our coverage. 
jesse... 

KNBC 0:16 12/12/11 11:06p severe weather 

people in the san gabriel valley are facing a one-two punch 
tonight!! first came the wind storm and all that damage! now 
comes the rain... where roofs have been destroyed! nbc4's angie 
crouch will have that part of our coverage... live! in just a few 
minutes. 
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KNBC 2:38 12/12/11 11:14p severe weather 

and now back to the rain across southern california...  in 
pasadena they're getting a double whammy! they're still cleaning 
up from the big wind storm! and now they have the rain to 
contend with!  city crews have been working crews around the 
clock... trying to clean up the mess before it gets worse. nbc4's 
angie crouch is live in pasadena... angie... 

KNBC 0:32 12/13/11 11:05p severe weather 

tonight... the snow and rain are gone...for a few days... but it's 
still cold outside!  this is snow summit near big bear... they didn't 
get quite as much snow as they were expecting... but the cold 
temperatures means what they got will be around through the 
weekend and they plan to make more!!  the travel conditions 
along the grapevine are excellent tonight... the c-h-p says they 
never had to close the highway or provide escorts. and when the 
sun came out this morning... frazier park became an excelent 
place to play in the snow... even though it wasn't very deep. 

KNBC 2:37 12/15/11 11:01p severe weather 

this is how it began - with thunder and lightning. then the rains 
came! for many this was an unexpected storm.. but it's what 
coming next that has many concerned - more wild winds.  fritz, 
out in altadena tonight with the forecast... and... nbc four's angie 
crouch is live in santa clarita... angie?? 

KNBC 3:32 12/16/11 11:03p severe weather 

our other big story tonight... those dangerous winds that have 
been blowing out there.  this is how it looked today... as those 
wicked winds were howling through porter ranch! all this... on the 
heels of yesterday's down-pour.  it's not as bad as that powerful 
windstorm two weeks ago... but that doesn't mean there hasn't 
been some serious damage!  we have *live* team coverage 
tonight.... fritz is in el segundo with the forecast... but we start 
with angie crouch in santa clarita. angie!  of course... fritz has 
been tracking the wind... all day. and he's with us now live 
from... "el segundo"! hey fritz. 

KNBC 1:00 12/20/11 11:03p severe weather 
looking live toward downtown los angeles... a new round of 
dangerous winds could be moving in over the next few days.  
fritz coleman is live in chino tonight. fritz.. santa anas again? 

KNBC 2:14 12/21/11 11:00p severe weather 

here's what it looks like right now... those strong winds have not 
arrived yet... but we all know what they can do... especially if 
they clock in at 6o miles per hour... or more!!  nbc four's robert 
kovacik is live in valencia... where they're getting ready... just in 
case! robert! 

KNBC 0:57 12/21/11 11:03p severe weather fritz coleman reporting 

KNBC 2:44 12/22/11 11:00p severe weather 

tonight... so cal edison crews have been working ... once again 
...to restore power... knocked out by those strong winds today... 
and right now... it looks like their efforts are paying off.  it's 11 
o'clock. i'm colleen williams. and i'm chuck henry.  and looking at 
the garden grove area... one of the hardest hit areas for power 
outages today... first how it looked about an hour ago... and then 
how it looked several hours ago.. as you can see ... the 
darkened areas, those homes without power, have gradually 
begun to "glow" again as the power is restored!!  fritz has the 
latest on the forecast... but first .. nbc four's robert kovacik is live 
in garden grove... where the lights have been coming back on... 
robert... 
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KNBC 1:26 12/22/11 11:03p severe weather 

most of the wind-related damage has been along the foothills.. in 
places like glendale... in one neighborhood a 50-foot pine tree 
was uprroted taking out an underground gas line when it fell. the 
gas company says the neighborhood was not in any danger... 
the tree had been a fixture on that front lawn for 50 years!  and, 
at dodger stadium... the winds knocked over some of the letters 
on the "think blue" sign. with the letters "t" and "h" blown forward 
on the hillside... and the "u" broken in half.... the phrase turned 
into "ink" "b-l-j-e".  so, how long will it last this time around? let's 
go to fritz coleman in the weather center... fritz? 

KNBC 0:50 10/4/11 11:16p technology 

a new version of the i-phone was unveiled today... and it has 
some pretty exciting improvements...  the new i-phone four-s has 
a faster processor... to run more realistic action games. the 
camera has an upgrade to eight mega-pixels... and has high def 
video capability... it's also a "world phone" which means you can 
make calls from overseas... the new phone will also be available 
on sprint as well as verizon and at&amp;t... some thought apple 
would reveal a more radical revision of the phone... an i-phone 
five... now there is speculation that version might be released in 
less than a year 

KNBC 0:20 10/11/11 11:23p technology 

the new i-phone is set to go on sale at stores friday... but there's 
something new apple fans can get even sooner! a new operating 
system.  apple's new i-o-s "five" system is out tomorrow.. tech 
experts say it has over 200 software updates... including... 
wireless syncing of music and photos... a message service... 
and an upgrade to apple's safari web browser... 

KNBC 0:30 10/12/11 11:15p technology 

if you own a blackberry you probably already know about this! 
millions of blackberry users were out in the cold all day... 
because of a system outage.  the problem started in europe on 
monday... and spread to us. blackberry says a router switch 
failed... and that caused a massive email backup. the backup 
triggered the outage worldwide. the parent company "research in 
motion" says the system is working again but emails may still be 
delayed.  and there is a recall involving sony tv's. the recall 
involves "bravia" models sold since 2007. sony says a faulty 
component may cause the t-v to melt or even catch fire. go to 
nbcla.com for more details on the recall. 

KNBC 2:49 10/13/11 11:11p technology 

the wait is nearly over for apple fans who are eager to get their 
hands on the latest i-phone.... the phone goes on sale first thing 
in the morning... but many people are already in line tonight...  
nbc4's kim baldonado is live at an apple store in pasadena... 
kim.... 

KNBC 0:45 10/14/11 11:23p technology 

the new i-phone 4-s finally hit stores this morning. as expected... 
stores were packed... after people lined up overnight... one 
analyst predicts sales of the 1-phone 4-s could hit four million in 
this weekend alone... reports say many stores sold out their 
entire inventory today... but... persistant phone hunters can still 
find one! many apple fans around the world labeled today "steve 
jobs day..." governor brown tweeted tonight that **sunday** 
would be the official steve jobs day in california. 
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KNBC 0:48 10/20/11 11:15p technology 

in a new biography about apple c-e-o steve jobs... comes a 
fascinating story... jobs unknowingly met his biological father 
several times... without either man realizing they were related.  
jobs had been given up for adoption as a baby... as an adult he 
frequented a restaurant in the silicon valley... that restaurant 
turns out to have been run by his biological father!! jobs' sister 
tracked down the father years later... who... still not realizing the 
relationship... bragged about how steve jobs would come to his 
restaurant! when she told jobs about the meeting... he chose not 
to pursue the connection. the authorized biography... simply 
titled "steve jobs" will be in stores on monday... 

KNBC 0:43 10/21/11 11:22p technology 

it's happening again... this weekend... another satellite is 
expected to make a fiery return to earth... sometime saturday or 
sunday.  this one is smaller than the satellite that came down 
last month. that one was the size of a bus... this one is more like 
a mini-van. scientists are not sure exactly where or when the 21 
year old german science satellite will break apart... but they 
say... most likely... it won't be near human beings. about 30 
significant chunks of debris are expected to make it through the 
atmosphere... all the way to earth.... coming down at about 280 
miles per hour. 

KNBC 2:57 11/4/11 11:14p technology 

there's an app for that... lots of apps right at your finger tips! but 
tonight... a warning! app addicts beware!  some of those apps 
you download so easily... could carry a hidden danger! nbc 4's 
mekahlo medina shows us how to protect ourselves!  [[[take pkg] 
[nat of marimba sound] they've become our virtually sidesicks… 
[nat of tritone] [3:32:09] "i'm addicted to my iphone… and that 
addiction is being fueled by apps. [nat of swoosh] [3:32:09] "the 
apps are very much a big part of that." todd nathanson has 
downloaded hundreds of apps. [3:32:19-23] "i can scroll 
through…" [3:44:22] "there are my travel apps: sw, united, 
american." [3:32:21] "…and i have 9 or 10 pages of it." they help 
me shop. [3:32:29] "or buying movie tickets…" scan bar codes 
for deals… search for news. [3:42:25] "i have the msnbc app." 
and for his work as a realtor… it gives him an edge. [bite at 
3:33:58] "if i can keep ahead of the competition… then i'm all for 
it." [nat] but he may not be up for this… ftc: "if you find that your 
device is sending text that you didn't send or emails that you 
didn't send…  

KNBC 4:10 11/17/11 11:14p technology 

tonight: hacker alert! the demand for free wi-fi... hot spots... is 
exploding! everywhere... from airports to coffee houses. but with 
this surging popularity… comes new dangers.  nbc4's ana garcia 
found out first hand what those dangers are... and she's here 
with the details! ana!  the most important thing you need to know 
about public wi-fi is that it's *not* secure. if you are using public 
wi-fi to access facebook …think of it this way: it's like opening up 
your address book, wallet and the secrets in your journal for all 
to see. that's how easy it is to get hacked. but you can protect 
yourself by changing just one setting!  for more specific 
instructions on how to change those facebook settings.. go to 
our website, nbcla.com, keyword: free wifi. one warning--some 
people complain the added security feature can interrupt their 
ability to play games. twitter has the same vulnerablity...so 
change those settings too. thanks ana! 
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KNBC 0:39 11/23/11 11:14p technology 

are you ready for this... someone... or something.... tracking your 
every move at your local mall this holiday season!... every 
store...you visit... every item you stop to see.  certain malls.... 
including the "promenade temecula"... will begin tracking the 
stores customers visit... using the signals from their cell phones! 
mall managers say this technology is a good way to figure out 
which stores are more popular... for planning purposes. the 
company behind the tracking system says it's hanging signs 
outside stores.... letting customers know they're being 
monitored. people can avoid it by simply... turning their phones 
off! 

KNBC 0:27 12/2/11 11:32p technology 

it looks like a giant cockroach from a science fiction movie-- 
remote controlled critters equipped with a camera, sensors.. and 
a transmitter. this is life saving science taking shape at u-c 
berkeley. researchers say these "robo bugs" move just like real 
critters... and could be used in places where humans can't go... 
or places that are unsafe... such as in search and rescues.. and 
the battle field. 

KNBC 0:42 12/5/11 11:24p technology 

could earth have a twin? learned today.. there might be another 
planet.. like our own.  this is the planet that's circling a distant 
star... every 290 days... the official name is "kepler-22-b". it's not 
to hot and it's not to cold. nasa thinks the temperture is about 72 
degrees year round. so the big question.. is there life on keppler 
22-b? we'll, according to nasa, the planet is a bit too big for life 
to exist on the surface. but since it's 600 light-years away, who 
real knows for sure? . 

KNBC 2:39 12/20/11 11:13p technology 

football fans will have a new option on super bowl sunday!! for 
the first time ever... you'll be able to watch the game as its 
streamed live on the internet and on mobile devices like the i-
pad.  live at 11... robert kovacik in hollywood! robert!  chyrons: ---
------------- *tonight//hollywood *laurie boloven//super bowl fan trt: 
130 outcue: 2012 ---------------------------------------------------- tonight 
in hollywood a bowl game that's not bowling anyone over. but 
there is one bowl game you can always count on... 111 million 
tuned into the superbowl last year and now get ready --for the 
first time the biggest draw on television is going mobile. nat: 
sure, nbc has been streaming sunday night football telecasts for 
the last four seasons. but now wildcard saturday, the pro bowl 
and the super bowl can be seen on nbc and nfl websites and 
through verizon's mobile phone app. sounds like a great idea, 
right? well, at first thought most will punt.. sot: sot: boloven nbc's 
"post season extra", as is it's called is not just meant for those 
who cant be in front of the tv, but as a second-screen 
experience. the online streaming feed will inlcude additional 
camera angles, highlights, stats and social media interaction. ah 
that''s a game changer sot: i can see like being able to watch 
and comment. once we told enrique martinez, he got his iphone 
retake out when he sits down to watch., sot: i have friends who 
are really tech nuts and wouldnt doubt nat: who is going to win... 
who will take the field, we still dont know. but we dont you will be 
able to find the game just about anywhere...as live sports on the 
internet takes a super step come february 5th, 2012. 
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KNBC 0:40 12/26/11 11:22p technology 

and just when you thought you'd caught up on technology... 
plans are reportedly in the work for a phone... that only needs 
charging every few weeks...  according to the tech website 
"mashable"... apple has filed two patents for hydrogen fuel cells 
for their battery. that means your i-phone or i-pad could work 
longer than ever... on a lighter and smaller battery pack. apple 
says the battery could power devices for days... or even weeks... 
without recharging! but... don't hold your breath... it could be a 
few years before these batteries are actually available! 

KNBC 0:33 10/5/11 11:10p transportation 

traffic on "the 170" in north hollywood was shut down tonight... 
when an amtrak train hit and killed a pedestrian... and body parts 
fell onto the freeway.  this is the back up as c-h-p officers 
searched the freeway tonight. the victim was hit near whitsett 
avenue around 7:15 tonight on the eastbound elevated train 
tracks. police are trying to figure out how it happened... and who 
the victim was. the number three and four north bound lanes are 
still closed as the investigation continues. 

KNBC 2:14 10/17/11 11:13p transportation 

well.. it's not another "carmageddon"... but get ready for some 
"challenging" commutes on the westside... where sunset crosses 
the 405. it's another phase of the freeway widening project in the 
sepulveda pass ...  nbc four's ted chen is live on the westside... 
ted?? 

KNBC 0:38 10/18/11 11:12p transportation 

a flight from lax to kansas city was diverted today to amarillo, 
texas... when an unruly passenger apparently got way out of 
hand!  29-year old ali raza shah-zorry was arrested for allegedly 
confronting the southwest airlines crew-members. according to 
passengers... he started yelling obscenities and he screamed 
quote "i'm not afraid to die". southwest says none of the 
passengers or crew members was harmed... and they continued 
on the same plane once the suspect was escorted off. the f-b-i 
says it doesn't believe this was terrorist related. 

KNBC 0:02 10/25/11 11:04p transportation 

now a developing story-- a major freeway closure involving the 
busiest section of the 405!  looking live from newschoppers 4... 
tonight... the southbound lanes of the freeway are already to 
shut down... all the way from the 101 in sherman oaks... to getty 
center drive.  lanes began to close about an hour ago... and the 
southbound lanes will remain closed all night... with traffic 
diverted to sepulveda boulevard. the southbound 405 should re-
open in time for the morning commute.  once again .. a closure 
on the southbound 405 between the 101 and getty center drive 
will be in effect through the night. the re-opening is scheduled for 
five a-m. the same scenario is scheduled for tomorrow night... 
then... thursday night and friday night... the northbound 405 will 
be closed in the same area!! a full update tomorrow morning on 
today in l-a starting at 4:30 a-m. 

KNBC 0:22 10/28/11 11:00p transportation 

breaking news! a big traffic mess on the northbound 405!- this 
has been going on for hours now- since about 6 this evening. a 
motorcyclist was killed... in a crash with a big rig... near sunset 
boulevard. they have started to re open all of the lanes.. but 
traffic is still backed up for miles- almost all the way to the south 
bay. 

KNBC 1:20 10/31/11 11:07p transportation 

the snowstorm that hit the northeast over the weekend made a 
mess of air travel and may end up costing one airline more than 
a million dollars in fines. it happened when jet blue passengers 
were stranded on the tarmac in hartford, connecticut...for 7-
hours.  the government is investigating reports of stranded 
passengers at other east coast airports. 
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KNBC 1:00 11/15/11 11:09p transportation 

a new study confirms... what we already know... from driving the 
freeways here in l.a.! we have the worst traffic congestion in 
america!  looking live at the 110 freeway in downtown l-a. a 
report by the "texas transportation institute" says the northbound 
110... between the ten and stadium way... is **now** the most 
congested stretch of freeway in the u-s.  and when it comes to 
the worst freeways for wasting fuel... that distinction goes to the 
101... from the west valley to downtown l-a.  overall... the study 
found l-a has seven of the top ten most congested freeways in 
america. 

KNBC 2:13 11/15/11 11:15p transportation 

los angeles internationa airport is expecting the biggest travel 
week of the year... over the thanksgiving holiday. and that got us 
to thinking... is there's an unwritten code of airline etiquette. if 
there is not everyone follows it!  and on that, nbc4's cary 
berglund has some advice.... 

KNBC 0:51 11/17/11 11:11p transportation Live breaking news - 747 blown tires at LAX 

KNBC 0:33 11/22/11 11:05p transportation 

and let's go live to newschopper 4... over the 405 freeway. and 
it's a mess out there- especially if you are trying to drive from 
culver city into the valley. we've received quite a few calls, 
asking us what is causing the backup. the chp tells us there was 
a wreck earlier tonight, but it's been cleared. perhaps it's the 
begining of the holiday travel rush. 

KNBC 0:28 11/23/11 11:00p transportation 

you know it's big... when there's a traffic backup at the airport... 
at this hour! this ia live picture of lax... tonight... the holiday travel 
season... and the getaway crush... is now officially underway!  
there are a lot of people out on the freeways... these live pictures 
from newschopper 4.... coming from the newhall pass.  it's 11 
o'clock! i'm colleen williams. and i'm chuck henry. 

KNBC 2:51 11/23/11 11:01p transportation 

the four-day holiday weekend is officially one hour away! but 
tonight... it looked like it was already going full blast! with crowds 
at the airports... on the roads... and in the supermarkets!  fritz 
coleman will have your thanksgiving-day temperatures. but first, 
nbc4's robert kovacik who's with some eager "black friday" 
shoppers" already camped out in the cold. robert? 

KNBC 0:30 11/30/11 11:09p transportation 

worries near the "santa monica" airport... nearby residents... met 
with officials tonight... voicing their concerns... about possible 
health dangers... in their neighborhood.  Tease  the 'chairman' of 
the state senate committee... on "air quality"... talked to airport 
neighbors... who worry that 'pollution' and 'noise'... from the 
airport... may be dangerous. the "south coast air quality 
management district" and the "e-p-a" have been conducting 
studies. the committee will consider... if new laws are needed... 
to reduce 'possible' health hazards. some neighbors would like 
to see the airport closed! 

KNBC 0:16 12/13/11 11:00p transportation 

the feds drop a bomb shell... on gadget-loving drivers... 
recommending a 'total ban' on using mobile phones... in 
vehicles... and... that means... no more using... even 'hands-free' 
devices.  good evening.. it's 11 o'clock. i'm lucy noland... in for 
colleen williams. and i'm chuck henry. 

KNBC 2:31 12/13/11 11:00p transportation 

the national transportation safety board the people who 
investigate airplane accidents, want all 50 states to ban the use 
of all electornic devices for all drivers. over 3 thousand people 
were killed in distracted driver accident last year and the ntsb 
calls that an epidemic!  nbc four's jesse gary is going to show 
what this could means for all of us! jesse! 
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KNBC 0:35 12/13/11 11:03p transportation 

and... you know... 'this' is a talker. earlier tonight... we asked you 
to join the conversation... on our facebook page...  and... boy... 
did you... "linda robison croyt" tells us... a ban would be 
"useless." she writes... quote... "anything you do while driving 
can be distracting... talking to passengers... eating... drinking 
your coffee... putting on your make-up... etcetera. you can't ban 
everything!"  michael gray offers a different opinion. he says... 
quote... "i'm all for a complete ban... but only if the punishment is 
just that... a punishment!! no slaps on the wrist on this."  so what 
do you think?? let us know... at "facebook dot com slash n-b-c l-
a." 

KNBC 0:28 12/13/11 11:04p transportation 

there was an evacuation at union station downtown around five 
o-clock tonight... security found a suspicious backpack on a red 
line train.  it didn't help matters that the backpack had the word 
"bang" written on it... the east and west entrances to the turns 
out the backpack didn't contain any explosives... but it did tie-up 
commuters on the red and purple lines for hours. 

KNBC 1:46 12/14/11 11:13p transportation 

on over 300 american airline flights out of l-a-x this year... an 
ipad was being used in the cockpit... even as passengers were 
being told to turn theirs off. now, the faa given the airline 
permission to use the tablets during all phases of the flight! but 
not passengers.  by replacing all of those **heavy** paper charts 
- american airlines estimates the ipad will eventually save 500-
thousand gallons of fuel a year. 

KNBC 0:13 12/14/11 11:32p transportation 

recapping our top story... the 60 freeway is shutdown indefinitely 
after this tanker caught fire earlier today. rush hour was a traffic 
disaster.... and it appears we can expect the same in the coming 
days. 
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KNBC 2:31 12/15/11 11:05p transportation 

the 60 freeway in montebello... still shut down all beacuse of that 
intense tanker truck fire yesterday! cal-trans had been tearing 
down the parmount overpass tonight...so they could re-open the 
freeway but now that's stopped!  and nbc4's jesse gary... is out 
there tonight where he just go some disappointing news for 
commuters! jesse!  [[a small army of workers with flatiron 
construction continue their rapid attack on the eastern lanes of 
the paramount overpass above the 60 freeway. massive 
excavators, front end loaders and trucks, along with the men at 
the controls, create a concert of movements through smoke, 
flame, and debris. --sot-- 18:55:18 (:07) patrick chandler/caltrans 
"there's some tubing that could potentially have some materials 
in there that could be hazardous. so we're gonna treat it like it is 
hazardous." [quick out] --track-- yesterday (nats of fire) the initial 
hazard came wednesday, when a tanker loaded with over 88-
hundred gallons of gasoline caught fire under the bridge. no one 
was hurt, but the extreme heat literally melted part of the 
structure, and damaged part of the roadway underneath. the 
domino effect from the complete closure of a major east-west 
artery has led to miles-long traffic delays.. --sot-- 09:12:54 (:05) 
no name given for chyron "it took me possibly 35 minutes to go a 
three mile route." 18:53:36 (:05) ming hsu/calif. highway patrol 
"it's an unfortunate mess. we obviously wish that this didn't 
happen, but it is what it is." --track-- chp officials stress motorists 
should use alternate routes, and allow one to two hours of extra 
time. meanwhile crews are working through the night, and 
dealing with new problems as they race to demolish a decades-
old structure. --sot-- 18:57:03 (:06) patrick chandler/caltrans 
"we're gonna work with other agencies that are out here to get 
that moving along. so it's just one of the challenges we'll have to 
deal with." ]] 

KNBC 1:01 12/16/11 11:07p transportation 

new developments on the 60-freeway shutdown.  if all goes as 
planned...the freeway *could* re-open as early as tomorrow 
afternoon. cal-trans has been working around the clock to 
demolish that bridge damaged by the massive tanker fire.  here's 
a live look at the work underway from news-chopper-4. both 
sides of the freeway remain closed tonight -- frustrating the more 
than 200-thousand drivers who rely on this freeway everyday.  
the bridge was damaged wednesday when a tanker truck caught 
on fire on the freeway right under the overpass. caltrans tried to 
get the freeway reopened by this afternoon's rush hour...but 
embedded telephone lines are causing problems. so for now, the 
60-freeway remains closed between the 710 and 605 freeways.  
stay with nbc4 news for the latest developments on the 
shutdown. we will be monitoring the situation throughout the 
weekend to get you prepared for monday's commute. be sure 
and join us for "today in la" starting at 7 am and join me for nbc4 
news at six and eleven tomorrow. 

KNBC 2:41 12/19/11 11:04p transportation 

looking live at the 60 freeway... from newschopper four tonight... 
workers will spend another night knocking down that overpass 
that was damaged by the tanker explosion last week... and 
people living nearby can expect more loud banging noises and 
vibrations!  nbc4's toni guinyard is live in montebello... toni... 

KNBC 1:32 12/21/11 11:07p transportation 
the f-a-a has announced tough new rules... to make flying safer.. 
by making sure that pilots get enough rest... before they take the 
controls....  the pilots union is praising the new rules. 
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KNBC 0:40 12/23/11 11:03p transportation 

if you're hitting the road this holiday weekend, you've got some 
company!  more than 83-million people are expected to travel 
this holiday season. that's up two percent from last year.  
newchopper-4 over the "5 freeway" tonight near valencia. even 
at this hour... there's a good number, steady number of cars on 
the freeway. "triple-a" says the average family road trip will be 
about 680-miles.... which is a little less than a round trip between 
los angeles and the bay area.  l-a-x is also seeing its fair share 
of passengers. starting last friday... through january third.... 
nearly three million people are expected to pass through the 
airport. 

KNBC 0:30 12/27/11 11:03p transportation 

another developing story.... this one... in "sacramento." a 
"southwest airlines" flight has aborted its take-off... after two of 
the plane's tire... blew out... on a runway... at "sacramento 
international airport."  the plane was just about to 'take-off'... for 
"seattle"... when the tires blew. emergency crews raced to the 
plane... to hose down the "737"... as all '130-passengers' 
exited... on a portable stairway. no one's hurt... just some 
jumbled nerves. "southwest" re-booked those passengers... onto 
other flights. 

KNBC 0:34 12/28/11 11:15p transportation 

remember the days... when they were confiscating your 
tweezers at the airport? listen to this... despite 'all' the security 
we go through at airports... on christmas eve.... a man got 
through security... carrying a 'sword.' however... it was a sword 
'disguised'... as something else.  a man boarded a flight in 
"corpus christi.. texas... with the 'sword'... disguised as a 'cane.' 
the 14-inch blade... went through an x-ray machine... but "t-s-a" 
agents missed it. however... at "dallas-fort-worth"... the guy 
decided to have a smoke... and had to go back through security 
afterward... and... that's when the second round of t-s-a agents... 
found the blade... and arrested the man.  understandably... 
some passengers weren't too happy to hear... how he made it 
through the first time. authorities arressted the passenger with 
the sword. and the t-s-a says... it's investigating to see how this 
whole thing could happen. 

KNBC 2:23 12/30/11 11:06p transportation 

the c-h-p expected to go into maximum enforcement mode this 
holiday weekend... but they're looking for more than drunk 
drivers... this year they are cracking down on "distracted drivers" 
as well...  nbc4's annette arreola is live in van nuys!! annette... 
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ACCESS HOLLYWOOD, Recorded, 
Other/Public Affairs/Entertainment, 7:30-
8:00PM Monday through Friday, repeated 
the next morning 11:30-12:00N effective 
12/28/98 is an entertainment news-
magazine which discusses the current 
news and issues in the entertainment 
business.  The program also profiles 
current stars as well as behind-the-
camera personalities.   

CHANNEL 4 NEWS CONFERENCE, 
Local, Public Affairs/Other, various times 
on Sunday, is a regularly scheduled 
series featuring topical, informative 
interviews with public figures, community 
leaders, and government officials. 

NBC 4 NEWS, Local, News, various 
times and lengths, Monday through 
Sunday, includes concise reports from 
authorities on a variety of subjects as well 
as comprehensive coverage of fast 
breaking stories in Southern California, 
the nation, the world. 

CHRIS MATTHEWS SHOW, Recorded, 
Public Affairs/Other, 6:30PM-7:00PM 
Saturday, the weekly program brings 
viewers up close and behind-the-scenes 
with the nation’s most powerful and 
influential newsmakers. 

DATELINE NBC, Network, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, various times, is a prime 
time news magazine program co-hosted 
by Jane Pauley and Stone Phillips.  There 
are usually 3 segments per show, 15-20 
minutes each.  

EXTRA!, Recorded, Public Affairs/ 
Other/Entertainment, 7:00-7:30PM 
Monday through Friday effective 9/5/94 
and for an hour various times on the 
weekend effective 9/11/94 is a news 
magazine program about the current 
happenings in and around Los Angeles.  

Hisapnics Business Today, Recorded, 
Public Affairs/Other, various times on the 
weekend.  This weekly program 
examines business issues, challenges 
and concerns facing Hispanic business 
owners and entrepreneurs.  The focus will 
be on giving those entrepreneurs and 
businessmen/businesswomen, the tools 
they need to compete successfully in the 
business and corporate worlds and show 
them how to increase business 
opportunities, access capital and market 
share. 

MEET THE PRESS, Network, Public 
Affairs, 8:00-9:00AM Sunday, is the 
longest running program on television.  
Different members of the press and 
media join each week to question leading 
figures involved in and/or with expertise in 
current and timely issues and events. 

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS, Network, 
News/Public Affairs, 6:30-7:00PM 
Monday through Friday; various times 
Saturday and Sunday covers hard news 
of the day as well as commentaries.  
Segments are usually 3-5 minutes in 
length. 
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5:00a
Hispanic Business Today 

[HBT 101] 5:00a

5:30a
The Chris Matthews Show 

[#1002] 5:30a

6:00a Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

8:00a Turbo Dogs 8:00a

8:30a Shelldon 8:30a

9:00a The Magic School Bus
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201140] 9:00a

9:30a Babar
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7109] 9:30a

10:00a Willa's Wild Life Open House [#5133] 10:00a

10:30a Pearlie HouseSmarts [083R] 10:30a

11:00a
Hispanic Business Today 

[HBT 101]
Sensa V8 (Paid Program) 

[SEN1852] 11:00a

11:30a
Black Enterprise Business 

Report [#86]
Nu Brill V8 (Paid Program) 

[NUB0537] 11:30a

12:00p NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon
Wall Street Journal Report 

[#1514] 12:00p

12:30p Extra [#18018] Extra [#18019] Extra [#18020] Extra [#18021] Extr a [#18022] Tech Now! [#645] 12:30p

1:00p Know Your Heritage Hispanic 
College Quiz [#3] 1:00p

1:30p Know Your Heritage Hispanic 
College Quiz [#4] 1:30p

2:00p We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-011A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-012A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-013A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-014A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-015A]

Procera Avh (Paid Program) 
[PRO3241] 2:00p

2:30p We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-011B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-012B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-013B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-014B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-015B]

Cd Wen Hair 2.7 (Paid Program) 
[WEN2578] 2:30p

3:00p
Wall Street Journal Report 

[#1514] 3:00p

3:30p NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p 4:00p

4:30p 4:30p

5:00p
The Chris Matthews Show 

[#1002] 5:00p

5:30p NBC Nightly News 5:30p

6:00p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

6:30p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

7:00p Extra [#18019] Extra [#18020] Extra [#18021] Extra [#18022] Extr a [#18023] Open House [#5133] 7:00p

7:30p Access Hollywood [#3926] Access Hollywood [#3927] Acc ess Hollywood [#3928] Access Hollywood [#3929] Access  Hollywood [#3930] LXTV: First Look [#3139] 7:30p

8:00p Up All Night Community Up All Night 8:00p

8:30p Free Agents Parks & Recreation Whitney 8:30p

9:00p The Office The Challenge (9:04p) 9:00p

9:30p Whitney
Prime Time News LA 

(9:36p) 9:30p

10:00p 10:00p

10:30p 10:30p

11:00p NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p 11:30p

11:35p Channel 4 News Conference 
[#201140] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a 12:00a

12:30a 12:30a

1:00a LXTV: First Look [#3139] 1:00a

1:30a
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a) Open House [#5133] 1:30a

2:00a In Wine Country (2:05a) In Wine Country (2:05a) In Wine Country (2:05a) In Wine Country (2:05a) In Wine Country (2:05a) Open House [#6111] 2:00a

2:30a In Wine Country (2:35a) In Wine Country (2:35a) In Wine Country (2:35a) In Wine Country (2:35a) In Wine Country (2:35a)
Midnight Special (Paid 

Program) [MID0327] 2:30a

3:00a In Wine Country 3:00a

3:30a In Wine Country 3:30a

4:00a Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

4:30a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Nu Brill V8 (Paid 

Program) [NUB0537] 
Black Enterprise 

Business Report [#86]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2004]

Ellen [#9011]

Today in LA 5am

NBC4 News at 5p

Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5am

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

The Biggest Loser

Parenthood

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Saturday Night Live     
(Melissa Mccarthy & 

Lady Antebellum) new 

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Today in LA 5am

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL271]

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

The Sing Off

The Playboy Club

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL272]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2014]

Ellen [#9012]

NBC4 News at 5pNBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL273]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2008]

Ellen [#9013]

Harry's Law

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL274]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2018]

Ellen [#9014]

NBC4 News at 5p

Prime Suspect

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL275]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2019]

Saturday Today

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W786]

Extra Weekend 
[#18024]

NBC4 News

Harry's Law

Prime Suspect

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football NY Jets @ 
Baltimore  (5:15p)

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
Rugby World Cup: 

USA vs. Russia 

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Ellen [#9015]

NBC4 News at 5p

Dateline NBC

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W786] 

(12:06a)

Extra Weekend 
[#18024] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2011 Schedule* Updated: 01/03/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 10/3/11 Tue 10/4/11 Wed 10/5/11 Thu 10/6/11 Fri 10/ 7/11 Sat 10/8/11 Sun 10/9/11
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 102] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1003] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

Today Show Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Turbo Dogs 8:00a

Shelldon 8:30a

The Magic School Bus
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201141] 9:00a

Babar
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7110] 9:30a

Willa's Wild Life Open House [#5134] 10:00a

Pearlie HouseSmarts [084R] 10:30a

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 102]

Cd Wen Hair 2.7 (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1323] 11:00a

Black Enterprise Business 
Report [#87]

Lift Away Offer (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1330] 11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon Travel Café Switzerland 12:00p

Extra [#18024] Extra [#18025] Extra [#18026] Extra [#18027] Extr a [#18028] 12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-016A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-017A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-018A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-019A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-020A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-016B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-017B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-018B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-019B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-020B] 2:30p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1515] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p
The Chris Matthews Show 

[#1003] 5:00p

The Filter 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18025] Extra [#18026] Extra [#18027] Extra [#18028] Extr a [#18029] Open House [#5134] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#3931] Access Hollywood [#3932] Acc ess Hollywood [#3933] Access Hollywood [#3934] Access  Hollywood [#3935] LXTV: First Look [#3140] 7:30p

Up All Night Community Up All Night 8:00p

Free Agents Parks & Recreation Whitney 8:30p

The Office The Challenge (8:50p) 9:00p

Whitney
Prime Time News LA 

(9:21p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

Channel 4 News Conference 
[#201141] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3140] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [#5134] 1:30a

In Wine Country (2:05a) In Wine Country (2:05a) In Wine Country (2:05a) In Wine Country (2:05a) In Wine Country (2:05a) Open House [#6112] 2:00a

In Wine Country (2:35a) In Wine Country (2:35a) In Wine Country (2:35a) In Wine Country (2:35a) In Wine Country (2:35a)
Midnight Special (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1298] 2:30a

In Wine Country 3:00a

In Wine Country 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Magicjack V15 (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1338] 
Black Enterprise 

Business Report [#87]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

Today Show

Today Show

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Saturday Today
Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL277]

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL276]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2022]

Ellen [#9016] Ellen [#9017]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

NBC4 News at 5p

The Sing Off

The Playboy Club Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL278]

Nate Berkus [#2021]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2012]

Ellen [#9018]

NBC4 News at 5p

Harry's Law

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

NBC News Special Report 
Presidential News 

Conference  (7:57a)

Today Show (9:14a)

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL279]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2002]

NBC4 News at 5p

Ellen [#9019]

NBC4 News at 5p

Prime Suspect

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL280]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2025]

Ellen [#9020]

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Meet the Press

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W787]

NBC Sports Special 
Diamond League Track & 

Field 

NBC Sports Special 
World of Adventure 

Football Night in 
America

Notre Dame Football 
Air Force 

Extra Weekend jip 
[#18030]  (4:10p)

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Green Bay @ 

Atlanta  (5:15p)

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W787] 

(12:06a)

Extra Weekend 
[#18030] (1:04a)

Harry's Law

Saturday Night Live     
(Ben Stiller & Foster 

the People) new 

NBC4 News

Harry's Law

Harry's Law
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2011 Schedule* Updated: 01/03/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 10/10/11 Tue 10/11/11 Wed 10/12/11 Thu 10/13/11 Fri  10/14/11 Sat 10/15/11 Sun 10/16/11
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 103] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1004] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Turbo Dogs 8:00a

Shelldon 8:30a

The Magic School Bus
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201142] 9:00a

Babar
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7111] 9:30a

Open House [#5135] 10:00a

HouseSmarts [106R] 10:30a

NBC4 News Special Report 
Seal Beach Shooting 11:00a

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL285] (11:39a) 11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon
NBC Sports Special Dew 

Tour Countdown 12:00p

Extra [#18030] Extra [#18031] Extra [#18032] Extra [#18033] Extr a [#18034] 12:30p

NBC Sports Special Dew 
Tour Countdown 1:00p

1:30p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-021A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-022A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-024A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-025A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-021B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-022B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-024B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-025B] 2:30p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1516] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Willa's Wild Life 4:00p

Pearlie 4:30p
The Chris Matthews Show 

[#1004] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18031] Extra [#18032] Extra [#18033] Extra [#18034] Extr a [#18035] Open House [#5135] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#3936] Access Hollywood [#3937] Acc ess Hollywood [#3938] Access Hollywood [#3939] Access  Hollywood [#3940] LXTV: First Look [#3141] 7:30p

Up All Night Community The Office 8:00p

Whitney Parks & Recreation Parks & Recreation The Challenge (8:36p) 8:30p

The Office 9:00p

Whitney 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

Channel 4 News Conference 
[#201142] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3141] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [#5135] 1:30a

In Wine Country (2:05a) In Wine Country (2:05a) Open House [#6113] 2:00a

In Wine Country (2:35a) In Wine Country (2:35a)
Midnight Special (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1298] 2:30a

In Wine Country 3:00a

In Wine Country 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Lfel1 Uplifting (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1190] 
Black Enterprise 

Business Report [#88]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Meet the Press

Meet the Press

Today in LA 5am

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

Nate Berkus [#2024]

Ellen [#9024]

NBC4 News at 5p

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Ellen [#9025]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Sports Special 
Autimn at Keenneland 

Today in LA 5am

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2027]

Ellen [#9021]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Sing Off

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL281]

Prime Suspect

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL282]

Days of Our Lives

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL283]

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News Special Report 
Seal Beach Shooting  

(2:13p)

Nate Berkus [#2020]

Ellen [#9022]
Ellen jip [#9023]  

(4:05p)

NBC4 News at 5p

Harry's Law

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night ufn M-F 
205a-304a  (2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL284]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2030]

Prime Suspect

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Saturday Today

NBC Sports Special 
World Gymnastics 

Championships 

NBC Sports Special 
Dew Tour 

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2032]
Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W788]

Prime Suspect

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Saturday Night Live     
(Anna Faris & Drake) 

new 

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Minnesota @ 

Chicago  (5:15p)

NBC Sports Special 
World Gymnastics 

Championships 

NBC Sports Special 
Dew Tour  (1:32p)

Football Night in 
America

NBC4 News

Harry's Law

Prime Time News LA 
(9:06p)

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W788] 

(12:06a)

Extra Weekend 
[#18036] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2011 Schedule* Updated: 01/03/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 10/17/11 Tue 10/18/11 Wed 10/19/11 Thu 10/20/11 Fri  10/21/11 Sat 10/22/11 Sun 10/23/11
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 104] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1005] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Turbo Dogs 8:00a

Shelldon 8:30a

The Magic School Bus
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201143] 9:00a

Babar
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7112] 9:30a

Willa's Wild Life Open House [#5136] 10:00a

Pearlie HouseSmarts [111R] 10:30a

NBC News Special Report 
Gadhafi's death  (11:04a)

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 104]

Superwave (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1342] 11:00a

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL289] (11:16a)

Black Enterprise Business 
Report [84R]

Lift Away Offer (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1330] 11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Extra [#18036] Extra [#18037] Extra [#18038] Extra [#18039] Extr a [#18040] 12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-026A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-027A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-028A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-029A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-030A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-026B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-027B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-028B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-029B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-030B] 2:30p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1517] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

NBC Nightly News 4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18037] Extra [#18038] Extra [#18039] Extra [#18040] Extr a [#18041] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#3941] Access Hollywood [#3942] Acc ess Hollywood [#3943] Access Hollywood [#3944] Access  Hollywood [#3945] 7:30p

Up All Night Community The Office
Open House jip [#5136]  

(8:03p) 8:00p

Whitney Parks & Recreation Parks & Recreation LXTV: First Look [#3142] The Challenge (8:34p) 8:30p

The Office 9:00p

Whitney 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

Channel 4 News Conference 
[#201143] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3142] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [#5136] 1:30a

Open House [#6114] 2:00a
Midnight Special (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1298] 2:30a

In Wine Country 3:00a

In Wine Country 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Genie Bra (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1290] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[84R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Extra Weekend 
[#18042] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

Today in LA 5am

Ellen [#9029]

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p) Access Hollywood 

Weekend [W789] 
(12:06a)

Today in LA 5am

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Prime Suspect

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Ellen [#9027]

Today in LA 5am

Ellen [#9026]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Sing Off

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL286]

Days of Our Lives

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL287]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2023]Nate Berkus [#2029]

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL288]

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

Ellen [#9028]

NBC4 News at 5p

Harry's Law

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2026]Nate Berkus [#2017]

NBC4 News at 5p

Prime Suspect

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Saturday Today

NBC Sports Special 
Skate America 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W789]

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL290]

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
Rugby World Cup 

Final 

Football Night in 
America

Notre Dame Football 
USC 

Extra Weekend 
[#18042]

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2175]

Ellen [#9030]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Indianapolis 

@ New Orleans  
(5:15p)

Prime Time News LA 
(9:06p)

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p

Dateline NBC

Saturday Night Live     
(Alec Baldwin & 

Radiohead) 
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2011 Schedule* Updated: 01/03/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 10/24/11 Tue 10/25/11 Wed 10/26/11 Thu 10/27/11 Fri  10/28/11 Sat 10/29/11 Sun 10/30/11
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 105] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1006] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Turbo Dogs 8:00a

Shelldon 8:30a

The Magic School Bus
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201144] 9:00a

Babar
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7113] 9:30a

Willa's Wild Life Open House [#5137] 10:00a

Pearlie HouseSmarts [085R] 10:30a

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 105]

Nu Brill V8 (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1340] 11:00a

Black Enterprise Business 
Report [85R]

Travel Café Switzerland 11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon
Chefdini (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1343] 12:00p

Extra [#18042] Extra [#18043] Extra [#18044] Extra [#18045] Extr a [#18046] 12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-031A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-032A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-033A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-034A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-035A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-031B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-032B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-033B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-034B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-035B] 2:30p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1518] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p
The Chris Matthews Show 

[#1006] 5:00p

The Filter 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18043] Extra [#18044] Extra [#18045] Extra [#18046] Extr a [#18047] Open House [#5137] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#3946] Access Hollywood [#3947] Acc ess Hollywood [#3948] Access Hollywood [#3949] Access  Hollywood [#3950] LXTV: First Look [#3143] 7:30p

Up All Night Community 8:00p

Whitney Parks & Recreation The Challenge (8:43p) 8:30p

The Office 9:00p

Whitney 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

Channel 4 News Conference 
[#201144] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3143] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [#5137] 1:30a

Open House [#6115] 2:00a
Lfel1 Uplifting (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1190] 2:30a

In Wine Country 3:00a

In Wine Country 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Magicjack V15 (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1338] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[85R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Chuck

Grimm

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Extra Weekend 
[#18048] (1:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2034]

Ellen [#9034]

NBC4 News at 5p

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL295]

Days of Our Lives

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today in LA 5am

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Nate Berkus [2004R]

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W790] 

(12:06a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 5p

The Sing Off

Prime Suspect

NBC4 News at 11p

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL291]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2038]

Ellen [#9031]

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL292]

Days of Our Lives

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL293]

Ellen [#9032]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

Ellen [#9033]

NBC4 News at 5p

Harry's Law

Prime Suspect

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Prime Suspect

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL294]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2039]

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Grimm premiere 

Dateline NBCPrime Suspect

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Saturday Today

Nate Berkus [#2033]

Ellen [#9035]

NBC4 News at 5p

Chuck premiere 

NBC4 News at 11p

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Saturday Night Live     
(Ben Stiller & Foster 

the People) 

Meet the Press

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W790]

NBC Sports Special 
PBR 

Football Night in 
America

Notre Dame Football 
Navy 

Extra Weekend 
[#18048]

NBC4 News NBC Sunday Night 
Football Dallas @ 

Philadelphia  (5:15p)

Prime Time News LA 
(9:15p)

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2011 Schedule* Updated: 01/03/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 10/31/11 Tue 11/1/11 Wed 11/2/11 Thu 11/3/11 Fri 11 /4/11 Sat 11/5/11 Sun 11/6/11
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 106] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1007] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Turbo Dogs 8:00a

Shelldon 8:30a

The Magic School Bus
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201145] 9:00a

Babar
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7114] 9:30a

Willa's Wild Life Open House [#5138] 10:00a

Pearlie HouseSmarts [086R] 10:30a

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 106] 11:00a

Black Enterprise Business 
Report [79R] 11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Extra [#18048] Extra [#18049] Extra [#18050] Extra [#18051] Extr a [#18052] 12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-036A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-037A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-038A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-039A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-040A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-036B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-037B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-038B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-039B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-040B] 2:30p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1519] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

NBC4 News Special Report San 
Onofre Ammonia Leak  (4:14p) 4:00p

Ellen [#9037] 4:30p
The Chris Matthews Show 

[#1007] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18049] Extra [#18050] Extra [#18051] Extra [#18052] Extr a [#18053] Open House [#5138] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#3951] Access Hollywood [#3952] Acc ess Hollywood [#3953] Access Hollywood [#3954] Access  Hollywood [#3955] LXTV: First Look [#3144] 7:30p

Up All Night Community 8:00p

Up All Night Parks & Recreation 8:30p

The Office The Challenge (9:05p) 9:00p

Whitney
Prime Time News LA 

(9:36p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

Channel 4 News Conference 
[#201145] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3144] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [#5138] 1:30a

Open House [#6116] 2:00a
Disney Vacation (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1344] 2:30a

In Wine Country 3:00a

In Wine Country 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Ab Doer (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1158] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[79R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Harry's Law

Prime Suspect

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Nate Berkus [#2035]

Ellen [#9036]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Sing Off

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL296]

Days of Our Lives

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL297]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2036]

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL298]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2028]

Ellen [9023R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Harry's Law

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL299]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2041]

Ellen [#9038]

NBC4 News at 5pNBC4 News at 5p

Prime Suspect

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL300]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2040]

Ellen [#9039]

Saturday Today

NBC Sports Special 
ISU Grand Prix of 

Figure Skating 

NBC Sports Special 
NFL Turning Point 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W791]

Extra Weekend 
[#18054]

NBC4 News

Saturday Night Live     
(Charlie Day & Maroon 

5) new 

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
NYC Marathon 

NBC Skating Special 
Rain, Tribute to the 

Neatles on Ice 

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Chuck

Grimm

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Baltimore @ 

Pittsburgh  (5:15p)

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W791] 

(12:06a)

Extra Weekend 
[#18054] (1:04a)
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2011 Schedule* Updated: 01/03/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 11/7/11 Tue 11/8/11 Wed 11/9/11 Thu 11/10/11 Fri 11 /11/11 Sat 11/12/11 Sun 11/13/11
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 107] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1008] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Turbo Dogs 8:00a

Shelldon 8:30a

The Magic School Bus
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201146] 9:00a

Babar
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7115] 9:30a

Willa's Wild Life Open House [#5139] 10:00a

Pearlie HouseSmarts [087R] 10:30a

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 107] 11:00a

Black Enterprise Business 
Report [86R] 11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon
Procera Avh (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1339] 12:00p

Extra [#18055] Extra [#18056] Extra [#18057] Extra [#18058]
X5 Mop V5 (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1345] 12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-042A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-043A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-044A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-045A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-041B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-042B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-043B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-044B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-045B] 2:30p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1520] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

NBC Nightly News 4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18055] Extra [#18056] Extra [#18057] Extra [#18058] Extr a [#18059] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#3956] Access Hollywood [#3957] Acc ess Hollywood [#3958] Access Hollywood [#3959] Access  Hollywood [#3960] 7:30p

Up All Night Community Open House [#5139] 8:00p

Up All Night Parks & Recreation LXTV: First Look [#3145] 8:30p

The Office The Challenge (9:08p) 9:00p

Whitney
Prime Time News LA 

(9:41p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

Channel 4 News Conference 
[#201146] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3145] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [#5139] 1:30a

Open House [#6117] 2:00a
Sensa V8 (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1331] 2:30a

In Wine Country 3:00a

In Wine Country 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Abrock Twister (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1258] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[86R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W792] 

(12:06a)

Extra Weekend 
[#18060] (1:04a)

NBC4 News at 5p

Prime Suspect

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Extra Weekend 
[#18060]

Dateline NBC

Saturday Night Live     
(Emma Stone & 
Coldplay) new 

Today in LA 5am

NBC4 News Special 
Report Murray Trial 

Verdict  (11:03a)

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

Chuck

Grimm

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
ISU Grand Prix of 

Figure Skating 

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 5p

The Sing Off

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Days of Our Lives 
(3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL302]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2037]

Ellen [#9041]

Nate Berkus [#2043]

Ellen [#9040]

The Biggest Loser

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL303]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2042]

Ellen [#9042]

NBC4 News at 5p

Harry's Law

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL304]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2049]

Ellen [#9043]

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL305]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2050]

Ellen [#9044]

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Football Night in 
America

Saturday Today

NBC Sports Special 
World of Adventure 

NBC Sports Special Dew 
Tour Highlight Show 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W792]

Notre Dame Football 
Maryland @ FedEx 

Field in D.C. NBC Sunday Night 
Football New England 

@ NY Jets  (5:15p)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

NBC Skating Special 
Fashion on Ice 
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2011 Schedule* Updated: 01/03/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 11/14/11 Tue 11/15/11 Wed 11/16/11 Thu 11/17/11 Fri  11/18/11 Sat 11/19/11 Sun 11/20/11
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 101R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1009] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

Today Show 9:00a

NBC4 News Special Report 
Occupy LA Protest March  

(9:44a)
9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Extra [#18060] Extra [#18061] Extra [#18062] Extra [#18063] Extr a [#18064] 12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-046A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-047A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-048A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-049A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-050A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-046B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-047B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-048B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-049B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-050B] 2:30p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1521] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1009] 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18061] Extra [#18062] Extra [#18063] Extra [#18064] Extr a [#18065] Open House [#5140] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#3961] Access Hollywood [#3962] Acc ess Hollywood [#3963] Access Hollywood [#3964] Access  Hollywood [#3965] LXTV: First Look [#3146] 7:30p

Up All Night Community 8:00p

Up All Night Parks & Recreation 8:30p

The Office 9:00p

Whitney
Prime Time News LA 

(9:17p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

Channel 4 News Conference 
[#201147] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3146] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [#5140] 1:30a

Open House [#6118] 2:00a
X5 Mop V5 (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1345] 2:30a

In Wine Country 3:00a

In Wine Country 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Lfel1 Uplifting (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1190] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[87R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

NBC4 News at 5p

Today in LA 5am

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W793] 

(12:06a)

Extra Weekend 
[#18066] (1:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Chuck

Grimm

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p

The Sing Off

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL306]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2048]

Ellen [#9045]

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL307]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2044]

Ellen [#9046]

NBC4 News at 5p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL308]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2046]

The Biggest Loser

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

Harry's Law

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show (9:46a)

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL309]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2051]

Ellen [#9048]Ellen [#9047]

NBC4 News at 5p

Prime Suspect

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL310] 

(11:12a)

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2052]

Ellen [#9049]

NBC4 News at 5pNBC4 News at 5p

Notre Dame Football 
Boston College 

Golf President's Cup 

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Extra Weekend jip 
[#18066]  (4:39p)

NBC4 News

Harry's Law

Prime Suspect

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Saturday Night Live     
(Jason Segel & 
Florence + the 
Machine) new 

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

Golf President's Cup 

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Philadelphia 
@ NY Giants ** flex 

week **  (5:15p)

Meet the Press

The Challenge (8:45p)

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2011 Schedule* Updated: 01/03/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 11/21/11 Tue 11/22/11 Wed 11/23/11 Thu 11/24/11 Fri  11/25/11 Sat 11/26/11 Sun 11/27/11
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 102R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1010] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Turbo Dogs 8:00a

Shelldon 8:30a

The Magic School Bus
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201148] 9:00a

Babar
Wall Street Journal Report 

[#1522] 9:30a

Willa's Wild Life 10:00a

Pearlie 10:30a

Pearlie org sch 11/19 11:00a

11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Extra [#18066] Extra [#18067] Extra [#18068] 12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-051A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-052A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-053A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-055A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-051B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-052B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-053B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-055B] 2:30p

Turbo Dogs org sch 11/19 
Wall Street Journal Report 

[#1522] 3:00p

Shelldon org sch 11/19 NBC Nightly News 3:30p

The Magic School Bus org 
sch 11/19 4:00p

Babar org sch 11/19 4:30p
Willa's Wild Life org sch 

11/19 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18067] Extra [#18068] Extra [#18069] Extra [#18070] Extr a [#18071] Open House [#5141] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#3966] Access Hollywood [#3967] Acc ess Hollywood [#3968] Access Hollywood [#3969] Access  Hollywood [#3970] LXTV: First Look [#3147] 7:30p

Up All Night 8:00p

Up All Night The Challenge (8:38p) 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

Channel 4 News Conference 
[#201148] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3147] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [#5141] 1:30a

Open House [6114R] 2:00a
Am Book May (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1347] 2:30a

In Wine Country 3:00a

In Wine Country 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Magicjack V15 (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1338] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[88R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Macy's Thanksgiving 
Day Parade

NBC Movie of the 
Week Horton Hears a 

Who 

The 85th Anniversary of the 
Macy's Thanksgiving Day 

Parade

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today in LA 5am

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2060]

Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5am

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2058]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL311]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Sing Off

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL312]

Ellen [#9050]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL313]

Ellen [#9051]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser 
Where Are They Now? 

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

The Biggest Loser

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2053]

Ellen [#9052]

NBC4 News at 5p

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

National Dog Show

NBC Movie of the 
Week Miracle on 34th 

Street 

Ellen [9049R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Today in LA 5am

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL315]

Nate Berkus [2043R]

Ellen [#9053]

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

The 85th Anniversary of the 
Macy's Thanksgiving Day 

Parade

NBC Movie of the 
Week Bee Movie 

Saturday Night Live     
(Melissa Mccarthy & 

Lady Antebellum) 

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Saturday Today

Bayou Classic 
Grambling vs. 

Southern 

NBC4 News

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Movie of the 
Week National 

Treasure: Book of 
Secrets 

National Hockey 
League Detroit @ 

Boston 

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Pittsburgh @ 

Kansas City ** flex 
week **  (5:15p)

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
USSA 

NBC Sports Special 
ISU Grand Prix of 

Figure Skating 

NBC Skating Special 
Pandora 

Unforgettable Holiday 
Moments 

Prime Time News LA 
(9:11p)

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W794] 

(12:06a)

Extra Weekend 
[#18072] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2011 Schedule* Updated: 01/03/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 11/28/11 Tue 11/29/11 Wed 11/30/11 Thu 12/1/11 Fri 12/2/11 Sat 12/3/11 Sun 12/4/11
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 103R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1011] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Turbo Dogs 8:00a

Shelldon 8:30a

The Magic School Bus
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201149] 9:00a

Babar Willa's Wild Life org sch 12/3 9:30a

Today Show 10:00a

Today Show (10:34a) 10:30a

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL316] (11:14a) 11:00a

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL316] (11:38a) 11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Extra [#18072] Extra [#18073] Extra [#18074] Extra [#18075] Extr a [#18076] 12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-056A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-057A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-058A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-059A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-060A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-056B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-057B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-058B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-059B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-060B] 2:30p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1523] (3:09p) 3:00p

NBC Nightly News (3:39p) 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p
The Chris Matthews Show 

[#1011] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18073] Extra [#18074] Extra [#18075] Extra [#18076] Extr a [#18077]
Medicare (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1349] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#3971] Access Hollywood [#3972] Acc ess Hollywood [#3973] Access Hollywood [#3974] Access  Hollywood [#3975] Open House [#5142] 7:30p

Community 8:00p

Parks & Recreation 8:30p

The Office The Challenge (8:52p) 9:00p

Whitney
Prime Time News LA 

(9:25p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

Tonight Show with Jay Leno 
(11:35p)

Channel 4 News Conference 
[#201149] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3148] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [#5142] 1:30a

Open House [#6119] 2:00a
My Pillow (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1348] 2:30a

In Wine Country 3:00a

In Wine Country 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Awb15 Bose (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1350] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[76R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Football Night in 
America

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W795] 

(12:06a)

Extra Weekend 
[#18078] (1:04a)

The Sing Off

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Saturday Today

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL317] 

(11:11a)

Days of Our Lives

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5am

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today Show

NBC4 News Special 
Report Murray Trial 
Sentancing  (8:54a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2042R]

Ellen [#9055]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Ellen [#9054]

NBC4 News at 5p

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

NBC4 News Special 
Report Occupy LA 
Coverage  (12:14a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL318]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2001R]

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL319]

Nate Berkus [#2047]

Ellen [#9056]

Nate Berkus [#2059]

Ellen [#9057]

NBC4 News at 5p

Prime Suspect

NBC4 News at 11pNBC4 News at 11p

NBC4 News at 5p

Christmas in 
Rockefeller Center

Harry's Law

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL320]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2006R]

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

NBC Sports Special 
ISU Grand Prix of 

Figure Skating 

Ellen [#9058]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Movie of the 
Week Game of Your 

Life 

Dateline NBC

Saturday Night Live     
(Steve Buscemi & the 

Black Keys) new 

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
USSA 

NBC Sports Special AT&T 
Winter National 
Championships 

Golf Chevron World 
Challenge 

NBC4 News

NBC Movie of the 
Week It's a Wonderful 

Life 

Golf Chevron World 
Challenge 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W795]

Extra Weekend 
[#18078]

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Detroit @ 

New Orleans  (5:15p)
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2011 Schedule* Updated: 01/03/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 12/5/11 Tue 12/6/11 Wed 12/7/11 Thu 12/8/11 Fri 12/ 9/11 Sat 12/10/11 Sun 12/11/11
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 104R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1012] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Turbo Dogs 8:00a

Shelldon 8:30a

The Magic School Bus 9:00a

Babar 9:30a

Willa's Wild Life 10:00a

Pearlie 10:30a

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL325] (11:14a)

Pearlie org sch 12/3 11:00a

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL325] (11:21a) 11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Extra [#18078] Extra [#18079] Extra [#18080] Extra [#18081] Extr a [#18082] 12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-061A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-062A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-063A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-064A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-065A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-061B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-062B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-063B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-064B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-065B] 2:30p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1524] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p
The Chris Matthews Show 

[#1012] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18079] Extra [#18080] Extra [#18081] Extra [#18082] Extr a [#18083]
Light Relief (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1353] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#3976] Access Hollywood [#3977] Acc ess Hollywood [#3978] Access Hollywood [#3979] Access  Hollywood [#3980] Open House [#5143] 7:30p

Up All Night Community 8:00p

Up All Night Parks & Recreation 8:30p

The Office The Challenge (9:12p) 9:00p

Whitney
Prime Time News LA 

(9:45p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

Channel 4 News Conference 
[#201150] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3149] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [#5143] 1:30a

Open House [#6120] 2:00a
Meaningful Beauty (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1351] 2:30a

In Wine Country 3:00a

In Wine Country 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Magicjack (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1352] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[77R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5amToday in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL321]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2055]

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL322]

Ellen [#9059]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Sing Off Holiday 
Special 

Ellen [#9060]

NBC4 News at 5p

A Michael Buble 
Christmas

The Biggest Loser

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL323]

Days of Our Lives 
(1:02p)

Nate Berkus [#2067]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2054]

NBC4 News at 5p

Harry's Law

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL324]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2057]

Ellen [#9061]

NBC4 News at 5p

Ellen [#9062]

NBC4 News at 5p

Grimm

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2016]

Ellen [#9063]

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Saturday Today

Golf PGA: Shark 
Shootout 

NBC Sports Special 
Ironman World 
Championship 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W796]

Extra Weekend 
[#18084]

NBC4 News

Chuck

Grimm

Golf PGA: Shark 
Shootout 

Football Night in 
America

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Saturday Night Live     
(Katy Perry & Robyn) 

new 

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
ISU Grand Prix of 

Figure Skating 

NBC Sports Special 
World of Adventure 

The American Giving 
Awards

NBC Sunday Night 
Football NY Giants @ 
Dallas ** flex week **  

(5:15p)

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W796] 

(12:06a)

Extra Weekend 
[#18084] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2011 Schedule* Updated: 01/03/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 12/12/11 Tue 12/13/11 Wed 12/14/11 Thu 12/15/11 Fri  12/16/11 Sat 12/17/11 Sun 12/18/11
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 105R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1013] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Turbo Dogs 8:00a

Shelldon 8:30a

The Magic School Bus
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201151] 9:00a

Babar 9:30a

Willa's Wild Life 10:00a

Pearlie 10:30a

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 105R]

NBC Sports Special Dew 
Tour Pre-Game 11:00a

11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Extra [#18084] Extra [#18085] NBC4 News Special Report 
Tanker Fire on the 60  (12:35p) Extra [#18087] Extra [#18088] 12:30p

Days of Our Lives 1:00p

Days of Our Lives (1:38p) 1:30p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-066A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-067A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-068A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-069A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-070A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-066B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-067B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-068B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-069B]

NBC4 News Special Report 
SoCal Edison Office Shooting  

(2:22p)
2:30p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1525] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p
The Chris Matthews Show 

[#1013] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18085] Extra [#18086] Extra [#18087] Extra [#18088] Extr a [#18089]
Light Relief (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1055] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#3981] Access Hollywood [#3982] Acc ess Hollywood [#3983] Access Hollywood [#3984] Access  Hollywood [#3985] Open House [#5144] 7:30p

Up All Night Community 8:00p

Whitney Parks & Recreation The Challenge 8:30p

The Office 9:00p

Whitney 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

Channel 4 News Conference 
[#201151] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3150] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [#5144] 1:30a

Open House [#6121] 2:00a
Natural 4 (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1354] 2:30a

In Wine Country 3:00a

In Wine Country 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Magicjack V15 (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1352] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[80R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W797] 

(12:06a)

Extra Weekend 
[#18090] (1:04a)

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Baltimore @ 

San Diego ** flex 
week **  (5:15p)

Today in LA 5am

Fear Factor premiere 

Fear Factor

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

NBC4 News at 11p

Nate Berkus [#2072]

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Ellen [#9067]

NBC4 News at 5p

Prime Suspect

NBC4 News at 11p

NBC4 News

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL326]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2069]

Ellen [#9064]

NBC4 News at 5p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL327]

Days of Our Lives

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL328]

Nate Berkus [#2070]

Ellen [#9065]

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

Harry's Law

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

William & Kate: Inside the 
Royal Marriage

The Biggest Loser

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL329]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2045]

Ellen [#9066] (4:07p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL330]

Days of Our Lives

Ellen [#9068]

NBC4 News at 5p

Chuck

Grimm

Dateline NBC

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Saturday Today

NBC Sports Special 
Duel in the Pool 

NBC Sports Special 
Winter Dew Tour 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W797]

Nate Berkus [#2073] 
(3:10p)

Saturday Night Live     
(Jimmy Fallon & 

Michael Buble) new 

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
USSA: US Snowboard 

Grand Prix 

NBC Sports Special 
Dew Tour 

NBC Skating Special 
Brian Boitano Skating 

Spectacular 

Football Night in 
America

Grimm

WWE Tribute To The 
Troops

Extra Weekend 
[#18090]

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Prime Time News LA

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2011 Schedule* Updated: 01/03/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 12/19/11 Tue 12/20/11 Wed 12/21/11 Thu 12/22/11 Fri  12/23/11 Sat 12/24/11 Sun 12/25/11
start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

Today In L.A. Weekend
The Best of Fritz's Holiday 

Lights 7:00a

Turbo Dogs 8:00a

Shelldon 8:30a

The Magic School Bus
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201152] 9:00a

Babar
Wall Street Journal Report 

[#1526] 9:30a

Willa's Wild Life 10:00a

Pearlie 10:30a

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 106R] 11:00a

Black Enterprise Business 
Report [81R] 11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Extra [#18090] Extra [#18091] Extra [#18092] Extra [#18093] Extr a [#18094] 12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-001AR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-002AR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-003AR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-004AR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-005AR] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-001BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-002BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-003BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-004BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-005BR] 2:30p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1526] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p
The Chris Matthews Show 

[#1014] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18091] Extra [#18092] Extra [#18093] Extra [#18094] Extr a [#18095] Open House [#5145] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#3986] Access Hollywood [#3987] Acc ess Hollywood [#3988] Access Hollywood [#3989] Access  Hollywood [#3990] LXTV: First Look [#3151] 7:30p

8:00p

The Challenge (8:40p) 8:30p

The Office 9:00p

Whitney 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

Channel 4 News Conference 
[#201152] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Open House jip [#5145]  
(1:39a) 1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country
Hispanic Business Today 

[HBT 106R] Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Midnight Special 
(Paid Program) 

[NLPP1355] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[81R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

NBC4 News at 5p

Chuck

Extra Weekend 
[#18096] (1:04a)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W798] 

(12:06a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL334]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2077]

Ellen [9005R]

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Christmas Liturgical  
The Present 

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL331]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2078]

Ellen [9009R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Who's Still Standing

Fear Factor

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Nate Berkus [#2074]

Ellen [9043R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Who's Still Standing

Saturday Night Live     
Presents: A Very Gilly 

Christmas 

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL332]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL333]

Days of Our Lives

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2076]

Ellen [9001R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Who's Still Standing

A Michael Buble 
Christmas

Who's Still Standing

Prime Suspect

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL335]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2075]

Ellen [9037R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Grimm

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Football Night in 
America

NBC Movie of the 
Week It's a Wonderful 

Life 

Christmas Eve at St. 
Peters Basilica In 

Rome

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Saturday Today

Golf PGA Tour: Year 
in Review 

Golf ADT Golf Skills 
Challenge 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W798]

Extra Weekend 
[#18096]

NBC4 News

Prime Time News LA 
(9:13p)

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p

Christmas Liturgical  
The Present 

Horizons of the Spirit Journey into 
Action: Helping Hands in the 

Economic Crisis 

Meet the Press

The Best of Fritz's 
Holiday Lights

Extra Weekend 
[#18096]

Golf Global Golf 
Adventure 

Golf ADT Golf Skills 
Challenge 

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Chicago @ 

Green Bay ** flex 
week **  (5:15p)
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2011 Schedule* Updated: 01/03/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 12/26/11 Tue 12/27/11 Wed 12/28/11 Thu 12/29/11 Fri  12/30/11 Sat 12/31/11 Sun 1/1/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 107R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1015] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Turbo Dogs 8:00a

Shelldon 8:30a

The Magic School Bus
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201201] 9:00a

Babar
Wall Street Journal Report 

[#1527] 9:30a

Willa's Wild Life HouseSmarts [059R] 10:00a

Pearlie
The Voice: What You Haven't 

Heard 10:30a

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 107R]

Neat Products (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1358] 11:00a

Black Enterprise Business 
Report [82R]

Procera Avh (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1357] 11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon International Innovators 
[NHANGH1112] 12:00p

Extra [#18096] Extra [#18097] Extra [#18098] Extra [#18099] Extr a [#18100]
Aaa (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1356] 12:30p

HouseSmarts [059R] 1:00p

Open House [6113R] 1:30p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-071A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-072A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-073A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-074A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-075A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-071B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-072B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-073B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-074B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-075B] 2:30p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1527] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p
The Chris Matthews Show 

[#1015] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18097] Extra [#18098] Extra [#18099] Extra [#18100] Extr a [#18101] Open House [#5146] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#3991] Access Hollywood [#3992] Acc ess Hollywood [#3993] Access Hollywood [#3994] Access  Hollywood [#3995] LXTV: First Look [#3152] 7:30p

Up All Night Community 8:00p

Whitney Parks & Recreation 8:30p

The Office The Challenge (8:48p) 9:00p

Whitney
Prime Time News LA 

(9:21p) 9:30p

The Office 10:00p

Up All Night 10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

Channel 4 News Conference 
[#201201] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) 1:30a

Open House [6113R] 2:00a
Natural 4 (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1354] 2:30a

In Wine Country 3:00a

3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Aps V5 (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1309] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[82R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5am

Chuck

Grimm

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W799]

Extra Weekend 
[#18102] (1:04a)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W799] 

(12:06a)

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 5p

Who's Still Standing

Fear Factor

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

Today in LA 5am

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL336R]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2038R]

Ellen [9041R]

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL337R]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2004R]

Ellen [9050R]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser 
Where Are They Now? 

NBC4 News at 11p

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL338R]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2039R]

Ellen [9035R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Harry's Law

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL339R]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2034R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Ellen [9053R]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL340R]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2033R]

Ellen [9026R]

NBC4 News

Grimm

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Meet the Press

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W799]

NBC Skating Special 
Ceasars Tribute II: A 

Celebration of 
Women on Ice 

Saturday Today

NBC Sports Special 
USSA: Snowboard 

Cup 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W799]

NBC4 News at 11p

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Dallas @ NY 

Giants  (5:15p)

Grimm

NBC's New Year's Eve 
with Carson Daly

NBC's New Year's Eve 
with Carson Daly 

continued 

Saturday Night Live     (Jason 
Segel & Florence + the 

Machine) 

Extra Weekend 
[#18102]
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